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MEDICAID IN SCHOOLS: A PATTERN OF
IMPROPER PAYMENTS

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5, 2000

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman of the committee) presiding.

- Also present: Senators Moynihan and Graham.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM DELAWARE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FI-
NANCE
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order.
Nearly 10 months ago, this committee held its first hearing on

the complicated relationship between Medicaid and the schools.
The foundation of that relationship is very straightforward and un-
challenged.

Let me say, clearly, Medicaid is responsible for reimbursing
schools for the cost of providing health care services in the schools
to Medicaid-eligible children. This responsibility is entirely appro-
priate and will be preserved. However, at last year's hearing a
number of witnesses told us that the relationship between Med-
icaid and the schools is being exploited.

Two basic points that we heard over and over again disturbed me
greatly. First, we heard that systems were in place that provided
no real assurance that vulnerable children in need of health care
services were actually receiving those services.

Second, we were told that the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration's oversight of billing practices permitted Medicaid funds to
be spent inappropriately. Both of these findings are simply unac-
ceptable.

As Chairman of the committee, I take our oversight responsibil-
ities very seriously. Accordingly, with Senator Moynihan, who has
been working with me to address this problem every step of the
way, I have asked the General Accounting Office to broaden the
scope of the investigation and provide us with recommendations to
ensure that Medicaid programs in schools are run fairly and re-
sponsibly. I look forward to hearing GAO's testimony.

I also look forward to hearing from HCFA, and s ecificall what
will be done to stop the questionable practices identified by the
GAO. Frankly, Pat, I am frustrated.
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I am frustrated because our basic goals are. simple: we want to
make Lure that Medicaid-eligible chiden receive the services they
are entitled to and we are paying for, and we want to make sure
that Medicaid spending is appropriate. These basic goals have not
been met.

It is particularly important that we take GAO's findings seri-
ously because of t parallel easily drawn between the patterns we
are seeing today in school-based spending and one of the darkest
pages in the Medicaid program's history, the disproportionate share
hospital spending scandals of the 1980's.

As we learned then, no one benefits when Medicaid dollars are
used irresponsibly. In this case, the stakes are high. Children with
comlicated educational needs depend on the health care services
Me dcaid provides. We owe it to these children, to the taxpayers,
to make sure that we run programs that are solid, defensible, and
sustainable in the long run.

Again, I would like to thank Senator Moynihan and his staff for
their close cooperation. I would welcome any statement you would
care to make.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,

A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, sir, first to thank you, not just for this

occasion, but for raising the level of oversight in this committee. I
have not, in 24 years, seen it so effectively done, the IRS, with the
Health Care Financing Administration, and such. It is a duty of
the Congress and it is a residual function, which we do if we get
to. You've put it up front where it ought to be.

This is a troubling report. Again, a very capable job by the Gen-
eral Accounting Office. The thing I came away with, most impor-
tantly, is that once again we come into, the HCFA rules are so
complicated. I mean, running a school is hard enough, but compre-
hending the Health Care Financing Administration.

If you understand the Internal Revenue Code, you could make a
fortune on K Street. But school administrators do not make a for-
tune. The rules for the Health Care Financing Administration are
twice as long as the Internal Revenue Code.

The CHARMAN. It is hard to believe.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So I want to hear from our analysts, Ms.

Allen, Mr. Hast, and of course, welcome, Mr. Westmoreland.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Moynihan.
We will, first, hear from Kathy Allen, who is Associate Director

of Health Financing and Public Health Issues of GAO. With her is
Robert Hast, who is Acting Assistant Comptroller General of GAO's
Office of Special Investigations. I understand that Mr. Hast will
not be presenting testimony, but will be happy to answer questions.

We also are leased to be joined by Tim Westmoreland, the new
Director of HCFA's Center for Medicaid and State Operations. Mr.
Westmoreland is making his first appearance before this committee
in his new role. I understand, Mr. Westmoreland, it is your birth-da. Hap birthday.4r. WESTMORELAND. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think it is a very good way to celebrate
it. [Laughter.]



Mr. WESTMORELAND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiRMAN. But, with that, we will start with you, Ms. Allen.

STATEMENT OF KATHRYN G. ALLEN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
HEALTH FINANCING AND PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUES, GEN-
ERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO), WASHINGTON, DC; AC-
COMPANIED BY ROBERT H. HAST, ACTING ASSISTANT COMP-
TROLLER GENERAL, OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS,
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Moynihan.

We are pleased to be here today as you continue to explore these
very important issues related to Medicaid payment for school-based
health services and administrative activities.

Because close to one-third of all Medicaid-eligible individuals are
school-aged children, schools are, indeed, a natural, logical place to
reach these children. School-based services can include a variety of
things, including diagnostic screening, routine preventive care,
treatment services for children with disabilities that include phys-
ical or speech therapy.

Medicaid also does pay for administrative activities that can fa-
cilitate children's access to covered health services. These would in-
clude outreach to help inform and enroll children, to coordinate
their services, and to refer them to qualified Medicaid providers.

As you indicated, last June we did testify before your committee
about questionable practices. You immediately asked that we dig
deeper into these early findings. And I must say, barely had we re-
turned to our desks that day, that your follow-up letter was there
waiting for us. Obviously, you were eager for us to continue work.

You asked that, in addition to looking at the administrative ac-
tivities, that we also examine States' use of so-called bundled rates,
which are very similar to a managed care capitated fee, whereby
schools receive a fixed payment for all the health services that an
eligible special-needs child may receive during a set period of time.

In addition we investigated indications of abusive practices asso-
ciated with claims for administrative activities and in fee-for-serv-
ice payments for health services. Mr. Hast would be happy to re-
spond to questions with regard to our investigative activities. Our
remarks today will be based on the report that we have released
to you today.

-Nationwide, nearly all States-in fact, 48, including the District
of Columbia--currently receive Medicaid payment to some extent
for school-based health services, administrative activities, or both.

These payments, for the last year for which we could obtain data
amounted to $2.3 billion. Medicaid payments to schools ranged
from a high of $820 per Medicaid-eligible child, to less than $1 per
child in several States. We have some charts to help illustrate this
point, the chart in front, and I think you may also have one in
front of you.

What this first chart shows, is that for the top 20 States, in
terms of Medicaid expenditures per eligible child, that school-based
claims were typically for health services, direct health services--
this is represented by the yellow bar-not administrative activities.
But the dark bar, the green bar, would indicate that there are
some exceptions to this.



The next chart illustrates this even frther. On our next chart,
you can see that, of the $2.3 billion spent for school-based activi-
ties, about two-thirds, that is $1.6 billion, were for health services
that are provided by almost all States across the Nation. About
one-third, just over $700 million, was for administrative activities
in 17 States.

But the message here is that two States, Illinois and Michigan,
account for the majority of these school-based administrative activ-
ity payments, over $500 million for these two States for their most
current year.

Just understand the significance of this amount, please consider
this. For these two States, the school-based administrative claims
constituted almost half of their total administrative costs to run
their entire Medicaid program.

Mr. Chairman, we would emphasize that appropriate payment
for appropriate services is not the issue. The issue, though, is that
methods that are in use by some school districts and States to
claim reimbursement are often inappropriate and do not guard
against questionable, if not improper, payments.

For example, in the area of health services, a bundled rate for
school-based health services has some distinct advantages for
schools, particularly because it helps with administrative ease.

We found that seven States are using a bundled approach, but
not each of these seven adequately take into account variations in
the needs of the child, nor do they necessarily build in assurances
that services paid for are delivered.

One State, for example, pays all schools the same State-wide rate
regardless of the intensity of the child's needs or the differences in
the cost of delivering services. This can result in underpaying some
States, and perhaps overpaying others.

Other States pay a school a monthly rate as long as a child at-
tends hool at least 1 day that month, regardless of whether or
not services are provided.

We also have concerns about methods that are in use for schools
that are claiming administrative activities. Our work in one State
alone identified $28 million in Federal payments over 2 years for
services that were clearly provided to non-Medicaid-eligible chil-
dren.

In addition, HCFA interviews with a sample of school personnel
whose time was allocated to Medicaid for other administrative ac-
tivities revealed no connection between their activities and Med-
icaid.

We found that similar practices are in effect in other States that
could also allow comparable improprieties to be occurring.

Despite the significant level of Medicaid payments that are being
made, though, not all schools benefit from Federal payments. As
can be seen from our third and last chart, a school in a State such
as Minnesota, which is represented by the green bar, would be
fully reimbursed for all of the claims that it submits, 100 percent.
Other schools in other States, however, receive far less.

Several factors explain why so few schools in some States receive
so little. First, in many States schools receive no State payment for
school-based services. Their local funds provide the State share of
the Medicaid match. That represents the yellow bar in the graph.



Second, many States--as many as 18-retain a very significant
share of the Federal payment, often as much as 50 percent or more
and as high as 85 percent, rather than giving it back to the schools
as reimbursement for their claims.

Third, schools often pay private firms as much as 25 percent of
their Federal payment for services related to their Medicaid claims.
These firms often develop the methods to identify the claims, to
train school personnel to use the method, and then they file the
claims that become the basis for their fees.

Taken together, these funding arrangements reduce every incen-
tive to exercise appropriate oversight. They also appear to violate
Medicaid's fundamental tenet that Federal dollars are provided to
match State or local dollars for Medicaid-covered services.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and Senator Moynihan, HCFA is al-
ready acknowledging these concerns and is taking steps to respond
to the recommendations in our report. HCFA concurs with the need
for better policy and its more consistent application.

But we would point out that States also bear a very important
fiduciary responsibility with HCFA to administer the Medicaid pro-
gram and they, too, must be held accountable for its efficient and
effective operation to safeguard public dollars.

A program of the magnitude and diversity of Medicaid will al-
ways present us with challenges in terms of finding the appropriate
balance between State flexibility, public accountability, and admin-
istrative simplicity.

Medicaid can obviously make a very significant contribution to
the very real needs of eligible children, but there needs to be con-
stant vigilance to guard against potential exploitation that will di-
vert limited resources from their intended purposes.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This concludes our statement.
The CHAmM. Thank you, Ms. Allen.
Now we will turn to Mr. Westmoreland.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Allen appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF TIM WESTMORELAND, DIRECTOR OF THE
CENTER FOR MEDICAID AND STATE OPERATIONS, HEALTH
CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION (HCFA), WASHINGTON,
DC
Mr. WESTMoRELAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you

Senator Moynihan. Thanks to the GAO for their study and their
recommendations.

In brief, let me say that we agree with the GAO and concur in
its findings, and will move to adopt its recommendations expedi-
tiously.

There is a general rule in Medicaid. A Medicaid-eligible child can
receive a Medicaid-covered service when furnished by a Medicaid-
participating provider in any venue, hospital, clinic, school, or
home. There are some additions to that general rule, like outreach
and enrollment assistance, but that is the general rule.

We recognize that education and health care need to have a good,
cooperative relationship with the overall goal of helping children.
Schools are a place to reach children, to enroll them in Med-
icaid, in SCHI an provide some basic services. Health care serv-
ices are essential to allow some children, especially chronically ill



and disabled children, to get a public education. Medlcaid is a pow-
erful tool to aid in that goal.

So with the general rule and the overall goal in mind, there are
a number of complex issues to work through and the GAO has
highlighted some of them for us today: bundling of school-based
services, claiming Medicaid funds for administrative purposes, and
transportation.

Bundling is a catch-phrase for combining several services over a
p eod of time and paying a single payment for them. It is much
Eewhat Medicare does for hospitals or for surgeons these days.
There are many services involved, but these days they are not usu-
ally separately itemized. We pay one rate for one procedure.

These rates have been developed in Medicare over a period of 25
years using detailed cost reports from institutions that are used to
providing itemized billing: hospitals. They have been statistically
evaluated, they have been regularly adjusted and reviewed, and it
is quite a rigorous process.

It is used because it is more flexible and simpler than fee-for-
service billing, while still being sound accounting. Bundling in
school-based services is a relative innovation. It is usually used to
pay for services like physical therapy, speech therapy, hearing
services, the kinds of things that Ms. Allen has described to you
today.

It is not based on the same detailed history of experience on
costs. While it is flexible, it may not be accurate. It may under- or
over-compensate individual schools. It may not be risk adjusted by
the condition of the child involved. It may be triggered by events
that are not related directly to cost like, as Ms. en has pointed
out, I day of attendance in school.

So while bundling is theoretically a good thing, the devil is in the
details. As GAO has said, the rates should reflect the need. The
rates should not be vulnerable to manipulation or lead to inad-
equate services to the child. We ar.

We would flesh this out from information-from our work group
on bundling to say that there should be documentation, especially
documentation that the service billed for is actually provided, that
there should be an ability to do retrospective review, and that there
should be statistically valid sampling methods. This will lead to a
good balance between flexibility and accountability.

In the meanwhile, we are not approving any new bund State
planning amendments and, short of fraud and abuse, we wi allow
the current bundling States to continue for the time being, al-
though we will continue to provide technical assistance to help
them adust the accuracy of their payments.

The alternative to developing a new bundling methodology is un-
acceptable. It is to wait for 25 years until we get reliable account-
ing data like we have for hospitals. That is not good for Medicaid
and it is not good for the kids who need the care now.

In administrative claiming, in addition to health services, Med-
icaid also pays for administrative work. As I mentioned before, we
pay for outreach, enrollment assistance, and those kinds of services
m general, and schools are a very good venue for doing that, but,
in addition, we pay for adminitrative work that is connected with
providing health services.



Here, I would say the same general rule applies. Medicaid will
pay for administrative work that is associated with any Medicaid-
eligible child receiving Medicaid-covered services from a Medicaid-
participating provider. But we do not pay administrative expenses
that do not meet that general rule, except, of course, for special cir-
cumstances like outreach and enrollment assistance.

So we do not pay for administrative services for ineligible chil-
dren, or uncovered services, or non-participating providers. This is
complicated because many school workers do a variety of services
during their normal day in the school, some that meet the general
rule, some that do not.

One method for accounting for this in a fiscally sound manner is
for Medicaid to appropriately require statistical studies on the allo-
cation of the time of the personnel. The draft Administrative
Claiming Guide, which was developed after this committee's last
hearing, is to try to make these rules clearer and simpler. It is not
a new policy.

These are general rules that apply not only to all of Medicaid,
but to all of the Federal programs. We are trying to clarify these
rules and to put them in one place, for the schools, and for the
States, and for HCFA, to promote consistency among HCFA re-
gional offices so that we have the same rules being explained in the
same way.

This Administrative Claiming Guide is in draft now. The closing
date for comments was this past Monday. We have received a num-
ber of comments. We will review those with the Department of
Education and make the Guide final. In the meanwhile, we will
continue to provide technical assistance on administrative services,
especially to those small school districts that may have trouble
doing so on their own.

Finally, transportation. Again, the general rule. Medicaid will
pay for transportation when it is helping a Medicaid child get to
or from a Medicaid service by a Medicaid provider; in school set-
tings, the school often stands in as the provider.

But if no health services or special assistance or equipment are
used, then transportation is not covered. There is a need here for
clarity and consistency. We are working on program guidance for
schools, States, and again, for the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration itself.

In conclusion, I would say thank you to the committee, and to
the staff, and to the GAO for raising these issues. Medicaid and
education have a strong common denominator: kids. We should
keep these kids as the focus of the program and work to clarify all
of these complications around providing services to them.

Thank you vat-y much.
The CHAuIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Westmoreland.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Westmoreland appears in the ap-pendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hast, in your report you say you are refer-

rig certain matters to the U.S. Attorney's Office for appropriate
action. Would you please tell the committee why you are making
these referrals and what actions you would expect the U.S. Attor-
ney's Office to take?



Mr. HAST. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We are referring certain matters
because we believe that, based on the evidence that we collected,
that there is prima fascia evidence that some of the school districts,
with the aid and instruction of private consulting firms, made
claims on Medicaid reimbursement that were wilful and intentional
violations of the law.

I would say that we hope that the U.S. Attorney's Offices that
we refer this to will take appropriate action in either criminal or
civil law proceedings in order to recover improperly obtained funds.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you identify or give us some examples of
the type of misconduct the GAO uncovered that led you to make
these referrals?

Mr. HAST. Yes. In the area of fee for services, we examples of
claiming of transportation services any time a child received a re-
lated health care service without regard to whether the service was
actually provided.

In this context, school district officials told us that some of the
children who are authorized for this service never actually utilized
the transportation, but are transported by their parents.

We also identified situations where group therapy sessions are
made as if they were individual sessions for billing purposes, but
only for the Medicaid-eligible students, not for other students.

On the administrative side, we believe that the $28 million ex-
ample that Ms. Allen testified about earlier is a situation that re-
quires Justice Department review. It is troubling that persons or
entities knowledgeable about this program would submit claims for
reimbursement of services for non- Medicaid-eligible students.

Additionally, Deloit & Touche Consulting, who prepared the
claims, when testifying before the House Committee on Commerce
in November about their fraud detection program, said that they
had systems in place to prevent improper payments from being
made. It does not appear that they were using these systems in
Michigan.

The CHAIRMAN. Did your investigation determine whose decision
it was to submit the improper claims in question? Was it the school
districts, the consultants?

Mr. HAST. Well, in interviewing officials from both the school dis-
trict and the consultants, we found that, with respect to the trans-
portation and group therapy billing, both sides are blaming each
other. However, with respect to the administrative claiming issues
that we developed, our interviews lead us to believe that the con-
sultants were responsible for those.

The CHAIRMAN. If they are unable to prosecute based on the re-
ferrals, do you think HCFA should recover the improperly obtained
funds?

Mr. HAST. Yes, absolutely. I think we should use all legal rem-
edies to obtain the funds.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Ms Allen, your analysis shows us that
school districts often benefit very little from Medicaid reimburse-
ment because of the funding arrangements they have with the
States or with the consultants. What can be done to maximize the
level of reimbursement that ulinately reaches the schools?

Ms. ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, there are several things that could be
done. Probably the two which would have priority consideration



have to do with the State practice to retain certain of the Federal
reimbursement, and also to look at the practices by which the
schools are paying the consultants who work with them.

Let me take the first one with regard to the State practice to re-
tain. The States would argue that they retain a portion of the Fed-
eral Medicaid reimbursement because they provide State funds to
local education agencies for the benefit of school children. There is
no argument about that.

But at the same time, as we have testified and as can be seen
in the graphic, there are large proportions of local funds involved,
so it is not clear exactly whose funds are being used to pay for
Medicaid-eligible services.

We believe that when a State retains a portion of the Federal
Medicaid match, it severs any link that there should be between
ensuring that Federal dollars paying for Medicaid-covered services.

We also think that this just violates a fundamental tenet of the
Medicaid program, that Federal dollars are used to match State
and local dollars for the purposes of Medicaid services.

The second issue has to do with the issue of contingency fees that
are paid to consultants. Again, as we have testified, consultants'
fees are often tied to the amount of the reimbursement that will
be coming from the Federal Government.

Any arrangement such as that removes any incentive for appro-
priate oversight. It creates every incentive, in fact, to maximize, to
push the envelope of what is allowable. As we have indicated, we
have found exactly that to be happening. There are various ways
that can be done to address that, which we would be happy to de-
lineate, if you desire.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.. Please proceed.
Ms. ALLEN. With regard to the practices for paying the consult-

ants, there are two or three things that one should bear in mind.
First of all, Federal law does allow the payment or the reimburse-
ment by Medicaid of consultant fees to the extent that they are
necessary and reasonable for the program, and to the extent that
they are not based on recovery of Federal payments.

For the most part, we did not find that to be the issue. What is
he-ppening, though, is that there is nothing to preclude a local
school district from paying a fee to their consultants, but when it
is tied to the percentage of federal reimbursement, again, there are
problems.

So how does one remedy that? Several ways. First of all, tighten
up the criteria for what is allowable or not and that will remove
some of the gray area that people are stepping into now.

Second, some States do not allow contingency fees at all. Florida,
for example, just in February, adopted a policy to no longer allow
contingency fees to be paid on this basis. Some States use a fixed
fee schedule. That is another tool that can be used.

Finally, it could be capped. There could be a cap on what is con-
sidered reasonable and allowable which would help constrain that
portion of funds being drained off from schools.

The CHAIMAN. Now, you mentioned Florida outlawed contin-
gency fees. Should the Federal Government do the same in these
areas?



Ms. ALLEN. I am not sure about that, Mr. Chairman. Again, it
would seem that if these other principles are in place, that perhaps
there would not be as much of a concern. There are some other
States, I believe, who would also ban this.

To the extent that States would disallow contingency fees, then
obviously the Federal Government recognizes that as well. At this
point, we do not have a position on whether or not we should ban
that at the Federal level.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask this question, then I will turn to Sen-
ator Moynihan.

How pervasive are the problems you identified with administra-
tive cost claiming, in particular, the claims for services for non-
Medicaid-eligible children? Is this something occurring in a couple
of States or so? What is being done to prevent this practice from
growing?

Ms. ALLEN. The magnitude appeared to be greatest in the two
States where the administrative claims are the highest, in Michi-
gan and Illinois. Again, HCFA has done some reviews of practices
in those States.

For one quarter alone, the quarter ending September 1998, in
one State, HCFA has questioned $30 million in administrative
claims, for some of the reasons that we delineated.

But when they questioned them in 1998, they asked that prac-
tices be changed, but it did not happen. When the next year rolled
around, September 1999, at that point HCFA decided to defer $33
million that had been claimed for these questionable practices. At
this point, HCFA has not determined that they are unallowable, it
is just that they are questionable.

Similar practices are in place in Illinois. Again, the magnitude is
very large in those two States. But we have also identified that
similar practices are in use in a number of other States. We have
not done the work in those other States to identify it, but certainly
the vulnerabilities are there. -

The CHAmRMAN. Let me turn to you, Mr. Westmoreland. How has
all this happened? GAO presents to us a clear pattern of improper
payments for both direct services and administrative costs.

What has gone wrong in HCFA's oversight process? For example,
why did the regional offices not reject State plan submissions that
permitted inappropriate claim methodologies? How did we get

ere? I mean, what is HCFA doing?
Mr. WESTMORELAND. Mr. Chairman, I think I should begin by

saying that we had deferred claims, as Ms. Allen has pointed out,
from the State of Michigan. Overall, that is about $50 million that
we have deferred.

The second thing I should probably say, is that we accepted the
initial bundling of service provision because it seemed like a good,
flexible way of responding to the need for the schools to be able,
as you were pointing out in your opening statements, to not turn
into hospitals, not to have to provide fee-for-service billing.

Having said that, when we initially accepted those we were act-
ing on the belief that we had a reasonable basis for coming up with
the bundling methodology, of what the rates would be andwhat
would trigger those rates.



We have since-and I would say in large part because of the
GAO and this committee's activities this past summer-put a mor-
atorium on accepting further school bundling amendments because
we do not believe that the methodology that is arrived at or how
to come at those services with an appropriate rate is as sophisti-
cated and nuanced as it needs to be. It is not the same thing as
prospective payment in hospital care.

So we have put that on hold. We are developing a new method-
ology, and in the meanwhile we are only accepting fee-for-service
proposals for school-based services.

In the administrative claiming area, we have developed a draft
Administrative Claiming Guide for use by the States on how to
claim for school-based services' administrative work. That guide is
long and it is in draft now. We have received a number of com-
ments about those drafts. We will be trying to make that into a
final form and I have every hope of being able to do so expedi-
tiously.

Let me quickly add, there are other parties that are-quite inter-
ested in making sure that this Administrative Claiming Guide is
clear and useful. We have been working with the Department of
Education, especially with the office that deals with special edu-
cation and the needs of chronically ill and disabled kids who have
a special interest in making sure that Medicaid is available to pay
for those kids to stay in schools.

So we have been moving to try to clarify this policy. I agree with
you, Mr. Chairman, that it has been slow. To that extent, I regret
that it has not been faster, but we are moving to do so.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, I understand that these guidelines really
set forth what is not reimbursable and the schools are concerned
that it does not state what is reimbursable, that consequently it
does not give them, really, the kind of guidance that they need.
What is your answer to that complaint?

Mr. WESTMORELAND. I agree with that, overall. We have received
a number of comments that the tone is actually one that is quite
pessimistic, "These are the things you cannot do." I agree that we
should state, in turn, "These are the things you can do."

Now, I think that our lawyers would argue that by stating what
you cannot do, and having the general rule that I described in my
testimony available, that schools should have some comfort that
this is what you can do.

But I also have heard from a number of school dcfisict and edu-
cation associations that is not what they wish to have, and I hope
that the final guide will state, in turn, the things that they can do.

One of the things I also would emphasize, which has been impor-
tant for some of the education groups with whom I have met in the
meanwhile, is that the Administrative Claiming Guide is setting
out-and I do not use this phrase in its legal sense-a safe harbor.
This is one way of doing administrative claiming with an account-
ing method, in this case random time sampling, that would result
in satisfactory accounting of personnel time.

I have been told by a number of people, and indeed, a number
of Members' offices, that there are other ways that they feel are
sound accounting to arrive at this same basis. ..



What we are trying to do is lay out one method that would be
acceptable, and if schools or States-in this case, I am allowed, le-
gally, only to deal with States--come forward with other methods,
that HCFA will review those in detail.

The CHAIRMAN. -Let me ask you two more quick questions. Do
you intend to recover from the States payments that were drawn
inappropriately?

Mr. WESTMORELAND. If, upon further review-and I have pointed
out that in the State of Michigan we have taken, overall, about $50
million in deferrals-we find that those claims were, indeed, legally
inappropriate, yes, we would seek to recover those funds.

I would also point out that, in a number of States, we have
worked with the State -on voluntary adustments which have not
required going to deferrals. We have had voluntary adjustments in
qihich regional offices have approached the State, raised questions,
and the State has volunteered cooperatively to adjust their future
method and, indeed, return some Federal funds. So, it need not al-
ways come to the point of recoupment.

The CHAIRMAN. You did make some mention about the inconsist-
encies between regional offices. This is a constant complaint in al-
most every program. When are we going to get on top of it and
make sure that all States are treated alike?

Mr. WESTMORELAND. I hope that we can move towards finally
getting regional consistency, in part, by developing the Administra-
tive Claiming Guide, as I said in my testimony, not just for the
urposes of telling the States and the local education authorities,
ut also telling the HCFA regional offices who are responsible for

the implementation of these programs, what acceptable and unac-
ceptable practices are.

I think the development of the guide has an internal purpose as
well as an external purpose, so that there are clear and stated
rules of what is an appropriate system. I hope that this will pro-
mote regional consistency. I would be overly ambitious to say that
that would be solving the problem of regional inconsistency, but I
hope it will help.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNiHAN. First of all, I want to thank all of our panel

for the candor, especially you, Mr. Westmoreland.
Mr. WESTMORELAND. Thank you, sir.
Senator MOYNJHAN. You have indicated what you hope will come

out and not told us what will. Let me ask, if I can, the questions
of regional variation. The Chairman mentioned regional matters.

I have been intrigued by the history of the Medicaid sharing for-
mulas with State governments which is based on the Hill-Burton
Hospital Construction Act, I believe, of 1947.

A distinguished former chairman of this committee once c'mfided
to me, in the good nature Russell Long always had in these mat-
ters, and said, "Well, Hill-Burton was the South's revenge for the
Civil War." [Laughter.] If you will recall, it allocates funds on the
basis of the square of the difference between the State per capita
income and U.S. per capita income.

I remember anciently now, in my first commencement address as
a U.S. Senator, I suggested, if we are going to have algebra in our



statutes, why not make it square root? Nothing has come of that
over the years.

But I look at your chart, Ms. Allen, and it says, there is Mary-
land paying $820 a year. As far as I can tell, Alaska, Arizona, and
Minnesota do not provide anything in the way of health care serv-
ices, it is all administrative.

Ms. ALLEN. That is what they reported to us, sir. That is not to
say that they are not necessarily providing those types of services
to their children, but it seems that they are not working through
the Medicaid program to help obtain the reimbursement for those
services.

Senator MOYNUHAN. So they just charge the administrative costs
and pick up the others, do you think?

Ms. ALLEN. It would appear that way.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I wonder if Mr. Westmoreland could not look

into that for us, if it is an anomaly.
Mr. WESTMORELAND. Senator Moynihan, I would be delighted to

look into it for you. I would say in passing, that the provision of
health care services for disabled and chronically ill children
through the Medicaid program is, as you point out, in the long his-
tory of the Medicaid program, a relative innovation.

It was in 1988 that it was clear that schools and educational or-
anizations could claim for health care services provided in this
fashion under the Individuals With Disabilities Education Act.

It may be that, over the years, some schools--I do not know the
situation in these States-became accustomed to budgeting for
that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, Minnesota is not in the habit of depriv-
ing people of education or health care. It may just be the simplest
thing for them to do. You could always call them up ask.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Yes, sir. We will investigate. But the only
thing I was trying to follow up on with Ms. Allen's comment is that
the fact that it does not show up as a Medicaid expense may not
mean that the health services are not provided to the children.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Precisely.
Mr. WESTMORELAND. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. But, then again the range of health services

billed, as it were, ranges from v high of $820 in Maryland to 5
cents in Mississippi. Now, what is that all about? Five cents' worth
of health care?

Ms. ALLEN. Well, that is how it averages out, sir. It could be that
that is being provided to just a few children, perhaps, in one school
district, but when you average it out over all Medicaid-eligible chil-
dren in the State, the claim per child is low.
, Again, the point here, as Mr. Westmoreland said, is that a num-

ber of States are adopting a wait-and-see attitude. There is wide-
spread knowledge about some of the activities occurring in some

ta. Some are very interested, some consultants are working
very aggressively to sign up more clients amongst States and
schools.

But, quite frankly, some are waiting and watching to see, for ex-
ample, the outcome of this hearing, because they are not sure
whether they can legitimately pursue this and how to do it in a
way that they will benefit and, at some point, not be penalized.



Senator MOYNIHAN. I would hope you mean the way the children
would benefit.

Ms. ALLEN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I am sure the Chairman does not want this

hearing to suggest anybody get out of this program. There is a phe-
nomenon, which is obviously related to the welfare legislation of
1996 in which we repealed the Aid to Families With Dependent
Children, which was the original focus of the Medicaid, was it went
with AFDC. Now there is none, so 600,000 children appear to have
lost Medicaid coverage during 1997 alone. Is this not the case? Mr.
Westmoreland, you would know. -

Mr. WESTMORELAND. I am not sure if the number is 600,000. It
is hard to estimate how many children have lost Medicaid,- in part
because of the difficulties of estimating rising employment levels,
which in turn might mean that children do not meet the income
and assets standard. But it is quite clear that a number of children
and families have been inappropriately terminated from Medicaid
as the TANF legislation was implemented.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Is it inappropriate, or did we just write the
statute, so this is what happens?

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Well, as I understand it, under the terms
of the legislation, children and families should preserve their Med-
icaid eligibility even if they lose their TANF.

Senator MoYNIHAN. They continue that. I see. So it might be
that, even though they have that entitlement, they think, since you
are off AFDC, you are off everything.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Yes, sir. In three States that I know of,
that are working either in litigation or working directly with the
fear of litigation, efforts have been undertaken to reinstate children
and families that have been inappropriately terminated, say, due
to a computer system error or something like that.

In the State of Washington, for instance, more than 100,000 chil-
dren and families have been reinstated into the Medicaid program
after finding that there have been errors in the implementation of
the TANF legislation.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You are going to have a big issue on your
hands in this regard when the 5-year time limit takes place, which
is what, next year?

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I will not be around to hear it, but I would

hope that you might keep the committee in touch with what hap-
pens, generally.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Yes, sir. I will.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And in that regard, one last question, if I

can. Do you have a State variation in the number of disabled chil-
dren eligible from State to State? Anybody. Mr. Hast, you can join
in here.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. I do not know those numbers. I am sure it
would be relatively easy for us to come up with the numbers, and
I would be happy to supply them to the committee by the end of
the week.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you do?
Mr. WESTMORELAND. Yes, sir.



Senator MOYNiHAN. Because it is the question of disposition to
diagnose something like that. DDT. Disposition to diagnose. The
variations can be so formidable.

I am sorry that my friend from Florida has just arrived. But a
couple of years ago we were able to show that the strongest correla-
tion between mathematical test scores and eighth grade students
by far the strongest correlation, was distance of the State capital
from the Canadian border. So, we came up with, if you want to im-
prove your test scores, move your State closer to Canada. It makes
perfect sense, and the statistics prove it.

But it would be interesting to find out just how many. Is there
a variation? And within the variation, are there specific physical
disabilities? What would students be in group therapy for? I mean,
that is psychiatric, is it not?

Ms. ALLEN. Or it could be speech therapy, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Speech therapy.
Ms. ALLEN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Sure. Well, tell us more, will you? And

thank you for what you have told us already.
Mr. WESTMORELAND. And if I could add, sir, at the risk of being

considered facetious, I have in my previous career worked on a
statute which is now blessedly amended, which involved a cube
root for distributing funds among the States.

Senator MOYNIHAN. A cube root.
Mr. WESTMORELAND. A cube root. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you let us know about that? [Laugh-

ter.]
Mr. WESTMORELAND. It is no longer on the books. It has been

amended.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It does not matter, it was. The history of al-

gebra in American social legislation. There is a little dissertation
there.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. I would actually go so far as to point out
that the legislative counsel, in ittenipting to draft this legislation,
could not find a cube root key on his computer and- we had to draw
one and cut and paste it into the bill. [Laughter.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. Send us a letter.
Mr. WESTMORELAND. I will.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you all very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Moynihan.
There is a vote on. Senator Graham, would you want to proceed

to ask any questions, then recess the committee? We can go ahead
and vote. There will be two votes. I think we are finished with this
panel, but when you complete any questionsyou have.

Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, my preference would be, first,
to respond to what Senator Moynihan has just said by providing
a bit of history of the connection between Florida and Canada. We
cannot deal with geography, but we can deal with past events.
That should intrigue you.

Second, to suggest that Senator Moynihan is going to be spend-
ing his retirement writing salacious novels on the history of alge-
bra in America's social policy as a means of supplementing his So-
cial Security income.



But I would withhold my questions to the next panel, Mr. Chair-
man. I

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Graham.
Let me thank the three of you for your testimony. I view this sit-

uation most seriously, and I think it is critically important that we
proceed in a way that we ensure the young students who are enti-
tled to this care, indeed, have it and that the school districts are
reimbursed as we proposed.

So I do not want to come back another year from now and find
that we are dealing with the same situation. I want to hear that
the program is working for the eligible.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Once again, Mr. Chairman, oversight is a
fundamental responsibility which you have revived. We are not the
only ones. I mean, they are' not the only ones who have to keep up
with procedures.

The CHARMN. Absolutely. I could not agree more.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 10:48 a.m., the hearing was recessed to recon-

vene at 11:32 a.m.)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
It is a pleasure to welcome our second panel, consisting of Lynn

Davenport, who is president, Human Services Division, MAXIMUS;
Susan Sclafani, who is chief of staff for Educational Services, Hous-
ton Independent School District. It is a pleasure to welcome both
of you. And Jacquelin Golden, National Parent Network on Disabil-
ities.

I apologize for the delay, but it seems to be the pattern rather
than the exception.

Senator MOYNIHAN. But you always come back, Mr. Chairman,
which is not the pattern.

The CHAIRMAN. That is true.
But we will start with you, Mr. Davenport, and work our way up.

STATEMENT OF LYNN DAVENPORT, PRESIDENT, HUMAN
SERVICES DISION, MAXIMUS, WALTHAM, MA

Mr. DAVENPORT. Thank you, Senator Roth and Senator Moy-
nihan. It is a pleasure to be here.

My name is Lynn Davenport and I am with MAXIMUS.
MAXIMUS is a consulting firm that works in the State, federal,
and local sector. Among the work we do, is to work with States and
school districts to help them obtain their full Federal reimburse-
ment under Medicaid and other Federal programs.

So, it is based on that experience that I am talking about today.
We have prepared a statement, which I believe you have, and I will
kind of summarize the high points, then look forward to questions.

We are pretty well aware of all of the concerns about school-
based billing. To the extent there are issues-and there are issues,
we have seen them-we have tried to make sure we have been a
positive, rather than negative, force in addressing them. But those
concerns are real. I think this series of hearings is very important.

Let me take on three or four of the issues that seem to be impor-
tant to give our perspective. First, with respect to bundled rates,



truthfully, any kind of rate-setting system can be abused, a fee-for-
service system, a bundled rate system can be abused.

Really, what they are is rates divided by a cost. If those costs do
not properly reflect real costs, you have a potential issue. So I
think the issue is how to develop a good rate-setting system as op-
posed to fee-for-service versus bundled rates.

The second concern, as people have mentioned, bundled rates can
be helpful to schools because they are somewhat easier to imple-
ment, so there is a potential advantage to schools to use them, so
long as costs are properly recorded.

Third, there are certain kinds of transactions in the school set-
ting that really do not lend themselves to a fee-for-service situa-
tion. For example, if you have a personal aid in a classroom whose
job is to work with disadvantaged children, and that person spends
some of his or her day on instructional kinds of functions which
cannot be billed to Medicaid, there are other functions in terms of
working with the child that are billable.

So how does that person record those different moments in time
in the course of the day in a way that is practical? It is a difficult
service to recover under a bundle rate methodology.

But let me turn to some of the ways in which I think you can
begin to develop a better system, be it fee for service or bundled
rate. First, there has to be a much better definition of what are
proper and allowable costs. I think if everybody agrees from the be-
ginning, you are in better shape.

Second, I think it is important to have variation in your rate-set-
ting system. Some of our projects, for example. We have a series
of 19 different rates. We have developed a rate for each type of dis-
ability category.

We also have different rates by different segments 6f a State, so
that there is variation in terms of State differences. I think you
start to have more. and more variation, detail, and rigor in your
process, you have a better chance for properly representing costs.

Third, there has to be a real statistical foundation behind those
rates in terms of allocating time, recording time, to make sure that
you can properly show that the time we have billed, the costs we
have billed, really is for an allowable function as opposed to an un-
allowable function. We like to sit down with HCFA at the begin-
ning of our projects and work through our methodologies with them
to get agreement. I think that is the process that works best.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, if I may.
Mr. DAVENPORT. Sure.
Senator MOYNmAN. You said you sit down with HCFA and work

these things out.
Mr. DAVENPORT. We certainly try to, yes. It is just a matter of

our practice. We think that that is the best way of avoiding a sur-
prise later on.

The next point I was going to mention, is that even though you
are billing, let us say, on a blended rate basis, you want to make
sure you work with the schools to put in place some sort of record
keeping system so that one can go back on an audit and look
through their books and records to see if that service was actuallyrendered.



Last, there needs to be flexibility. People talked about using a
month, for example, as an appropriate indicator. There are other
kinds of indicators that couldbe used, so we have got to work to-
wards what makes sense.

Let me move to the second issue, which is administrative claim-
ing. Administrative costs, again, are appropriate costs, within rea-
son. There have been a lot of issues. One of the things that I think
has happened, is there has been a tendency in some cases for peo-
ple to try to move direct service costs into an administrative cost
pool. That is not what the administrative cost program was de-
signed to recover.

It is really supposed to be the costs on top of your direct services.
It gets back to properly defining which costs are appropriate, which
are not, define that in advance through regulation and rules, and
ultimately through practice, and I think you have a much better
chance of having a good program.

Second, again, your statistical process. There is a sampling that
needs to be performed of people to see, are they performing Med-
icaid or non-Medicaid allowable services or health related services?
There are sampling methods that kind of take one little moment
in time and extrapolate the results over an entire year. That is a
leap of faith.

There are other sampling methods that force you to look at time
much more consistently and more constantly. That gives you much
more representative views, so these are, again, methods and ways
to kind of have an administrative cost system that works best.

Obviously, you want to make sure that you do not see the same
costs in both direct service and administrative costs, so structuring
the commitment and responsibility on behalf of everybody working
in the process is important.

The third area, is the use of contractors. The sense tends to be
that using a contractor, in itself, is wrong or abusive. Second, they
work on a contingency-based process, even more so. Let me respond
to those points.

It takes effort to put in place a school-based billing system,
whether it be a school or a consultant. The school is either going
to have to hire people, or build a computer system, or assign staff
to that process, or they are going to use somebody like our firm to
work with them. But if the firm is working properly, it is a proper
function for somebody to perform.

Second, with respect to contingency rates, again, you can have
abuses in a contingency system, or under a fee-for-service system,
or whatever. Abuses can occur. Again, how do you put in place a
process that is going to protect against that?

Contingencies, by the way, can be helper in smaller jurisdictions
or finally strapped jurisdictions as a way for them to avoid paying
until they have benefit from your services.

Some things to think about: making sure that all procurement
are on a competitive bid basis; requiring the vendors to share their
costs. If I buy a car, every dealer is going to share their coRts with
me. So should vendors, and that should be something you put in
your proposal, whether you charge others for the same services.

Time limits, in terms of how long this contract is supposed to
last. I need to make sure that the vendor is required to not only



just identify the services billed for the dollars, but to actually be
responsible for training staff. putting in place procedures and sys-
tems, and turning -over their knowledge to the vendor long term.
Lastly, to think about things like caps, limits, dollar constraints, if
there is a concern that maybe somebody is getting inappropriate
recovery.

I had other comments, but I will leave those. Those were kind
of highlight kinds of comments.

Just one thing on the issue of HCFA, if I may. I think the issue
there is to try to find a way to get a good, prompt, working process.
That would be the most helpful for the people working in the field,
so to speak. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Next, I will call on Dr. Sclafani, please.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Davenport appears in the appen-

dix.]
STATEMENT OF SUSAN SCLAFANI, PH.D., CHIEF OF STAFF FOR

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, HOUSTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
DISTRICT, HOUSTON, TX
Dr. SCLAFANI. Thank you, Chairman Roth and Senator Moy-

nihan, members of the committee. We are very pleased to be here
today on behalf of the Houston Independent School District, and as
well as a representative of the Council of Great City Schools, the
largest urban districts in America.

e are the largest district in Texas, and the seventh largest in
the Nation, with over 210,000 children served in nearly 300 schools
across our city, which is a very large, spread-out city. Fifty-three
percent of our students are Hispanic, 35 percent African-American,
12 percent white and Asian. In fact, 71 percent of our students are
served in the free and reduced-price lunch program.

What we see, is that because we are a large city, we tend to get
more severely and profoundly disabled students in our schools than
many other areas do. We are known for our medical center in
Houston. In fact, the number of our multiply impaired students is
ver high

W so had brought to the committee a very short videotape
that shows you some of the students that we serve. Ordinarily, in
the past when we were in school, these children were not in school
with our kids and we think it is important that they are there.
That means that we have got to provide health services fo-.- them
if they are going to be successful.

We have been doing the Medicaid program in Houston since
1992. We set up a department. We have a staff of 10 who have
worked very -closely with the State Medicaid service and the re-
gional HCFA to design a program that meets all of the require-
ments for the State.

Through-our annual audits, we have been found to be in full
compliance. We also have used our staff to do internal audits dur-
ing the year to be sure that we are following all of the rules.

Frankly, we do those time studies on a quarterly basis that do
take time from our professionals, but they also see that the nearly
$9 million a year that we get in Medicaid reimbursement enables
us to provide personnel to better serve our students. Because of
that, ey are willing to do that extra work.



One of the things that we believe, is that as you are providing
services across the Nation, that it must be, as you have already
asked in the first panel, a system that provides equity across the
States.

We are very pleased with the Texas system. We have worked
well together. It is a fee-for-service system. We are sure that we
are only reimbursed for the services that we provide to children,
but as we provide additional services, then we can be reimbursed
for those as well.

In Texas, there are 1,000 school districts, and 800 of them have
fewer than 1,000 students in them. For each one of those school
districts, to create the mechanism to do this on their own, is far
more difficult. A student population like that only justifies a cen-
tral office with one or two people in the professional range. They
cannot create a staff.

We have been working with a number of our neighboring dis-
trits to help them use our system. We have already developed it,
we have got the software in place. So there are alternatives, I
think, to going with consultants. The nice part is, all of those dol-
lars then stay in school systems and provide services for students.

* In my testimony, I outline the services that we provide and it is
far more than one would ordinarily expect a school system to pro-
vide. But, as I said, our children are far more medically involved
in Houston than we have had before.

'We' do tube feedings, we do suctioning of lungs so that children
are able to breathe, we do inhalation treatments, we provide medi-
cation on a daily basis to our students, and we have got to have
professionals to do that. As you know, medical professionals are an
expensive group of people to hire. We believe, however, that it is
worth doing.

One of our challenges, is that the Individuals With Disabilities
Education Act was never fully funded as originally conceived, so we
only get about $8 million out of Federal funds. Yet, we are spend-
ing well over $115 million a year on our special education pro-
grams. We spend over $35 million a year on health services.

So we are providing those services because our children need
them, and we believe so strongly that all children need to be in
schools together.

In fact, it is the interaction of our regular education students
with our special education students that enriches the lives of our
special education students and builds an understanding on the part
of our regular education students, that these are children as well,
these are their peers, and that they need, as they grow up, to be
concerned about the welfare of these children as well.

So we are looking forward to regulations that tell us consistently
how we should operate, that are clear and easy to understand. But
we believe that the Medicaid program has enabled us to serve stu-
dents that otherwise would not be as well-served as we currently
do it.

Many of our children i'a our Child Find program really are served
only by our school nurse. It is the only medical personnel they see,
unless we can help them and their parents get in touch with the
medical professionals available in the city.
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So the Child Find services, the case management services that
our people provide. , are absolutely critical to ensuring that our chil-
dren have the health services at an early stage where we can inter-
vene easily and keep down the medical costs. So, we are in full
agreement with Medicaid's goals, as well as HCFA's goals, of inter-
vening early and reducing the costs on a permanent basis.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Sclafani.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Right on time.
The CHAIRMAN. Right on the button.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Somebody has been around schools, I think.

The bell rings.
The CwIRMAN. Ms. Golden?
[The prepared statement of Dr. Sclafani appears in the appen-

dix,]

STATEMENT OF JACQUELIN GOLDEN, NATIONAL PARENT
NETWORK ON DISABILITIES, BALTIMORE, MD

Ms. GOLDEN. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the
Finance Committee, my name is Jacquie Golden and it is a pleas-
ure being here today.

The very first thing I wanted to do, is actually give you a visual.
This is the young man I am speaking about today, which is my son
Joshua. He is the handsome one in the middle.

But I wish to share with you my firsthand experience on how im-
portant it is to receive the related, school-based services, paid for
by Medicaid for children with disabilities. But, first, I have to tell
you about myself and my children. I am a Marylander, a parent of
two children. Both of my children have needed special education.
My daughter, Jessica, has attention deficit disorder, and my son
Joshua has Angelman Syndrome. Children with Angelman Syn-
drome have significant disabilities.

Although I do not like to place labels on children, I will do so
today so you get a better picture of what my son looks like. I would
say the following labels would best describe my son: significant
physical disabilities that include ataxic gait, profound mental retar-
dation, a complex seizure disorder, non-verbal, a significant sleep
disorder, as well as many other labels that would fit my son.

Additional labels that I would like to share about my son, is he
is extremely friendly, he loves to be-around people, he loves life. He
likes nothing better than a good laugh. He is a young man, deter-
mined to make the most of what he can be. Joshua enjoys watching
NASCAR races on television, he enjoys baseball, movies, friends,
and school. Our vision for Joshua is to complete his education, even
with the significant disabilities.

However, in order for our vision to become a reality, the edu-
cational system must include related services provided to Joshua in
his home school among his peers.

Joshua receives, delivered in his home school, speech therapy
provided by a speech pathologist, physical therapy, occupational
therapy, assistance technology, and behavior management services,
although sometimes I wonder whose behavior we are managng

The related services needed to be a team decision. What'has
truly made these related services successful is the delivery of these
services among his peers, and including his peers.



Joshua learned to walk at age 14. Some well-educated physicians
told us early on that Joshua would never walk, never talk, he
would sit, never take care of himself. Basically, these physicians
gave us very little hope for our son. Yet, Joshua had enough sense
not to listeii to these predictions. I have said many times, Joshua
never read the medicalbooks.

Included in his middle schools, Joshua saw from his other peers
their ability to walk. Joshua wanted to keep up with those peers.
However, he needed the trained eye of a physical therapist to assist
him in learning the difficult task of making his body function. You
see, our world is filled with things such as curbs, a small step for
you and I, but a mountain for Joshua

Yet, Joshua did not get discouraged. He kept on trying to be part
of those friends that he longed to run with. He achieved his goals
with related services such as the physical therapy, and an aid to
assist him in getting the practice he needed to successfully com-
plete his first independent steps.

I ask you, Mr. Chairman and members, do you remember watch-
ing your children's first steps? I waited 14 years for those first
steps. It is wonderful to see any child take first steps, but seeing
my child, my son Joshua, doing this was nothing short of a miracle
to me.

This came about not only by my son's determination, but by the
related services delivered in his school. As I indicated, Joshua is
also non-verbal. However, this does not mean he does not have
anything to say. It just meant that we needed to find a way to be

-able to communicate his words in a different manner.
Through the use of assistive technology, Joshua now is able to

have a voice. Through the use of a picture exchange system, he can
make selections and choices. The picture exchange system is not a
complex computer. It is, very simple, pictures that exchanges for
his wants and needs. A picture of a banana gets Joshua the snack
he desires.

This came through assistive technology specialists and speech
pathologists working to include Joshua in places like the school
lunch line, in classes that Joshua attends. Joshua probably at this
very minute while we are here is in his home school learning how
to use his Big Mac as a job-training tool. A Big Mac is not a ham-
burger, it is actually a small device that you can record a simple
phrase on and Joshua presses it and he can relay his dreams.

Joshua is learning a job skill within his home high school. You
see, I do have a vision for my son. It does not include becoming de-
pendent on a system to totally care for him for the rest of his life.
Isee that, with the related services he receives within the school
system, he will become independent of the Social Security system
some day, that he will have a job, a life, contribute to his commu-
nity.

Yes, my son will always need supports, but he does have skills
and he can learn. He will learn these skills only if the related Med-
icaid services through the related services in the school system are
provided.

We must be assured that related services paid by Medicaid
through our school systems are maintained. Schools must assure
the services in accordance with the child's individual education



plan, the IEP, are delivered. Without related services, we are-tak-
ing away the opportunity for children with disabilities to become
productive and successful adults.

I believe this to be true for every child with disabilities, even
with the most significant disabilities such as Joshua.

I heard earlier in the morning panel about the complex reim-
bursement system. I would urge you to fix this, but while you are
fixing this, remember, you are talking about our children. These
are the true people that benefit from these services. I also urge you
to protect them.

I have also included in my testimony principles that the dis-
ability community supports as you do fix this problem. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Golden appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Golden, for sharing with us a

veiy, very moving story. Of course, the purpose of this program is
to help ensure that children such as yours have the kind of care
and medical assistance that they need.

Ms. GOLDEN. Thank you.
The CHARMAN. That is the whole purpose of this hearing, is to

try to assure that.that will be the case in the future, and the funds
are used for that purpose.

Mr. Davenport, let me ask you. Is your school or your organiza-
tion paid on a contingency fee basis?

Mr. DAVENPORT. On some contracts we are, some we are just on
a straight fee basis.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, how do you respond to GAO's
position that consultants do have a conflict of interest when paid
on a contingency fee?

Mr. DAVENPORT. Well, in terms of, the incentive is to go in, ap-
propriately, for dollars? I think that it depends on the firm. Contin-
gencies are a vehicle to reimburse for schools that have difficulty
in terms of otherwise providing. But I do not think it is a conflict.

I think if the vendor comes in to the' project and presents that
it is aware of the potential exposures and says it is going to protect
itself and the State on those issues in terms of time limits, caps,
and such, and if the State or the school responds appropriately,* I
think you have addressed the conflict. I think that we are aware
of the potential for a conflict. We try to address it in our contracts
and the way we conduct ourselves.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I have to say that the experience of the
Federal Government in many areas, not onl in health but in mili-
tary, have found that contingency fees are abusive, that they do not
rep resent the best interests of the government.

Let me-ask you this. What do your contracts with school districts
stipulate in the event that Medicaid reimbursement received by the
school is later found to be inappropriate and disallowed?

Mr. DAVENPORT. All of our contracts have a clause that, if there
is ever a disallowance, we have an obligation to work, at our cost,
to whatever it takes, with the school to address that issue. If a dis-
allowance should ever become an audit finding--it never has-then
we would have to pay back to the school any dollars that we recov-
ered. That is what our contracts say.

I mentioned before, we try to avoid that in every instance we can
by working with the State and HCFA up front to get agreement on



everything we are going to do, so we are trying to make sure that
we and they are not surprising one another over the course of the
project.

The CHAIRmAN. Let me ask you a question, Dr. Sclafani. In your
opinion, what is the most important thing HCFA could do to ad-
dress the issues of improper payments raised here today so that
Medicaid's role in the schools can be sustained in the long run?

Dr. ScLAFANI. I think that our experience in Texas has proved
that, if HCFA will work with the local school districts in designing
the programs, then everyone is clear up front.

Now, obviously they cannot work with 15,000 school districts
across America, but they can put in their guidelines clear and con-
sistent rules so that everyone knows what the design ought to be,
what outcomes are required, and what processes will be used to de-
termine whether those are the appropriate services for which to be
reimbursed. So, I think that the guidance from HCFA is absolutely
critical.

The CHAIRMAN. But you do not find the current guidelines that
clear?

Dr. SCLAFANi. The proposed guidelines really are the first guid-
ance that has been published for school districts. In the past, we
have worked, as I mentioned, with our regional HCFA office in
ascertaining exactly what services can be provided, should not be
submitted, for reimbursement.

But this guidance at first reading, appears, as you pointed out
in your earlier panei, to be a very negative guide that simply talks
about what you cannot do rather than providing opportunities to
say what school districts ought to be doing. We would rather have
it clearly spelled out what we ought to be submitting reimburse-
ments for, as well as some things to watch for.

Certainly it is helpful to receive guidance in those areas that
they have found to be abused in the past so that people can be as-
sured at the outset that they are designing those not to be included
in their program, but positive guidance as to what ought to be done
and how it ought to be done would help school districts, and cer-
tainly those with less expertise than our district, as a very large
district, is able to develop within our own staff.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it is not either/or.
Dr. SCLAFANI. It is not either/or, no.
The CHAIRMAN. But basically it would be helpful to lay out what

you can do.
Dr. SCLAFANi. Absolutely.
The CHARMAN. But also at the same time, make clear what

abuses will not be tolerated.
Dr. ScLAFANI; Abuses to avoid. Yes. Yes. That would be very

heule CHAN. Senator Moynihan?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. What a fine
panel, and how much we have learned.

We tried to think of the administrative problems that begin here
in Washington. Dr. Sclafani, you.said at first that you hoped that
HCFA would work directly with school districts. But then I thought
I heard you say that HCFA would provide guidelines as against
having a direct relationship with at least 1,000 school districts.



Dr. SCLAFANi. In Texas. Absolutely. It is a regional office, which
has to deal with not just Texas, but other States as well.

I think that, given that there are 16,000 school districts across
America, that HCFA may not be able to provide direct assistance
to them. They certainly can provide some technical assistance and
have meetings and opportunities for people to come together with
the HCFA personnel to clarify guidelines. But the guidelines are
the first piece up front that would be most helpful.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. Davenport, you made, to me, a very impressive statement of

what you do. It surely is important to keep the schools as close as
possible to their primary function, which is schooling, and man-
aging Federal programs is not, or if it becomes such, then some-
thing will be lost. You find you work with HCFA, and what is it
you want, what should we say and tell people, and they are respon-
sive?

Mr. DAVENPORT. Well, yes and no. By the way, the way we have
gotten around the issue-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. What about the no?
Mr. DAVENPORT. I am sorry. The way we have gotten around the

issue working widh the schools, some of our projects in Maine, Kan-
sas, and other States, we were first working with the schools in
total, and working with the State Department of Education and
Human Services.

So that allowed us to recommend to the State that we all need
to go to HCFA first to work out the specifics of the program. It be-
comes more difficult if you are trying to go on behalf of 1,000 school
districts. So, that is how our contact with HCFA started.

It has been a mixed bag with HCFA. It has worked best when
everybody works together at the beginning, kind of in a work-
around-the-table process, and works out the details. That has
worked very well in a number of States.

What happened when this whole change in the bundled rate reg-
ulations came down, what HCFA stopped doing, was they stopped
talking to schools, to States, because the answer was, we are wait-
ing for new regulations to be formulated.

So what happened was, everything was kind of in limbo for a pe-
riod of time. For example, I agree with the Doctor, when the letter
came out that said bundled rates are no longer appropriate, what
we and other States were asking was, give us an opportunity to sit
with you to think of, what is the option, what is the alternative.
We are still kind of waiting for that in a couple of States.

So we have gone ahead and tried to develop what we think is a
fee-for-service system that will meet HCFA criteria, but we are
kind of moving in the dark a little bit. What happens is, the States
and the schools are a little bit reluctit to go forward because no-
body is exactly sure, have we guessed right.

So if there is a way to get communication and conversation, we
are not looking for "our" answer, we are just looking to try to be
a participant in getting a good answer that everybody agrees with.

Senator MOYNmAN. Is this now this interregnum, if you like,
closing out with the proposed guidelines? Mr. Westmoreland said
that he had published them now.



Mr. DAVENPORT. I think that would be very helpful. His comment
about, the devil is in the details, is really correct.

Senator MOYNiHAN. Yes.
Mr. DAVENPORT. Because fee-for-service systems, bundled rate

systems, they can all be good or bad, it all depends on how they
are constructed and how they work. The details are painful to fig-
ure out, but that is where this has to be fought out.

So I think the guidelines are a good first start, but a fee-for-serv-
ice system can be many things. What exactly are we speaking
about here? So if we can get conversations down to the details of
a good fee-for-service system, then I think we can start to make
real progress. I think it's moving in that direction, but it is not
there yet.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Doctor?
Dr. SCLAFANI. If I might add something. What was said, was

that, yes, the draft guidelines had been published, then information
came in to them from a variety of organizations and school districts
that have worked with it.

What we are hoping, and what has started, was that there would
then be meetings with representatives of the education groups to
talk through what guidance they received from all of the input and
how they might best develop guidelines that would be clear to edu-
cators.

I think the educators are probably best able to help them under-
stand what educators understand about the health care system and
what might be good guidance to give them, and if we could have
that opportunity.

Senator MoYNIHAN. It makes good sense. Will the HCFA persons
in attendance take notes and see that Mr. Westmoreland hears
that suggestion?

Dr. ScLAFANi. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Ms. Golden, Maryland is one of the States

that does not consider income in making available the sort of serv-
ices that we have talked about, or Medicaid services. Have you
found that it works well and that you have had-

Ms. GOLDEN. Actually, Maryland does consider income at this
point.

Senator MOYNiHAN. It does?
Ms. GOLDEN. Yes. But Joshua is a Medicaid recipient, and that

was one of the issues. The way he became a Medicaid recipient-
and this is a whole different subject-was we had to make the
heart-wrenching decision to place him out of our home in order to
get that Medicaid. Because without that Medicaid, we were dev-
astated financially, physically, emotionally.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sure.
Ms. GOLDEN. We have changed that slowly in Maryland, and we

hope, through improvements in the Federal regulations, as well as
Federal laws, so that all children with significant disabilities, or
disabilities in general, can get that Medicaid that they need.

Senator MoYNmAN. Well, I would hope that the National Parent
Network on Disabilities would keep the committee in touch with
how that is going.

Ms. GOLDEN. I will certainly do that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. If it is not going well, tell us.



Ms. GOLDEN. Well, we need your support.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I am sure you will have it.
Ms. GOLDEN. All right. Thank you.
Senator MOYNiHAN. And thank you all.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHARMAN. Senator Graham?
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to make, if I could, three preliminary comments be-

fore asking questions. First, concerning why the regulations were
so delayed in being issued, perhaps that delay may also stem from
the absence of dialogue in the development of those regulations,
which contributed to confusion that has led to some of the problems
we have heard about today.

I might say I am dealing with a similar issue now involving an-
other Federal agency, where Congress passed legislation in 1997,
and similar legislation in 1998, which had a terminal date of
March 31, 2000.

The regulations to implement the legislation were not issued
until March 24, 2000, giving the applicants a week to know what
the rules were to apply. I hope that Congress will soon move that
application date back to give people a reasonable chance to be able
to participate.

A conclusion that I am reaching, is that maybe in the formula-
tion of legislation Congress needs to establish some dates by which
the executive agency charged with implementing the proposal
produce the guidelines, rules, and regulations under which the pro-
gram is going to be administered so we do not continue to have a
repetition of what we have heard today and the experience that I
just recounted.

Second, I believe very strongly in the principle of health care de-
livered through a school site. My definition of a school is a physical
place in which a variety of activities that contribute to the develop-
ment of children and their families occurs, with education being
the principal activity.

If you accept that definition, certainly health -care would be one
of the appropriate secondary activities to occur because of its cen-
tral importance to the development of children and their families.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Will the Senator from Florida allow me to
say, from watching the evening news, I would have thought basket-
ball was the first activity, then education.

Senator GRAHAM. It is obvious from the result of Monday night's
game that it has not been quite sufficient in my State. [Laughter.]
So I am a strong supporter of what you are doing as part of that
broader role of the school as a site for the delivery of a variety of
services that are important to the children.

Third, I am also a strong, I hope, spear-carrier against fraud and
abuse against Medicare, Medicaid, and other government-financed
health care programs. But I get the sense that what we are dealing
with here is a case in which possibly a few aberrant instances are
becoming the definition of what the whole program is, and to use
the old cliche, we are cibout to throw the baby out with the bath
water.

So with those thre*: comments, I would like to ask, what do you
think we in the Congress or HCFA, administratively, should do in



order to sort out the actions which have created this sense of ramp-
ant fraud and abuse in the school-based Medicaid program so that
the fundamental good that this program can and will do in the fu-
ture, can be continued?

Dr. SCLAFANI. I believe that HCFA needs to work with school dis-
tricts, school district organizations, organizations of families of dis-
abled children as well, to ensure that they full understand that, in-
deed, our prime effort is education, but that these services are ab-
solutely required if many of the children are to receive an edu-
cation.

I think that you just heard an eloquent description of how thi3
education process can change lives of children who otherwise in the
past we might have given up on.

I think that if we can continue the dialogue and not just make
it written testimony going into HCFA in response to their guide-
lines, but an ongoing dialogue to not only set up guidelines in the
first place, but then to alert the education community if there are
things happening that they consider to be abusive, so that everyone
becomes aware of those and can redefine their program so that
those things do not occur.

The educators that are providing these services are saints, in my
estimation. When we see the patience and the love with which they
serve children and the physical activities that they engage in so
that these children can be educated, then you can clearly see, these
are not people trying to engage in fraud or abuse, they are trying
to provide services or children. School districts are trying to do
their best to comply with regulations that are very different from
those that they are used to dealing with.

So I believe, as all of us have said, that we have got to have a
continued dialogue. If this committee can continue to ask whether
that dialogue, indeed, is occurring, it would be very helpful so that
HCFA- understands that you intend them to come up with a system
that continues to serve children well, and at the same time is one
that protects the dollars that Congress has allocated to this service
for the children it is meant to serve.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. GOLDEN. I have another thought. Actually, one of the prin-

ciples I included with my testimony is that school districts need
clear guidance and direction and technical assistance from the U.S.
Department of Education, and the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration on how to access the Medicaid appropriately, including how
to develop inter-agency connections and make that flow a little bit
easier.

Mr. DAVENPORT. I would add the same thing. I think the gentle-
man's comments from HCFA this morning, the devil is in the de-
tails is correct. Each of the things we have talked about today can
be abused, fee-for-service systems, bundled rate systems, adminis-
trative claiming, contingency contracts, non-contingency contracts,
programs administered by schools, programs where consultants
participate. So the question is, how do they get down below that
and really look at the specifics?

Any encouragement you can give to HCFA to start taking on the
details is important in terms of participative processes, time for
completing those processes, promptness in terms of working with



the States and schools to reach decisions, trying to be open in those
processes, to be not arbitrary, but to seek opinion and to work with
those who have opinions and try to reach resolution.

I think you will find that nobody is out there trying to push their
opinion, they are just looking for an opportunity to reflect their
opinion and their experience. So I think that would be really help-
ful, if that could happen.

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you.
The CHAmRMAN. I want to thank the panel for their very excellent

testimony. I have to say, I continue to be bothered by what should
be a relatively clear-cut matter, that is, providing good medical
care for those in need is so complex, that nobody understands how
to work their way through the system. Somehow, there has to be
a way of simplification.

I just want to express my appreciation to each of you for being
here today.

The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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Medicaid in Schools: Poor Oversight and
Improper Payments Compromise Potential
Benefit

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comnttee:

We are pleased to be here today as you address the issue of Medicaid
expenditures (or school-based health services and admnistrative costs.
Because Medicaid Is a federal-state ,ArtnershIp. the federal government Is
responsible for paying a share of costs Incurred by the states to serve
Medicaid's 41 million low-Income beneficiaries. Including 13 million
school-aged children. Medicaid helps finance certain health services that
eiglble children. Including those with disabilislm receive i schools. such
as dIagnostic screening and physical therapy. Medicaid is also authorzed
to reimburse schools' costs for performing certain administrative -
activities, such as conducting outreach to help enroll children In Medicaid
and providing referrals to qualified providers.

In June 199, we testified before your Committee about multimillion-
dollar increases in Medicaid reimbursements for administrative activities
In 10 states and the need for more federal and state oversight of thesej

growing expenditures. At that time. we found that weak and Inconsistent
control over the review and approval of claim, for school-based
administrative activities created an environment In which inappropriate
claims could result In excessive Medicaid reimbursements. You
subsequently asked us to expand our analysis of Medicaid reimbursement
of school-based administrative activities and to examine states' use of
'bundled* rates for school-aed health services.a Our remarks are based
on our report being Issued today and will focus on (1) the magnitude of
states claims for school-based health services and administrative
activities. (2) the appropriateness of the methods used to determine how
much Medicaid pays for these services. (3) the extent to which school
districts directly benefit from federal Medicaid reimbursements, and (4)
the odeuacy of the Health Care FirIng Administration's (HCFA)
oversight of school-based claim

Our findings are based on a survey of all 50 states and the District of
Counbia. work In 7 states that HCFA identified as paying for health
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services using a bundled, rather than a fee-for-service. approach. and work
in 17 states we Identified as submitting claims for administrative activities.
We also conducted Investigative work In two states where we identified
abusive or potentially fraudulent practices associated with claims for
administrative activities or fee-for-service health payments.

In summary, despite growing expenditures for school-based Medicaid
services and activIties, the potential benefits to schools and the children
they serve are being compromised by poor HCFA guidance and oversight
and by Improper payments that divert public funding from Its Intended
purpose. In total. 47 states and the Dlsrict of Columbia have reported $2.3
billion In Medicaid expenditures for school-based activities for the latest
year for which they have data. Although this spending level reflects a
small share of total Medicaid expenditures. more schools are expressing
interest in availing themselves of Medicaid as a source of funds. especially
to reimburse administrative activities, which creates the potential for
continuing expenditure growth

Payment for covered services for Medicaid-eligible children is not at issu-i
But methods used by some school districts and states to claim Medicaid
reimbursement for school-based services lack sufficient controls to
ensure that these are legitimate claim. For example:

Bundled payment methods that seven states use to pay for he-alth services
have failed in sone cases to take into account variations in service needs
among children and have often lacked assurances that services paId for
were provided. HCFA las year banned the use of bundled rates because of
concerns about their development and use. However, we believe that It
would be better for HCFA to work with staes and schools to build in
these missing assurances rather than to ban the use of bundled rates
altogether.

Poor guidance and oversight have resulted In proper payments in at
least 2 of the I I states that allowed schools to submit claims for
admnstrative activities costs. Our work in Michigan alone Identified $28
million in federal reimbursement for improper payments for
administrative actvtyj claim over 2 recent years. The lack of effective
controls in other states could allow comparable Improprletes to occur
elsewhere.

Despite the sIgnifican level of Medicaid payments for school-based
services in some states, school districts may receive little In direct
reimbursements because of certain funding arrangements among schools,
states, and private finn contracting with them Seven stae retain from

Fora
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50 to 85 percent of federal reimbursement for Medicaid school-based
claims. In addition some school districts may pay private finns up to 25
percent o( their federal Medicaid reimbursement. These firms often help
schools develop claiming methodologies train school personnel to apply
these methods, and submit the claims for retirement. As a result of
these arrangements, schools may end up with as little as S7.50 for every
$100 claimed. These funding arrangements can create reduced Incentives
for appropriate program oversight and an environment for opportunism
that drains fund away from their intended purposes.

HCFA has historically provided little or Inconsistent direction and
oversight of Medicaid reimursements for school-based claims, which has
contributed to the problems we have Identified. For example. some HCFA
regional ofevs allowed payments to be made without approving the
methods proposed by some states to claim reimbursement for
administrative atvties. HCFA has recently focused more attention on
these Ism by reviewing the clams for school-based adnistrtive
activities by at least one regional office and developing a draft school-
based administrative claiming guide. However. states are still awaiting
further guidance on bundled rates and allowable transportation costs for
children with special needs.

We are makw recommendations to the Admitistrator of HCFA aimed at
improving the development and consistent use of dear policies and
appropriate oversight for school-based Medicaid services. HCFA generally
has agreed with our Rndig and Is already taking steps to respond to
these recommen-tions. We are also making referrals to the U.S.
Attorneys Offices for those Instances In which we have uncovered
evidence of inappropriate and potential fraudulent claims.

Medicaid Is joint federal-state program that in fical year 1996 spent
about $1? billion to finance health coverage for41 million low-income
individuals. 13 million of whom were schoot-aged children. States operate
their pmgranu within broad federal requirements and can elect to cover a
range of optional populations and benefts. Medicaid costs shared by the
federal government and the states fal under one of two categoris
medical assistance (or health services) and adminstatUve activities.
Each state proam's federal and state funding sharesof health services
payments are determined through a statutory matching formula. Under
this formula, the fedea share ranges from 50 toSS percent. depending on
a states pe- capka Income In relationship to the national average. The
federal share of costs for admilstrwive activities varies by the type of
camts bucund, but most administrative costs are shared equally between
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the federal government and the individual state. Over 95 percent of
Medicaid's $177 billion in total expenditures In fiscal year 1998 was spent
on health services.

Schools can help Identify, enroll, and provide Medicaid services to eligible
low-Income children, and states are authorized to use their Medicaid
programs to help pay for certain health care services delivered to these
children In schools. In addition. Medicaid Is authorized to cover health
services provided to Medicaid-eligible children urler the Individuals With
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). In particular. IDEA obligates schools to
identify and provide the 'related services" that are required to help a child
with a disability benefit from special education. Including transportation.
speech therapy. and physical and occupatioa therapy. Because some
services required to address the specific needs of a child with a disability
are health-related. Medicaid is an attractive option for funding health-
related IDEA services for Medicald-eligible children.

Commonly provided school-based health services that qualify for
Medicaid reimbursement include physical, occupational, and speech
therapy as well as diagnostic, preventive, and rehabilitative services.
Schools that submit clams to their state Medicaid agency for
reimbursement for health services must meet Medicaid provider
qualifications established by the state and must have a provider agreement
with the state Medicaid agency. Payment rates are established by the state
Medicaid agency and described in a state plan that Is approved by HCFA.
Although states have broad discretion In establishing payment rates, they
must be reasonable and sufficient to ensure the provision of quality
services and access to care.

Until recently. states have been allowed to develop methods to create
bundled payments fora specified group of services. which in most
Instances means a fixed payment for all services a child receives during a
set period of time. such as a day or month. However. In a May 21,1999.
letter to state Medicaid directors. HCPA prohibited states' use of this
approach, having concluded that bundled rate methodologies do not
produce sufficient documentatl6n of accurate and reasonable payments.
HCFA Informed states that It would not be considering further proposals
by states to use a bundled rate payment system and directed states with
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bundled rates to develop and prospectively implement an alternate
reimbursement methodology. HCFA expected states to come into
complance with Its May 2 1. 1909. letter within a reasonable ttime frame
and stated It would consider taking action if this did not occur. While
HCFA expects to issue further clarification on bundled rates, states with
approved bundled rates corntie to use them

Schools may also receive reimbursement for the costs of performing
administrative activities related to Medicaid. such as Medicaid outrach.
application assistance, and coordinatioa and monor of health
services. Unlike the requirents for heelh services claims, a school does
not need to become a qualified Medicaid provider to subedt administrative
activity claims. However. there must be (1) either an Interagency
ageeent.or a corawt, that defines the reatonship between the state
M ageny and the school district and (2) an acceptable
rein m ment methodology for calculating alowae costs of
adndstrative activities. States must abide by the cost allocation
principles described In Office of Management and Budet Circular A-i.
which require. amorg other things. that costs be "necessay and
resonbl"e' ad "allocable" to the Medicaid propam

In August 17. HCFA Issued a technical assstance gSulde for Medicaid
claims for school-based services that proides general guidelines
regarding Medicaid reimbursement for the costs of school health services
and adcinist:ative activities. More - cently. HCFA's May 21.199. letter
to state Medicaid directom In addition to addressing bundled rates, also
attempted tochw* several policies M clouding payments for
trasoraIon forchl rdie with disaliti. The letter stated that HCFA
wa In the procs of updatig its udg principles related tocha ts (or
schoolboed aduunlstrat actvities costs. In February 2000. HCFA
issued for co eI a new dralf technical assistance guide aimed at
d ayr guidhnce for subnaik schoo-bmed Administratve claims
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Medicaid School-
Based Activities
Involve a Variety of
Practices Across
States

Schools In 47 states and the Distict of Columbia obtain Medicaid payment
to some degree for school-based health services. administrative activities.
or both. These payments totaled $2.3 billion for the latest year for which
data were available. Medicaid payments to schools ranged from a high of
$820 per Medicald-eligible child In Maryland to about 5 cents per
Medicaid-eligible child In MisslsslppL Figure I shows the 19 states, and the
District of Cohlumbla. with the highest average expenditures per Medicaid-
eligible child for school-based services. (App. I provides more detail on
school-based claims for all states.)
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The school-based administrative claims of a few states have grown rapidly
and now constitute a significant share of these states' total administrative
costs for all Medicaid program activities. For example, school.based
claim represented 47 percent and 46 percent of total Medicaid
administrative claims for Michigan and Illinois. respectively. Other
states-Alaska. Arizona. and Washlngton-had school-based claims
representing about 20 percent of their total Medicaid adinistratve
expenditures. (See table I.) Alaska. Illinois. Michigan. and Minnesota each
showed average annual growth rates for school-based administrative
expenditures that were at least twice as high as the growth rate of other
Medicaid adminirative expenditures.
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Certain Methods Used
to Claim Medicaid
Reimbursement Lack
.Sufficient Controls

Some States' Bundled
Payment Methods for
Health Services Lack
Sufficient Accountability

Some methods used to claim Medicaid reimbursement do not adequately
ensure that health services are provided or that administrative activity
costs are properly identified and reimbursed. Bundled payment methods
used to claim Medicaid reimbursement may lack sufficient controls to
ensure that health services paid for are actually provided and may not
differentiate levels of need among children. In addition. our investigation
of fee-for-service payments for health services in one state also Identified
Inappropriate practices that resulted In Improper payments by Medicaid.
Similarly. poor controls over what constitutes an allowable administrative
activity have resulted In millions of dollars of irnproper Medicaid
reimbursements.

Bundled payments are somewhat comparable to capitation payments In a
managed care setting. In that a school district receives a singe payment
for all the covered services a child needs during a specified period, such
asa dayor mowh. HCFA began to allow states to develop bundled
payment approaches In an attempt to simplify schools' reporting
requirements under Medicaid. When appropriately used. bundled rates can
help limit Medicaid costs by creating the Incentive to provide needed
services more efficiently. Under a bundled approach. however. costs can
also be limited by neglecting to provide all needed services or by
comptomising the quality of Individual services provided. In some cases.
such a payment approach can also create an incentive for schools to
change what services children receive or where they receive them to
increase schools' reimbursement. The seven states that used bundled rate
payments for health services account for 12 percent of total health
services claims In schools. These states' rates vary in the extent to which
they differeniate levels of need among children. ensure that services paid
for are provided, or both. (See table 2.)
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States do not always adjust bundled rate payments for children with
different medical needs. For example. Connecticut pasthe same bundled
rate to all particdai schools for each eligbl Mid regardless of
whether tiat child hassa mild leaning disabilIty or mutil pyiam n
cognitive disbities. The shl) rate may not cow l~fcot Incurr ed
by schools that have a disproportionate number ocudrenwhose
services cost nme. which my affect schools ability to provide necessary
services. Convrsly other schools mayb,! paid an amount highe than
their actual costs. In Massachusetts and New Jersey. the payment levels
vary depenin on the location of the chil such as the classroom typ or
school In which a child Is enrolled. and not necessarily on the number or
scope of services provided. To a green eexwen. the bundled rates in
Kansas. Maine and Vermont vary among chilre with diferent levels of
need and are thus aligne more closely to the expected costs of services
for specified groups of children. For example. schools in Kansas and
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Maine receive the same payment amount for all children with specified
disabilities, such as autism or mental retardation. Vernont does not
distinguish among types of disabilities but does have four different levels
of reimburse-ent, which vary depending on the number of services a
child actually receives.

In addition. states bundled approaches may not provide adequate
assurance that services pid for are actually provided. Payments in
Kansas, Massachusetts, Maine. and Utah are not specifically linked to the
receipt of services because reimbursement Is triggered simply by school
attendance. Participating schools in these states are paid the bundled rate
for each eligible child. Irrespective of whether the child has received any
services. Better assurances that services are actually provided to eligible
children exist In Connecticut. New Jersey. and Vermont. Schools in
Connecticut and New Jersey must document services provided to each
child to obtan the full bundled payment. In Vermont. case managers
complete for each child a level-of-care form that describes the amount and
scope of services provided, which determines which one of four payment
levels the school receives.

Investigation Identified
Improper Fee-for-Service
Health Claim

Our Investigation Into fee-for-service school-based health services
Identified certain examples of Inappropriate health services claims. Our
investigation of practices in one fee-for-service state revealed that schools
were submitting and the state was paying transportation claims for all
Medicaid children who had received a Medicaid health service at school.
without veri that the child had used school bus transportation. Our
investigation further identified instances in which the transportation
services for which the state submitted claims were not provided, resulting
in Improper Medicaid reimbursements. Medicaid was also Inappropriately
billed for health series In two states. where some group therapy
sessions were billed as Individual therapy resulting In a higher
payment for the schools.
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For Adminrdstrative Activity With regard to administrative activtes. poor controls have resulted in
Clalra, Poor Controls Unproper payments In at least 2 of the 17 states that allowed schools to

Have Resultedclaim such costs, and the similar lack of effective controls In other states

Reimbursement improprieties to occur.

In Michigan. the HCFA Chicago regional office questioned $30 million in
adinistative claims for activities not clearly related to Medicaid, for the
quarter ending September 1998. School staff interviewed by HCFA
revealed that activities they performed, related to general health
screenings, family commounicatons, or traininK had no Medicaid
component or benefit, although a portion of staff time was calmed and
reimbursed as such. The HCFA regional office subsquently deferred a S33
million claim made for the quarter ending September 1999, again askIng
the state to better document that the activities were dearly linked to
Medicaid We Identfied similar practices for submitting administrative
clam In as many as seven other states.

Our Investigation and HCFA scrutiny of claims In Michigan and llinols
Identified adzmnitratve cost claims. submitted and paid. for activities
performed for the benefit of non-Medlcald-ellgible children. Inludi
administrative costs related to health reviews and evaluatuom that
specifically clouded children for whom sepwate claim
were stubatted as direct services. Out work in MichIgan alone Idented
$28 million In fedeall M burseme for improper payments for
administrative acttiy claims over 2 recent years.

In Illinois and Micign. on the advice of private firms, school districts
have submitted claim that adequately document the need to have
skilled medical person Involved In certain administrative acttvlte
When such pernorme are involved. the federal government reimburses
schools 75 pen, rather than 50 percent for the administrail actUvtles
they perfom. For recent school-based adralnistrave aiviy claims In
ilinols actIvites performed by skilled medical personnel toWt $16.6
million, or 37 percent of the state's total cialm for one quarter for
participating school districts.o In Michigan. this type of cdaim totaled $14
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million. or 25 percent o(Its total admintratve activity for all
participating school districts. for the quarter ending September 1998. i

In Some States,
Schools Receive a
Small Portion of
Medicaid
Reimbursement

Funding arrangements among schools, states. and private firms can
signiftantly reduce the amount of federal dollars that schools receive for
Medicald-related services and activities. As a result of these arrangements.
a school can receive as little as $7.50 for every $100 It spends to pay for
services and activities for Medicadeligible children in addition, these
arrangements may create adverse Incentives for program oversight

Rather than fully reimbursing schools for their MedIcaid-related costs,
eighteen states retain from I to 85 percent of federal Medicaid
reimbursements (see table 3). According to several state officials, because
states fund a portion of local education actiit. Medicaid services
provided by schools are palaly funded by the state. Under this
reasoning. some states believe they should receive a share of the federal
reimbursements claimed by school districts. However, It Is not clear that
state, rather than local, funds support the MedIcald-reinbursable services
as opposed to other educational activities that the stts fund. Moreover.
we believe that such a practice severs the direct link between Medicald
payment and services delivered. increases the potential for the diversion
of Medicaid 14Wds to pwtoses other than those Intended, and Is
inconis-,.t with the prypamns fundamental tenet that federal dollars are
provided to match state locall dollars to provide services to elgbe
ndvkhdals.
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In adton, some schoo districts pay private firms fees rangin from 3 to
25 percent of the federal reimbursement amount claimed with fees m
commonly ranging from 9 to 12 perceit These firms are usually ired to
assist with administrative cost c generally delngf the methods
used to make these ctams. trablng school personnel to apply these
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methods, and submitting administrative claims to state Medicaid agencies
to obtain the federal reimbursement that provides the basis for their fees.

Finally. school districts' funds often are used to supply the state's share of
Medicaid funding for school-based claims. In these cases. the maximum
additional funding that a school district can receive is what the federal
government contributes. This Is substantially less than what a private
sector Medicaid provider would receive for delivering similar services. For
example. a physician who suLtrits a claim with an allowable amount of
$100 will receive $10. $50 in state funds and $50 in federal funds in those
states with equal matching between federal and state sources. Given the
source o(the states' share of funding. states' policies to retain portions of
the federal reimbursement. and schools' contingency fee arangemexs
with private firras, the net amount of federal funds returned to a school
district varies considerably. As shown in figure 3. a school district may
receive as much as $100 in Minnesota to as little as $7.50 In New Jersey in
federal Medicaid reimbursement for every $100 spent to pay for services
and activities performed in support of MedicaId-eligible children.

3Local funding as the source of a stay's sa e o Medci reimbursement is not
unique to schools K Is most lik to exist when there are mutie govermea
entities Involved. For example. local funds ae being used s a source of the state
shre o the cost of puskdy funded hospital ed mental health series.
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In addition to affecting the payment a school ultimately rectiv, these
funding arrangements may create adverse incentives for prograi
overght. Because states can benefit directly from higher federal
paymens states Incentives to exercise stn oversight over the
propriety of school-base dalims can be diminished. Similar quemon am
rained about the incentives of private firms that are paid a share of
sc*)oobs Medicai relimbursement. Embedded in both of these practices
are Incentives for states and private firms to experiment with "creative"
bUilin practices. some of which we have found to be Improper.
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HCFA Oversight Does
Not Consistently
Ensure the
Appropriateness of
School-Based Claims

While HCFA has made some recent efforts to Improve oversight of
Medicaid school-based claims, efforts to date have not consistently
ensured the appropriateness of these claims. For example, HCFA
Instructed states with bundled rates to develop and Implement an
alternative reimbursement methodology but did not provide a time framn
in which to do so. The work group that HCFA created to explore
alternatives to bundled rates Included representatives from the
Department of Education and some states: this group is currently Inactive.
and all seven states that were using a bundled approach before HCFA's
May 1999 letter continue to do so while they await further guldaw.e.

With regard to administrative activity claims, some HCFA regional offices
have had little or no Involvement In the development of states
methodologies for developing admInIstrative claims, while other regional
offices have worked in concert with states to develop these
methodologies. Moreover. contradictory policies exist across the regional
offices regarding when states may obtain the 75-percent eranced
matching rate for skilled medical providers performing administrative
services. We found that different regional offices (1) allow an enhanced
match. (2) ,crptetely disallow the pmctke, or (3) specifically review the
use of the enhanced match to ensure Its appropriateness Finally. HCFA's
attempt to clarify its policy on specializedtransportation has resulted In
Inconsistency and confusion. Only one of the seven regional offices that
we spoke with correctly understood that Medicaid will cover
transportation costs if a child Is able to ride on a regular school bus but
requires the assistance of an aide. Two regional offices Incorrectly
believed that such costs would not be reimbursed, while four did not
know whether reimbursement would be allowed.

HCFA has taken some steps to Improve oversight of school-based claims.
One regional offIce recently conducted a review of one state's practices.
Identified cam of Improper pa, -its. Issued deferrals of claims. and Is
now working with a few states to revise their practices to more accurately
capture the costs associated with Medicaid administrative activities in
schools. Guidance that HCFA testified In June 1999 would be forthcoming
was released for public coawnent in February 2000.

Conclusions and
Recommendations

Schools are a logical place to reach MedIcad-eligble children and their
families-to Inform them about and encourage their enrollment In the
program and to provide assistance in accessing health services But
school primary mission is education, not health care deliver, thus. many
a11hoo0 may face diffiultes In undendig and navigating the Medicaid
program and obtaining rek*urseunent for services provided Gven the
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potential benefits of Medicald-financed schol-based sevices-whch
ultimately support the children who need the care and services-t Is
Important that schools not be dissuaded from pursuing this path because
of unfamiliarity with Medicaid program requirements or uncertainty about
what is permissible. Approaches to obtaining federal financing for covered
services and activities must therfore appropriately balance schools'
needs for administrative simplcity with providing an acceptable level of
assurance that services and acties paid for were actually provided.

HCFA has a critical role In this process. It must set the proper course by
providing consistent policy guidance and then fadlitating its
interpretation and Implenentation across the many states and school
districts that are already particpating In the Medicaid program or will In
the future. HCFA generaly agreed with our findings and Is already taking
steps to respond to the recommendations set forth in our report. which
address the need to

" better ensure that bundled rates for health services provide for children's
varying levels of need and that services paid for were provided.

* provide consistent guidance for and monitoring of allowable
admInistrative activities, and

" clarify policy on allowable specialized transportation costs for children
with disabilities.

HCFA also expressed Its commtment to work with Its partners in the
education community and states to address these Issues in a consistent
yet flexible fashion to ensure that Medicald dollars ae used only on behalf
of Medicald-eligible children for Medicaid-covered services. At the same
time, the states also have an Important role in this program. They share
with HCFA the fiduciary responslbility to administer the Medicaid
program efficiently and effectively and must also be held accountable for
safeguarding public dollars while providing services to which
beneficiarl"e are entitled.

A program of the magnitude and diversity of Medkaid-wh its broad
range of program goals, polcymakers. providers. and beneficiaries at the
federal, mate. and local levels-will always present demanding changes
in terms of finding the appropriate balan between state flexibility and
public accountability. The emery ce of these Issues associated with
school-based services IsJust the latest example of the need for constant
vigilance to guard against potential expkltation that would divert limited
resources from their Intended purposes. We are committed to continuing
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to work with this Committee and HCFA to help address these Important
issues.

Mr. ChaIrman. this concludes our prepared statement. We would be happy
to answer any questions that you or Membes of the Convnittee may have.
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For future contacts regarding this testimony. caU Kathryn G. Allen it (202)
512.7118: for questions regarding our Investigatin call Robert H. Hast at
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Include Carolyn L. Yocom. Susan T. Anthony. Contie Peebles Barrow.
Laura Sutton Elsberg (Health. Education. and Human Secvces Dtvsion);
William Hamel and Andrew A. O'Connell (Office of Special Investiations);
Ray Bush and Paul D. Shoemaker (Atlanta Field Office): and Daniel
Schwlmer and Rchard Burkard (Office of the General Counsel).
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Appendix: States' Annual School-Based
Claims, Ranked by Average Claim Per
Medicaid-Eligible Child Aged 6 to 20
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April 5, 2000

The Honorable William V. Roth, Jr.
Chairman
The Honorable Dadel Patrick Moynihan
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

Schools can be appropriate locations in which to Identify low-income children who
are eligible for Medicaid, assist them to enroll, and provide them Medicaidcovered
services. Under Medicaid, a Joint federaletate program that spent about $177 billion
In fiscal year 1996, the federal government pays a share of costs incurred by the
states in providing health care to 41 million low-income beneficiaries, Including 13
million school-aged children. States may use their Medicaid programs to pay for
certain heah services provided to eligible children by schools, including diagnostic
screening and ongoing treatment, such as physical therapy. States may also obtain
reimbursement from the federal government for the costs of adcninlattive activities
associated with providing Medicaid services In schools, such as conducting outreach
activities to assist with enrolling children In Medicaid, providing eligibility
determination assistance, program information, and referrals; and coordinating and
monitoring Medicaid-covered health services.

In June 1999, we testified before your Committee about multnilllon-dollar increases
in Medicaid reimbursements for adminlsative activities in schools in 10 states and
the need for more federal and state oversight of these growing expenditures.' In
particular, we found that weak and inconsistent controls over the review and
approval of claims for school-based administrative activities created an environment
In which Inappropriate claims could generate excessive Medicaid reimbursments.
We also found that some school districts receive only $4 of every $10 that the federal
government pays to reimburse them for Medicald-allowable administrative costs,
after the state takes a share of the federal payment and private firms are paid Private
firm are often engaged by school districts to design the methods used to claim
Medicaid reimbursement, train school personnel to apply these methods, and submit
the claims to state Medicaid agencies to obtain federal reimbursement.
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Since our initial review was limited to administrative cost claims, you requested that
we expand our analysis of state practices regarding Medicaid reimbursement of
school-based admintrative activities and address as well the use of bundled" rates
for school-based services. Bundled rates are single payments for a package of
various services that eligible special education children may need over a specified
period of time; a fixed amount is paid per child on the basis of the services the child
Is expected to require, not on the basis of the services the child actually receives.
This report addresses (1) the extent to which school districts and states claim
Medicaid reimbursement for school-based health services and adminirative
activities; (2) the appropriateness of methods states use to establish bundled rate for
school-baed health services and to assess the costs of administrative activities that
their schools may claim as reimbursabl, (3) states' retention of federal Medicaid
reimbursement for services provided by schools and schools' practice of paying
contingency fees to private firms; and (4) the adequacy of the Health Care FInancing
Administration's (HCFA) overnight of state practices regarding school-based claims,
iuding safeguards employed to ensure appropriate billing for health services and

aactivities.

To examine these Issues, we surveyed the 50 states and the District of Columbia,
focusing on their Medicaid policies and practices related to school-based health
services and admnlsrative activities. We visited six states in various regions of the
county-Florlda, Illinois, upset Michigan New Jesey, and Vermont-that
allow schools to bill Medicaid for providing health services and carrying out
administrative activities and that represent a mixture of methodologies for submitting
claims for administrative activities, transportation to and from services, and bundled
rate payments.' We also interviewed officials In7 of HCFA's 10 regional offices, the
17 states that allow claims for Medicaidrelated administrative activities, and the 8
states and the District of Columbia that HCFA Identified as using bundled rate
payments for health services. In addition, our Office of Special Investigations (061)
began ongoing investigative work In July 199 to determine whether fraudulent or
abusive practices are occurring 081 conducts Its investigations in accordance with
the standards of the President' Council on Inteoity and Efficiency. We performed
our work between July 1990 and March 2000 in accordance with generally accepted

awaiting standue
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Nearly all states reported Medicaid expenditures for school-based activities, which
totaled $2.3 billion for the latest year of available state data.' The majority of
payments---about $1.6 billion-were for health services provided by schools in 45
states and the District of Columbia, and about $712 million was for administrative
activities billed by schools in 17 states. Three states-Illinois, Michigan, and New
York-accounted for over 60 percent of total school-based claims. New York
accounted for 44 percent of all health services payments, while Illinois and Michigan
together accounted for 74 percent of all administrative activity payments. Medicaid
payments to schools ranged hom a high of nearly $820 per Medicaid-eligible child in
Maryland to less than 5 cents per child in MIssssppI, reflecting In part variation in
the proportion of states' school districts that submitted claims for Medicaid services
and activities.

Some of the methods used by school districts and states to claim reimbursement for
schoo-based services do not ensure that health services are provided, or that
a imlnstive activities are properly identified and reimbursed. Bundled rate
methods used by school districts to claim Medicaid reimbursement for school-based
health services have failed in some cases to take into account variations In service
needs among children and have often lacked assurances that services paid for were
provided. In two states monthly payments ranging from $141 to $036 per child were
made to schools solely on the basis of at least I day's attendance in school, rather
than on docunentation of ary actual service delivery. With regard to administrative
activities, poor controls have resulted in improper payments in at least two states,
and there are indications that improprieties could be occurring In several other
states. Examples follow.

The HCFA Chicago regional office questioned $30 million in administrative claims
submitted by the state of Michigan for the quarter ending September 1998 for
school activities that were not related to Medicaid. Among other issues, school
staff Interviewed by HCFA revealed that activities they performed that were
related to general health screens, family communications, or staff-relted
tndng had no Medicaid component or benefit, although a portion of their staff
time was calnd and reimbursed as such The HCFA regional office deferred
Mlchio's claim for $33 millon in federal payment for the quarter ending
September 1999, asking again that the state better document that school-based
claims for administrative activities were dearly linked to Medicaid.

" Our ineitatlon and HCFA scrutiny of claims have also found that Michigan and
linois claimed reimbursement for services such as health evaluations performed
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for the benefit of non-Medicaid-eligible children. The resulting improper
payments for non-Medicaid-eligible children accounted for $12.5 million of the $56
million in federal reimbursement that was reviewed In Michigan for the quarter
ending September 1998 and $7.7 million in Illinois for the quarter ending March
1999. Our Investigation in Michigan identified approximately $28 million In
improper federal reimbursement for 2 years.

In some states, funding arrangements among schools, states, and private firms can
create adverse Incentives for program oversight and cause schools to receive a small
portion-as little as $7.50 for every $100 In Medicaid claims--of Medicaid
reimbursement for school-based claims. We found that 18 states retained a total of
$324 million, or 34 percent, of federal funds Intended to reimburse schools for their
Medicaid-related costs; for 7 of these states, this amounted to 50 to 85 percent of
federal Medicaid reimbursement for school-based claim In addition, contingency
fees, which some school districts pay to private firms for their assistance in preparing
and submitting Medicaid claims, ranged from 3 to 25 percent of the federal Me %cald
reimbursement, further reducing the net amount that schools receive. While sciiool
districts can-and do--pay private firms for assistance with Medicaid claims, these
fees are not allowable for federal reimbursement. Yet, our investigation determined
that in one state a school district inappropriately Included contingency fees on a
Medicaid administrative cost claim.

Finally, HCFA's overall weak direction and oversight have contributed to the
problems we identified. Although at least one HCFA regional office has identified
cases of Improper payments, to date no consistent attempt has been made to
determine how pervasive these practices may be in other regions and states or to halt
them as quickly as possible. Moreover, problems we Identified in last June's
testimony-ambiguous policies and nconsistent oversight-continue and, in fact,
have been exacerbated. For example, HCFA's attempt to clarf transportation
policies for school-based services has been interpreted differently among regional
offices, resulting in Inequitable treatment of school district claim for special
transportation needs. Recognizing that schools can be effective sites in which to
identify low4ncome children eligible for Medicaid, assist them to enroll, and provide
them Medicaid services, we are maldng recommendations to the Adnistrator of
HCFA that are aimed at improving the development and consistent application of
clear policies and appropriate oversight for school-based Medicaid services.
Additionally, we are referring evidence of certain improprieties and other matters to
the ccgnlzant U.S. Attornes Offices for appropriate action.

Medicaid is a joint federal-state program that in fiscal year 1998 spent about $177
billion to finance health coverage for 41 million low-income individuals, 13 million of
whom are school-aged children. States operate their programs within broad federal
requirements and can elect to cover a range of optional populations and benefits. As
a result, Medicaid essentially operates aso 66 separate programs: I in each of the 50

6 GA0EHS/S1-0)0 Medicaid in Schools
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states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. territories. Medicaid Is an
entitlement program under which the states and the federal government are obligated
to pay for all covered services provided to an eligible Individual.

Medicaid costs shared by the federal government and the states fall under one of the
two following two categories: medical assistance (called "health services! in this
report) and administrative activities. Each state program's federal and state funding
shares of health services payments are determined through a statutory matching
formula. This formula results In federal shares that range from 50 to 83 percent,
depending on a state's per capita Income in relationship to the national average. For
administrative activities claims, the federal share varies by the type of costs incured.
Most administrative expenditures are shared equally between the federal government
and the individual state. However, certain administrative expenditures are eligible
for higher federal matching funds.' Over 96 percent of Medicaid's $177 billion in total
expenditures In fiscal year 1998 was spent on health service&

MedicakL IDEA. and School-Based
Health rie

Schools can help Identify eligible low-income children, assist them to enroll, and
provide them Medicaid-covered services, and states are authorized to use their
Medicaid programs to help pay for certain health care services delivered to these
children In schools, In addition, Medicaid is authorized to cover health services
provided to children under the Individuals With Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).'

Children who qualify for IDEA have access to a wide array of services, and Medicaid
may cover the costs of health-related services provided to eligible children. In
particular, IDEA obligates schools to provide the "related services' that are required
to help a child with a disability benefit from special education, including
transportation, speech-language pathology, and physical and occupational therapy.
Because many services required by the Individualized plan developed to address the
specific needs of a child with a disability are health-related, Medicaid Is an attractive
option for funding many IDEA services. Children who qualify for IDEA are f quently
eligible for Medicaid services, and although Medicaid is generally the payer of last
resort for health care services, It is required to pay for IDEA-related medically
necessary services for Medicare-eligible children before IDEA funds are used.

IDEA requires that states have in effect policies and procedures to ensure the
identification, location, and evalnon of all children with disabilities who are in
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need of special education and related services, a concept termed "child find.* Some
activities under Medicaid, such as outreach In support of Medicaid's Early and
Periodic Screenng Diagnostic, and Treatment (EPSDT) benefit, can be coordinated
with IDEA activities.' While related, these two programs still have distinguishing
goals: IDEA's child-find activities are focused on identifying and meeting the
educational needs of children with disabilities, while EPSI)T outreach is directed at
informing children who are potentially eligible for Medicaid about benefits available
under the EPSDT program and facilitating the Medicaid application process.

Medicaid CUslms for
Scho-~dHeodth Services

Commonly provided school-based health services that qualify for Medicaid
reimbursement include physical, occupational, and speech therapy as well as
diagnostic, preventive, and rehabilitative services. Schools that submit claims to
their state Medicaid agency for reimbursement for health services must meet
Medicaid provider qualifications established by their state and must have a provider
agreement with the state Medicaid agency.'

In addition, states must develop a methodology for determining payment rates for
school-based health services. Payment rates are established by the state Medicaid
agency, described In a state plan, and approved by HCFA. Although states have
broad discretion in establishing payment rates, they must be reasonable and
sufficient to ensure the provision of quality services and access to care. Within these
general payment principles, however, considerable variation can exist. For example,
states may set a payment rate for each individual service provided or base Medicaid
reimbursement on the actual costs providers incur in supplying services.

Until recently, states have been allowed to develop methods to bundle payments for a
specified group of services. However, in a May 21, 1999, letter to state Medicaid
directors, HCFA prohibited states' use of this approach because HCFA had concluded
that bundled rate methodologies do not produce sufficient documentation of
accurate and reasonable payments. HCFA informed states that it would not be
considering further proposals by states to use a bundled rate payment system. HCFA
directed states with bundled rates to develop and prospectively implement an
alternate reimbursement methodology. HCFA expected states to come into
compliance with Its May 21, 1999, letter within a reasonable time frame and stated it
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would consider taking action if this did not occur. While HCFA expects to issue
further clarification on bundled rates some time this year, states with previously
approved bundled rates continue to use them

Medicaid Claims for School-Based
Administrative Activities

Schools may also receive reimbursement for the costs of performing administrative
activities related to Medicaid. Administrative activities performed by school districts
and schools may include Medicaid outreach, application assistance, and coordination
and monitoring of health services. Unlike the requirements for health services
claims, a school does not need to become a qualified Medicaid provider to submit
administrative activity claims. However, there must be (1) either an Interagency
agreement or a contract that defines the relationship betweenthe state Medicaid
agency and other parties and (2) an acceptable reimbursement methodology for
calculating payments for administrative activities.

Cost allocation plans are expected to be supported by a system that has the capability
to properly identify and isolate the costs that are directly related to the support of the
Medicaid program. States must also abide by the cost allocation principles described
In Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-87, which requires, among
other things, that costs be necessary and reasonable' and "allocable' to the Medicaid
program.t

HCFA Guidance on Medicaid Reimbursemen
for School-Based Health Services

In August 1997, HCFA issued a technical assistance guide for Medicaid claims for
school-based services.' This guide provides general information and guidelines
regarding the specific Medicaid requirements associated with federal reimbursement
for the costs of school health services and administrative activities. HCFA requires
states to provide and maintain appropriate documentation and assurances that claims
for administrative activities do not duplicate other claims or payment

HCFA's May 21, 1999, letter to state Medicaid directors, in addition to prohibiting
bundling paymentJA attempted to clart HCFA's policy on transportation and stated
that HCFA was in the process of updating its guiding principles related to clahms for
school-based administrative activities costs. (See app. I for the full text of the May
21, 1999, letter.) In February 2000, HCFA released for public comment a draft of its
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revised technical assistance guide on submitting school-based administrative activity
claims.*

MEDICAID SCHOOL.BASED A.CTIVI[F

INVOLVE A VARIETy OF STATE PRACTICES:
EXPENDITURES CONTINUE TO GROW

While nearly all the states had Medicaid expenditures for school-based activities, the
extent of participation varied widely, with the volume of Medicaid administrative
expenditures having grown significantly in recent years. Total Medicaid claims for
the most recent year of available state data range from $,00 in Mississippi to $2
million in New York average claims per Medicaid-eliglble child range from less than 5
cents In HlseAsippl to nearly $820 in Maryland. This variation can be partially
explained by the proportion of school districts within a state that choose to file
claim Recent payments for school-based administrative activities reflect the
growing number of school districts making claims for Medicaid reimbursement for
these activities. Moreover, in addition to the 17 states that currently allow their
schools to bill Medicaid for school-based administrative activities, 12 states have
indicated that they may do so in the future. As a percentage of total Medicaid
administrative expenses, payments for school-based administrative activities range
from less than I percent in I of the 17 states allowing such claims to over 45 percent
in Michigan and Illinois,

The Extent of School-Based
Clalm Video

While nearly all states allow schools to submit claims to their state Medicaid agencies
for school-based health services, administrative activities, or both, the extent to
which school districts choose to do so varies. Our survey of the 60 states and the
District of Columbia found that schools in 47 states and the District of Columbia
obtain Medicaid payment for school-based health services, administrative activities,
or both. While 15 states allow claims for both health services and administrative
activities, 30 states and the District of Columbia allow Medicaid payment for health
services only. Two states--Alaska and Arizona-limit their school-based Medicaid
payments to admintrativ activities, and schools in three states-Hawai,
Tennessee, and Wyoming-do not claim Medicaid reimbursement for either type of
school-based service. (See fig 1.)
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FEW= Is States Reporting Medicaid Claims for School-Based Services. December
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States also vary substantially in the amount of their Medicaid payments for school-
based activities. Medicaid payments to schools ranged from less than 5 cents per
Medicaid-eligible child in Mississippi to nearly $820 per child In Maryland. Three
states-Illinois, Michigan, and New York-accounted for over 60 percent of total
school-baed claims New York comprised 44 percent of all health services
payments, while Illinois and Michigan accour.ted for 74 percent of aill ainistra~ve
activity payments. (See table 1.) Among the 46 states and the Distrct of Columbia
that provide Medicaid relinburement for school-based health services, such claims
have been allowed for periods ranging from 2 to 28 yearL For the 17 states that
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provide Medicaid reimbursement for school-based administrative activities, such
claim have been allowed for between I and 8 years.

Table 1: States' Annual School-Based Claims. Ranked by Average Claim per Medicaid-
Eligible Child Aged 6 to 20

...._ _ _School-based claims (in thousands)
State Average claim Total Health Administrative

per Medicaid- cialms claims claims
eligible child

Maryland $818 $93,824 $93,824
New York 703 682,0001 682.000
111inols 674 385633 82946 $302,687
Michigan 674 317,701 93,34 224167
New Hampshire 668 .24,84 24,894
Rhode Island 600 27,482 27,482
Delaware 394 13,9W 13,900
Maine 350 22,000 22,000
Vermont 309 12,798 11,041 1,757
Kansas 291 25,741 26,741 a

Masachusetts" 284 66,260 45,750 19,6m
Alaska 266 7,780 a 7,780
District of Columbia 266 12,100 12,100 a

Wisoin 249 45904 4,312 1.591
New Jersey 248 66,=. 60,671 5fiV
Connecticut 174 22.216 22,216 9

Pennsylvania 121 68,507 645 13.952
Arizona 115 25,796 & 25,795
Utah 114 7 7" a

Minnesota 105 2,766 271 2,496
Texes 88 78030 66368 11,662
wEENBton 87 30e%7 1118304
Oregon 86 12,441 12,441
South Carolina 79 14,247 14,247
New Mexico 72 10,34 5,439 .4,9.
Ohio 66 31.963 31.9M3
Florida 59 41,518 3,067 38,451
Nebraska 68 3,916 3,916 a

Missouri 56 15,381 4,277 11,104
Iowa 52 5,265 4,171 1,084
Nevada 48 1.900 1,900 _

Arkansas 45 ,428 5.428 a

Colorado 44 4,885 4,885 £

North Dakota 41 826 826 "
South Dakota 31 906 906 a

Montn 29 892 892 _
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Lou~slkna 26 82260 a"
West Virginia 24 3044 3044 •

Georgia 21 9,167 9,167"
Idaho 20 781 781_(aliornia 19 42,308 42.02028
Oklahoma 10 1311 1311
Kentucky 6 1228 1a8
Virginia 5 1,20 .. JJ l
North Carolina 2 722 722 .... __

Alabarna I 132 132 _

Indiana _ 60 60 "
Mis3asippI " 8 8 "
Hawaii a a a

Tennessee r B "
Wyoming ' a a

Total $2,27i-.423 1$,563,150 $712.273

Note: Stes provided schootlbsed cleims dam for the most reen fiscal yew for which they wa
availablK which for sop ahately hlfthe states w ae fw cal yes 190. Most of the remaining
staes provided a for sae fiscal er 1ye 6, federal fcal yew 199, or caleAdr yer W ; has
states provided data for parlods before July 167. The average claim per Me child ws
calculated by dild the total acbool-besed claims by the number ot schow d Medcald-eWibe

'Thi state did not rept ahool-basd cln

'Meesedmetta provided 6 moguls ol atdmiletratlw claim data, which we ozrpolsted to r ehct a
full yer of claims

Woonsin'a schbool-hed heekh ddm, mid ~mlstre cldalm do not equal ka total chool.besd.d
e because tm dei&

'Colorado ed Idsho provided 11 mot of health services claims data, which we etr edto
reflect a AA yew otd.ai-

'The average e pr Me aIdellle child w law than SL
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Some of the variation in Medicaid payments for school-based services and cost per
Medicald-eliglble child Is explained by differences in the proportion of school
districts stabmitulng Medicaid claims for school-base activities. For som states,
schools re paut of the state Medicaid health services delivery system, while In other
states, schools may not geneally provide direct health services. For example, two
states that spent relative little per Medicaid-eligLble child-Indana, at les than $1
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per child, and Alabama, at $1 per child-both Indicated low percentages of school
district participation, with an Indiana official estimating approximately 3-percent
participation. A state official in Californla, which spent less per Medlcald-elgible
child than 40 other states, estimated that in state fiscal year 1998 about 75 percent of
the school districts in the state submitted claims for health services, while only 2
school districts submitted claims for administrative activities.

States also varied in whether they considered certain activities to be health services
or administrative activities, which could have affected federal reimbursement
because the federal match rate for health services is higher than the rate for
administrative activities in many states. According to HCFA's technical assistance
guide, Medicaid currently allows states to reimburse transportation and case
management as health services, administrative activities, or both. For example,
schools in Maryland and Nevada claim school-based transportation as a health
service, while those in Massachusetts classify transportation as an administrative
activity. Similarly, Illinois schools claim case management as an administrative
activity, while those In New York claim It as a health service." A Michigan official
reported that schools submit claims for case management as a health service once
the individualized plan for a child with a disability has been developed and written,
while case management that takes place before such a plan is developed is claimed as
an administrative activity.

An Increasing Number of &d Pv--or Are Consddn
Payment-for School.Based Ad Activite

In June 1999, we testified that a growing number of states pay for reimbursement of
school-based administrative activities, and our recent survey suggests that this
growth will continue. From fiscal year 1995 through fiscal year 1998, Medicaid claim
for administrative actvties increased fivefold, from $82 million to $460 million (see
fig. 2). These increased Medicaid expenditures for school-based administrat
activities reflect growth In the number of states participating, the number of schools
participating, and the size of claim submitted by individual school districts. For
example, from 1996 to 1997, Michigan's Medicaid administrative claims for schools
increased almost threefold, from $79 million to $227 million, which state and school
officials indicated was primarily the result of an increase in the number of school
districts submitting claims.
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fltun 2. Medicaid School-Based Administrative Claims for 10 Stales, Fic Years
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Interest in submitting claims to Mfedicaid for administrative activities performed in
the schools was evident In our recent survey of the 50 states and the District of
Columbia. In addition to the 17 states that currently allow Medicaid reimbursement
for school-based administrative activities, officials in 12 other states reported that
they are considering allowing school-based claims for these activities In the future.
Seven other states reported that they were 'not sure' if they would allow schools to
submit Medicaid claims for administrative activities, (See table 2.) Of those states
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considering Medicaid reimbursement for school-based administrative costs, eight
identified some possible activities for which they would pay, including eligibility
facilitation, outreach, transportation, program planning and monitoring, case
management, referral, and coordination.

Table 2a Positions on Reimbursement for Medicaid School-Eased Administrative
Activities of Those Sates That Do Not Currently Pay Claims

Considering Uncertain Not considering
reimbursement , _ _ _ reimbursement
Alabama Distrct of Columbia Colorado
Arkansas Hawaii Connecticut
Georgia Indiana Delaware
Idaho Maryland Kentucky
Kansas Mississippi Louisiana
Nebraska Montana Maine
Nevada Virginia New Hampshire
North Carolina (7) New York
Ohio North Dakota
Oklahoma Rhode Island
Oregon South Carolina
Utah South Dakota
(12) Tennessee

West Virginia
Wyoming

_____________ ____________ (5),.
Source GAO aurwy of atea

School-Based Administra Claim

Represent a Signifcant Share of a FewState Tota Moeiaid Administrative Costs

The school-based administrative claims of a few states constitute a significant share
of their total Medicaid administrative activity. For example, these claims represented
47 percent and 46 percent, respectively, of Mlchigazs and Illinois' total Medicaid
administrative claims. Other states-Alaska, Arizona, and Washington--had school-
based claims as high as 19 to 20 percent of their total Medicaid adminlstrative
expenditures. (See table 3.) A significant portion of the growth in the administrative
costs of four states resulted fhom reimbursing for school-based activities: Alaska,
Illinois, Michigan, and Minnesota all showed average annual growth rates for school-
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based administrative expenditures that were at least twice as high as the growth rate
of all their other Medicaid administrative expenditures combined. "

Table 3: States' Medicaid School-Based Administrative Claims as a Percntae or
Total Medica A trVe FZ.Znedn ur

State School-based Total Medicaid Percentage of total
Medicaid administrative administrative

administrative expenditures expenditures
claim On (in thousands)'

___________ thousands)
Micigan $224.167 $477.138 47
linois 302,687 661,188 46
Arizona 26,796 131,577 -20
Washington' 18304 91,745 20
Alaska 7.780 40,662 19
New Mexico 4,909 32,078 15
Florida 38,451 289,625 13
Minnesota 23,496 209,412 11
Massachusetts' 19,500 190.660 10
Missouri 11.104 131.024 8
Vermont 1,757 36,650 5
Penur 13.962 387,262 4
New Jersey 5j657 253,991 2
Texas 1,.662 576,962 2
Iowa 1,084 70,125 2
WIsconsin 1601 138665 1
Califomla 288 1-27667 Less than .02

Note States were asked to provide ahnkrmlve chime deta for chootbase senices from the moat
reent rmcd yer. Although moa st Mt provided dam tom the year endng June 30.10, two IeI
p-ied da om calendar yea IOW two ets p-ovied federal fscal yea M a d three
statm provided dat ronte owe&Wyea 1r0W(JuI I. 1907-Jme 30, 1908).

"Sta s provided tot Medk id admktl bv xapeditum for the same period as for the school
bsd admiuistrew chs data.

'Ahoul Waddington provided sdoMmsed aduirMsative clam, data forth year adng Angmt 31,

"f the 17 eaes that daim Medicaid reimbumememA for adol-baed admiiltratve coats, we
examnd *e hWive epedibt for the 8 "a that could red* proved dat for muip
yeam d coup a th -m owth ras fora cho-ed shnhIzattv ependiturve soinst of the 8
etes' other M sdcaid adnmlnhtzuvdevendiwes. T eA sates we Almask Ctomi IiMnois,
Mldtlha Minnsots, Misomd Puwsylvmla, amd Texas In Mk an md hlmeots, the base year for
ths caculato is the year the esu beo cbkakvgsboon bsedadmirslave activities md may
romrees a lyew ot dalms actit.
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IM00, total Medicaid adakstratve ezpencure were provided for the closest year ot data available,
federal fiscal year IO (October 1, 198-September 30, 19).

"assdtusetts provided 6 months of school-based adminrstimlve claims dats, which we exuapolated
to reflect a full year of claims.

Sowcr Staepoted cabas dsts

METHOD3 USED TO CLAIM MEDICAID
DO NOT ENSURE THAT SERVICES ARE
PROVIDED OR ADMNSTRAIVEATM rI
ARE PROPERLY IDENIFIE AND REIMUSE

Some methods used to claim Medicaid reimbursement do not adequately ensure that
health services are provided or that administrative activities are properly Identified
and reimbursed. Paying bundled rates for health services can simplify requirements
for schools that participate in the Medicaid program; however, bundled rates can also
create an incentive to stint on services, or to change what services children receive or
where they receive them to Increase payment To counteract these incentives,
bundled rate methods should differentiate payments among children with varying
levels of need and provide assurances that necessary services are provided.
However, not all states using a bundled payment approach differentiate levels of need
among children or ensure that services paid for are provided. In. addition, poor
controls over what constitutes an allowable administrative activity cost claim have
resulted in Improper Medicaid reimbursement, In some cases, Medicaid claims were
Inappropriately reimbursed because they represented administrative activities that
were not Medicaid-related. In other cases, claims for administrative activities
performed by skilled medical professionals, which can be eligible for reimbursement
at a higher matching rate of 75 percent, were submitted and paid without adequate
documentation to jutief the higher rate.

Bundle flenm nd
W t Iit Adverse Incentiv

HCFA began to allow states to develop bundled payment approaches in an attempt to
simplify schools' reporting requirements under Medicaid. We reviewed the payment
approaches of seven states that currently use bundled rate& Bundled payments are
somewhat comparable to capitation payments made to managed care organization&
A school district receives a single payment for all the covered services a child needs

-fulstes a e wCnnecdcuk Kansea, Maine, Maachusetts, New Jersey, Utah, and Vemont.
AfthouO HCFA idel!ed the Distict ot C1unbI mW North Carolina as havln bmed re, we did
not include there states In ow armals. We elknimnted the Ditrict of Couinbia ftm ou dimion
became t applies a bundled raw to cly two school* all othr schools submit claims on a fee-for-
aervice bade. We also excluded North Csrolina, became a of I schools cmuently mit claims on a
fseforeervice b, akb u h a munber of school had previously used a bundled approwh
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during a specified period, such as a day or month.' Bundled payments have the
advantage of simplilfyng schools' submission of claims. One state official told us that
the less complicated paperwork involved with bundled rates has made it easier for
smaller schools to submit claim for Medicaid reimbursement."

Bundled rates can also reduce the negative Incentives that may exist under other
payment approaches. For example, reimbursing schools on the basis of their actual
costs may undermine interest in delivering services efficiently. In addition, a fee-for-
service approach, which is used by the majority of states, does not provide schools
with an incentive to control the volume of services provided because schools In these
states receive more revenue for providing more services. (See table 4.)
Counteracting the adverse incentives that may exist under these other payment
approaches Is challenging. Reviewing utilization or cost reports to establish that
costs are allowable or services are necessary is expensive. In contrast, bundled rates
can help limit the costs of delivering services by creating the Incentive to provide
needed services more effidently. Under a bundled approach, however, costs can
also be linited by neglecting to provide all needed services or by compromising the
quality of individual services provided. These undesirable effects can be reduced by
modifying how bundled rates are paid and exercising additional oversight of the
services delivered.

Table 4a Incentives Affecting Volume and Cost of Services. by Payment ADroiM h

Do incentives exist for providers to increase
Payment approach Volume of services to Unit cost?

an individual?

Cost-mbsed reimbursement Yes Yes
Fee-for-service rates Yes No'
Bundling rates No" No"

-Lnds th peymet approach hWiven to Wnreae the uk cost do not exhi, proved *A uzdt cow
we bred on reawoabh end appropu co",

jkvldrtw paym m cam, howev, provide an IN e to tpproprtA* decee *4 votme of
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"I. e kwkude in the bundid istaswe rabaimvlaw angthe evwmt tsm and qtkp y
hcitmae ,olo eoeu dpt whh $l, oer A o n the rap One Aotable exzc"
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Some States' Bundled Pavent Methodl

In order for bundled rate methods to result in appropriate payments, the amount paid
should be appropriately aligned with the expected cost of services. For schools,
bundled payments that take into account the variation in service needs among
children and ensure that services are provided help ensure that Medicaid funds are
appropriately spent and children's needs met. However, the methods currently
employed by some of the seven states using bundled rates do not satisfy these criteria
(see table 6).

Table 5: Anoroaches to School-Based Payments in Seven States Using Bundled Rates

State Does the bundled What is the unit of What event triggers
rate vary payment for submitting a claim to
depending on the services? Medicaid for
needs of the reimbursement?
child?'

Connecticut No-one Monthly rate- Receipt of one service
statewide rate $336 per child

Kansas Yes--14 Monthly rate-. School attendance I
statewide rates; $151-4636 per day a month
vary by primary child
disability

Maine Yes-13 Monthly rate- School attendance I
statewide rales; $1414442 per day a month
vary by primary child
disability

Massachusetts Yes--seven Six daily rates- School attendance
statewide rates; $11448 per child;
vary by time one weekly rate-
spent in a regular $106 per child
classroom

New Jersey Yes-four Daily mte-$33- Receipt of one service
statewide rates; $172 per child
vary by type of
school

Utah No-school- Daily rate-421- School attendance
specific, rates $60 per child

Vermont Yes-four Monthly rate- Receipt of a specified
statewide rates; $16241,598 per number of services
vary by number child
of services

Actually provided I

'Strme may exclude ceaan saevies, such delopent and evahuaon or the bdIvkAmAd plan of
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As table 5 Indicates, states' bundled rates vary in the extent to which they adjust
payments among children with different medical needs. For example, the bundled
rates of two states--Connecticut and Utah--do not recognize that the cost for
providing services to children with different medical needs may vary considerably.
Participatifg schools In Connecticut receive a monthly payment of about $336 for
each eligible child, regardless of whether that child has a mild learning disability or
has multiple physical and cognitive disabililles. This statewide ne may not cover
the Ml costs incurred by schools that have a disproportionate number of children
whose services cost more, which may affect schools' ability to provide necessary
service& Conversely, other schools may be paid an amount higher than their actual
costs. In two other states, Massachusetts and New Jersey, the payment level is based
on the location of the child, and not necessail on the number or scope of services
that he or she receives. Spedflcally, Massachusetts' schools are paid on the basis of
the percentage of time an eligible child spends In a regular classroom, whereas New
Jersey has four statewide rates that vary depending on whefe the child attends
schooL.

Bundled payment rates In other states, such as Kansas, Maine, and Vermont, are more
aligned with the expected cost of services for specified oups of children For
example, schools in Kansas and Maine receive the same payment amount for all
children with specified disabilities, such as sudam or mental retardation. While these
rates do not recognize differences In the number and irdensity of services provided to
children within each disability category, they do recognize that schools can Incur
significantly higher costs for children with certain dfsAbil/ties. Vermont does not
distinguish among types of disabilities but does have four different levels of
reimbursement, which vary depaig on the number of services a child actually
receives In a given week, as well as on who provides those services.'
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In addition, states' bundled approaches should ensure that services paid for are
actually provided. However, payments curently made in four of the seven states-
Kansas, Massachusetts, Maine, and Utah-are not specifically linked to the receipt of
services because reimbursement Is triggered simply by school attendance.
Participating schools in these states are reimbursed the bundled rate for each eligible
child, irrespective of whether the child has received any services. For example,
schools in Kansas are reimbursed about $476 a month for each child whose primary
disability listed on the individualized plan is autism, as long as the child attended
school at least I day in a given month. In such an arrangement, there is little
accountability for providing needed services because attendance-not the receipt of
services-triggers reimbursement.

Varying levels of asurances exist in Connecticut, New Jersey, and Vermont that
services are actually provided to eligible children. For example, schools in
Connecticut must document on a monthly service information form the number and
type of services provided to each child. However, schools have to provide a child
with only one service during the month to be eligible for the full payment. Similarly,
New Jersey schools can claim the per diem reimbursement for each day an eligible
child receives at least one service that is documented by the school. In Vermont, case
managers complete for each child a level-of-care form that categorizes the hours of
service, type of provider, and setting (one-on-one or group). Using these data, a clerk
computes the total units of service each child receives to justify the payment for one
of four levels of care.

poor Controls Have Resulted in IUmMro
i mbursement for Administrative ltaim

Poor controls on the part of states and school districts have resulted in improper
reimbursements for Medicaid administrative claim The methods states allow
school districts to use to determine administrative costs strongly influence the
amount of Medicaid reimbursement school districts receive. Determining allowable
Medicaid-related administrative costs involves Idenftifyng direct cost, such as for
personnel and supplies, and allocating them between Medicaid and non-Medicaid
activities, as well as allocating an appropriate share of indirect (overhead) costs to
Medicaid. In most cases, school personnel involved in special education can serve
both Medicaid and educational functions; thus, the costs of admi ative activities
must be allocated to each function." Two aspects of the methods for determining
administrative cost allocations are vulnerable to contributing to overstated Medicaid
co (1) time study methodologies, which are used to Identify the portion of staff
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time spent on Medicaid-related activities, and (2) activity codes, which are used to
Identify functions performed by school staff in these time studies. In addition, some
school districts have received reimbursement for administrative activities at the
enhanced 75-percent federal matching rate for skilled professional medical providers,
such as physical therapists, without providing adequate documentation that their
professional capabilities were needed for such activities, as required by Medicaid
regulations.

Different Time Study Methods Have Led to
!Considerble Variation in Reimbursement

Some time study methods that states allow schools and school districts to use in
determining Medicaid-related school-based administrative costs are questionable and
could be used to inappropriately increase Medicaid payments. Differences in time
study methodologies can-and do-affect the level of states' reimbursements. States
vary in the extent to which they Instruct school districts on the type of time study
methodology permitted.

We identified three basic methods used to allocate the time of school personnel to
Medicaid-related administrative activities the representative period, random
moment, and continuous log methods' The representative period method is the one
most vulnerable to manipulation. In contrast to the random moment time study, for
example, which always randomly selects a period of time to be studied,
representative periods may not always be randomly selected. This method is also the
one most frequently used. Of the 17 states with schools that file administrative cost
claims, 15 allow the use of representative period time studies for determing cost
allocations. = Moreover, 9 of the 15 states that specify the use of a representative
period study either specify the use of a nonrandom representative period or allow the
school districts or private firms Involved in the time studies to make this decsiopm

How the selection of the sample period can affect study results is illustrated by an
example from Florida. When a private firm representing nine Florida school districts
changed the time study method they used from a sampling period of I week per
quarter to a random sample of moments throughout the quarter, the amount of
federal reimbursement claimed decreased by 50 percent.

'For repreeenta&e period time studies, pardpmat record .-n ther activities bn 6timkute bw remaiw
for a gien period otme, tOpcafl I week. For random moment tm studles, participnta cord
their activities for randomly elected moament in a specified period oft ime, such ns a federal fica
quarter. In conbusat the continuous log approach require specified service provideza to auk how
their time Is spet on an ongoing bi.
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Loosely Definied Activity Code Grles Hav
Ovftated Cram &jc to Medcsid

Loosely defined activity code categories used by time study participants to record
time spent on administrative activities have resulted In overstated Medicaid costs.'
While typical activity code categories may Include outreach related to the Medicaid
program, coordinating and monitoring of health services, and facilitating Medicaid
eligibility determinatiorts these categories and their codes vary among and within
states, particularly when multiple private firms contract with school districts within a
state to submit administrative cost claims.

While staff from HCFA's central office and several regional offices emphasized the
importance of developing early defined activity codes, some states' methods allow
certain activities to be Inappropriately claimed as Medicaid administrative cost For
example, HCFA's Chicago regional office questioned activities for which $30 million
In federal reimbursement had been claimed and paid for one quarter for participating
schools in Michigan. The activity codes in question included general health
screenings communication with families, and staff training as Medicaid
admini native activities. However, HCFA regional office Interviews with a sample of
staff who allocated their time to these activity codes revealed no direct connection
between staff activities and Medicaid; these staff did not know what Medicaid covers,
where or how to apply for Medicaid, or who might quality for coverage. Moreover,
the only Medicaid-elated training activity identified in HCFA's review was for
purposes of completing the time study; interviewed school staff indicated that
Medicaid was not mentioned during other Identified training sessions. The activity
codes in question constituted 53 percent of the $6 million In federal reimbursement
claimed for administrative activities by Michigan's school districts for the quarter
ending September 199K HCFA recommended that Michigan revise its time stzdy's
activity code definitions to more accurately identify activities related to the Medicaid
program or recipients. The HCFA regional office deferred Michigan's claim for $33
million in federal reimbursements for the quarter ending September 1999, asking
again that the state better document that school-based claims for administrative
activities were dearly linked to Medicaid.

Our investigation and HCFA scrutiny of claims In Michigan and Illinois also disclosed
federal reimbursements for health reviews and evaluations performed for the benefit
of non-Medicaideligible children. These improper cirims for non-Medicaid-eligible
children in schools accounted for $12.6 million of the $66 million in federal
reimbursement tht wa reviewed In Michigan for the quarter ending September 1998
and a $7.7 million reimbursement to Illinol--2.4 million for one school district
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consortium for the quarter ending December 1998 and $5.3 million for the quarter
ending March 1999 for the remaining school districts that claim reimbursemenL Our
investigation in Michigan identified approximately $28 million in improper federal
reimbursement for 2 years.

Our review of the 17 states that allo, 'schools to file administrative claims showed
that some of the questionable activity code definitions used in llinots and Michigan
are also being used for activity codes in 9 other states. Of these nine states, four do
not specifically mention Medicaid In descriptions of relevant activities. In contrast,
at least one state preferred to develop Its own activity codes, rather than adopt those
already in use in other states, because the other state codes were "too loose to be
appropriate' and did not diffe:-r.tlate Medicaid-related activities from those relating
to non-Medicaid-eligible children.

Claim Based on Professional CredeniUal
Have Resulted in questionable Payments

Claims for administrative activities performed by skilled professional medical
providers (SPMP) at the 75-percent enhanced matching rate have also resulted in
questionable payments. Of the 17 states submitting claims for administrative c ,sts,
I I states allow the use of the SPMP enhanced rate for school-based administratve
claims. In general, the SPMP rate can be legitimately used only when the person (1)
has the appropriate credential, such as a nurse, occupational therapist, or physical
therapist, and (2) performs an administrative activity that requires professional
medical knowledge and skills For example, a nurse who meets with a child and
notices a condition that needs medical attention could submit a claim for this activity
at the SPMP enhanced matching rate of 75 percenL However, a nurse who only
arranges a medical appointment for a child would not need his or her credentials to
make an appointment and thus would not be eligible for the 75-percent enhanced
matching rate. The enhanced matching rate of 75 percent for SPMP administrative
activities can be a strong Incentive for those preparing and submitting claims, as It
increases by 50 percent the amount of federal reimbursement that can be received.

In two states-illinois and Michigan-we found that, on the advice of private firms,
school districts have submitted claims that inadequately document the need for
professional credentials for purposes of submitting an SPMP claim. For example, we
found that one private firm told the SPMPs in its client school districts to claim the
enhanced rate for every administrative activity they perform, rather than document in
each case whether their skill was required. Another private firm told SPMPs that,
when tracking their time, they had only to check a box to Indicate that their medical

=For ezmwe Medcad-rlae scUwvIles night be one component of a code the Is widely umd in
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credential was necessary for a particular activity, and that no further documentation
or proof was needed for the enhanced Medicaid reimbursement." Recent SPMP
claims in IMlinois totaled $16.6 million, or 37 percent of its total claims, for one quarter
for participating school districts.m In Michigan, SPMP claims totaled $14 million, or
26 percent of the state's total administrative activity for all participating school
districts for the quarter ending September 1998.

STATES RETENTON OF FEDERAL REIM CEMENT
-AND CONTINGENCY FEES PAID TO PRIVATE FIRMS-
RDUCEE FEDERAL DOLLARS SCHOLS RECEIVE

Funding arrangements among states, schools, and private firms create adverse
incentives for program oversight and significantly reduce the amount of federal
dollars that schools receive for Medicaid-related services and activities. Of the 47
states and the District of Columbia that submit claims on behalf of schools for health
services, administrative activities, or both, 18 retain some portion of federal Medicaid
reimbursements rather than fully reimbursing schools for their Medicaid-related . .
costs. Because states can benefit directly In this way from higher federal payments,
states' incentives to exercise strong oversight over the propriety of school-based
claims can be diminished. In addition, many school districts have contingency
arrangements with private firms that pay them a share of Medicaid reimbursement, in
some cases, a percentage of the federal share of reimbursement received from a
claim Embedded in both of these practices are incentives (or states and private
firms to experiment with "creative" billing practices, some of which we have found to
be improper. Moreover, the result of these actions is that, In some states, schools
could receive as little as $7.50 in federal Medicaid reimbursements for every $100
spent to pay for services and activities performed in support of Medicaid-eligible
children.

mHCFA revAtione state theM federal reimbursement rawes in excess of 80 pcent should apply only to

those poetiona of the idlvkldal's work time that are spet caning out duties hI the specified -is- for
which the hghe rate I ashorbe The repguions further obt that the allocaton ot person and
staffcosts must be based on either the acts percentages of dine spent carrAg out dutes In the
specifed -m- or mother methodoloU approved by HCFA. See 42 .F.R, 432.60cX2), (3).

ne time period of the claims for one poup of school dftact was the quarter ending December
19ft and the Um period for the enaing school dM ct dams wmthe quartending March 190M.

%n these two stats, overall SPUP claims for admilnstrdve expemntre, have Inseed four. and
fivefold since the sta s began paying for schoolbsed adminsttv cost With the escepdon of
Iows whose cdaJW for SPMP actideslcremed twelvfold fnn 194 to l 9K othr stat tdud
sbmittSed admleative dal piot to 19N had much lower i r1me We excluded Caifornia fbom
our becmne k pots significantly ls thn $1 millim In bnschoo-beedaidmhlnemtw clahim
(SM00).
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States' Ability to Retain Federal Medicaid

Eighteen states retain a portion of the federal Medicaid reimbursement resulting from
school districts' claims. According to several state officials, because state budgets
fund a portion of school activities, Medicaid services provided by schools are
partially funded by the state. According to this reasoning, some states believe they
should receive a share of the federal reimbursements claimed by school districts.
However, it is not clear that state, rather than local, funds support the Medicaid-
reimbursable services, as opposed to other educational activities for which states
provide funds. Moreover, we believe that such a practice severs the direct link
between Medicaid payment and the services delivered and Increases the potential for
the diversion of Medicaid funds to purposes other than those intended.

We found that seven states retain from 50 percent to 86 percent of the federal
Medicaid reimbursement for health services, while another nine states retain between
I and 40 percent of federal payments. Among the states that claim Medicaid .

reimbursement for administrative activities, three retain 60 percent or more of the
federal reimbursement, while another seven keep between I and 40 percent. (See
table 6.)

Table 6. Amount and Percentage of Federal Mediai Riurment forHlth
Service and Adm/nigta~ve Activitie Retaned by Sta

State Percentage of Percentage of Amount
federal federal retained by
reimbursement for reimbursement for state (in .
health services administrative thousands)'
retained activities retained

New Jersey 8 85 $2581
Iowa 75 0 1,984
Delaware 70 r 4,86
Vermont 60 15 4,266
Alaska 52 2,023
New York 50 D. 170,600

50 50 18,079
w61 50 0 3.,122
Connecticut 40 " 4,443

Mihtn40 40 69.166
Wisconsin 40 40 10,749
__no_" 10 10 "31
New Mexico 5 5 314
Ohio 4 * 741
Utah 2 _ 106
Colorado 2 60
Massachusetts 1 1 326
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I Minnesota 1 01 61 5971
Total I $823516

'States provided school-aed claims dat for the most recent fiscal year for which they were
available, which for approxinately half of the states was state fiscal year 10. Most othe remaining
states provided data for state fiscal year 190 federal focal year 1 or calendar year 190 three
states provided data from before Jul 1, 1907.

'Thl state does not claim reimbursae for thls type of school-based activity.

SWashington retail st est 60 percent of federally reimbursed funds but can retain a hW
percentage depending on whether the school distrk Ic fly participating In billing Medicaid for
school-ba services.

4 When total Medicaid payments to an DiaM school dbizict exceed $1 million In a yer, 10 percent of
the portion exceeding $1 million i retained for the state's geneal revenue fum According to the
state, 22 of its 900 school districts received mor than $1 million.

Sotave: State~eported data.

When a state benefits directly from federal reimbursements for schools, questions
arise concerning its incentives to exercise appropriate oversight of Medicaid program
operations for school-based claim The Improper activities cited In this report-
particularly those for administrative cost claims-are symptomatic of the lack of
sufficient oversight, such as state4evel reviews of school-based claims for their
appropriateness. For example, one auditor from the Department of Health and
Human Services' Office of Inspector General told us that Medicaid program oversight
in one state is geared toward ensuring adequate documentation of claims and not
toward examining claims for appropriateness. Our contacts with the auditors' offices
of six states revealed that these states conducted no state-level reviews of Medicaid
school-based claim

Moreover, we identified similar concerns about states' oversightin our investigation
of improper practices in making schoolbased fee-for-service claims for health
services. For example, our Investigation of fee-for-service payments for health
services in one state revealed that schools were submitting, and the state was paying,
transportation claims for all Medicaid children who had received a Medicaid health
service at school without verifying that the child had used school bus transportation.
Our investigation further Identified instances In which the transportation services for
which the state submitted claims were not provided, resulting in improper Medicaid
reimbursements. In another Investigaton, we uncovered practices under which
Medicaid was inappropriately billed for health services In one state, and other
Investigators identified similar practices in another state. Specifically, in both states
some group therapy sessions were billed as individual therapy sessions, wlch
resulted in a hiNer payment for the school

GAOAMIH&OSI-00 Medicaid In Schools
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Contgnmnc Fees Paid to Private Finns
M4ay Encourage Questionable Clam

Some school districts paid private firms fees ranging from 3 percent to 25 percent of
the federal reimbursement amount claimed; fees most commonly ranged from 9 to 12
percent These firms are usually hired to assist with administrative cost claims,
generally designing the methods used to make these claims, training school personnel
to apply these methods, and submitting administrative claims to state Medicaid
agencies to obtain the federal reimbursement that provides the basis for their fees.'
By receiving a percentage of reimbursement rather than a fixed fee, these firms have
an incentive to maximize the amount of reimbursements claimed.

Private sector interest In working with states and school districts to seek Medicaid
reimbursement for administrative activities is high. In addition to the 17 states that
currently submit administrative claims, officials from at least 7 other states told us
that private firms interested in developing administrative claims methodologies had
recently contacted them or schools In their state.

Marketing materials from two private firms explain one of the reasons concerns have
been expressed that school districts' administrative claims may exceed reasonable or
allowable costs. In these materials, the firms assert that their objectives are to
maximize Medicaid revenues for schools and that they can maximize a school's claim
potential by trading school personnel to follow their methods for claiming costs.
One firm emphasized that, on average, its clients annually receive over 30 percent
more per student than schools contracting with a competitor.

While schools can-and do-pay private firms on a contingency basis for Medicaid-
related services, these contingency fees do not qualify for federal Medicaid
reimbursement" OMB Circular A-87, which establishes the principles and standards
for determining "reasonable* and allocable costs for federal programs such as
Medicaid, states that the costs of professional and consultant services rendered are
allowable when reasonable and when not contingent upon the recovery of costs from
the federal government m In one state, our investigation determined that contingency
fees were improperly included in one school district's Medicaid admfistrative cost
claim. We estimate that the resulting unallowable costs claimed for reimbursement
may approximate $1 million dollars for a 5-year period.

Of the dx etes we viied, onay Vemot did no reimburse a pev.Ze fin on a coadnency bmh.
nt*d, to devuVop is budedpmpocdw, Vermont used a firm th had been undWr conrac with the

ste for several yeat snd was paid on a fixed-fee bole,

'See 456C.3L. *am 7OiMB 14.2?, OM.

16ee saclwbu B to 0MB Chrcula A-97, QOLP'4dckg fAU t*h", ndIianTi
Q2w"(Wsskngon, D.C.: 0MB revised 6/46,a urther ammined &9W4
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In Some States. Schools Receive a Small
Portion of Medicaid Reimbursement

In some states, schools can receive a small portion of Medicaid reimbursement for
performing covered health services and administrative activities on behalf of eligible
children. In addition to states' policies to retain a portion of federal Medicaid
reimbursement and school districts' contractual arrangements to pay private firms a
share of their federal reimbursements, the school districts' budgets often serve as the
local funds that are used to supply the state's share of Medicaid funding for school.
based claims. When school funds provide the state share of Medicaid
reimbursement, the maximum additional funding that a school district can receive for
delivering services or performing administrative activities Is what the federal
government contributes. This is substantially less than what a private sector
Medicaid provider would receive for delivering and submitting a claim for similar
services. For example, a physician who submits a claim with an allowable amount
of $100 will receive $100.$50 in state funds and $50 In federal funds.W Incontrast,
when a school district submits a claim for $100, and the school district pays the
state's share of this claim, the maximum the school dkt1ct-it 6re-a ceive Is the $O
federal share. Of the 47 states that allow Medicaid claims for school-based activities,
38 use local funds for the state match to federal dollars*

Table 7 shows the variation In the amounts different schools might receive in
Medicaid reimbursement for the claims they submit, given the source of the states'
share of fundin& states' policies to retain portions of the federal reimbursement, and
contingency fee arrangements with private firm

Locel mdlg m th soa of a oe's inhere of Mosads rehnimh mad I not wique to school i
is mos kuwly to exist when Uwe we muIdpl govenunental enttes knald In the debway ot
Mekald heelkh services or aihisraothw actvites. Foe emmple, local ftmd we beg ued s a
sorc of diw eM are of the coot f publbl* fum d hoeipab and mental heat e.

"fls ez l amsuerna a 8 ferewit matchkg rue md that the ek shbmlted Is a leithu
sttat of beM serve or s&ulnlsftWh actviies performed in suporat "th M*&cud

-Becmm the Distict of ohma does rot &guish between n ettM and ooa fmAd, we adudd it
fhie ObM6u1,
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lalke 7: Variations in Schools' Receit of Medicaid Reimbursement for Health
Senices

state
Florida Illinois Vermont Michigan New Mimeo

Jersey
Amount claimed $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 8100.00 8100.00 $100.00
Local funds used' (44.18) a00) (3&3) (47.28) (50.00) 0
Amount retained 0 (6.00)' (37.18)6 (21.00) (4250) 0

Total Medicaid 55.82 48.00 24.79 81.63 7.50 100.00
tnds received
by school
district_
Amount paid to (la), (8,5 0 (10.54) ,
eivate firm by

school dist I___
Net amount to $45.77 $3$.761 $4.79 $21.09 87.50 $100.00
school district I

'Th amount reflects the state's shar of Medicaid funding for health servc for fscal yo I . For
adinlnlstratlve activte, states' shares would generaly be 5 percent.

'Th"e amount retained by the state is deducted frm the federal reimbursement.

iUnoin retails a lOercent share only for those school districts with claim. that exceed 81 mIon in
* year.

"The percentale retained by Vermont vaies Awo year to year. The amount notel reflects the
percentage retained for Vermont's 1999 school year.

"PrIvga finns' contingency fees vary across shool districts and states; thus, the dollars reported in
this table an estimates of typical contingency fees paid by school districts.

'Effective Februay 14.2000, contingency fee reimabursement contracts are prohibited for school
disticts in Flodds.

he e tat of New Jersey pays the fim 1856 kom the $4W50 it retalr.

'm ota state officials wer not swam of my contingency fee uiungemens being used by school
dm fta thus, we did not report dollar In this aewple.

Source: GAO anaysis of state data.
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HCFA OVERSIGHT DOES UO
ENSURE =H APPROpRIATENMS
OF SCHOOL-BASEDr CLAIMS

HCFA oversight practices-past and present-have not ensured the appriPdateness
of school-based practices for claiming Medicaid reimbursement. As we testified in
June 1999, HCFA's guidance In the past has generally left much to regional office
discretion, resulting In inconsistencies in the oversight and review of claims. Written
guidance has consisted primarily of a technical assistance guid- and a direction for
states to follow the federal requirements for administrative cm allocations found In
OMB Circular A-87. Despite HCFA's May 21, 1999, letter, which was partially
Intended to provide clarflcation in areas concerning bundllng and submitting claims
for administrtve activities and special transportation services, HCFA regional
offices continue to interpret policies Inconsistently.' This IAck of adequate direction
and oversight has permitted the development of an environments of opportunism and
has led to improper Medicaid claims for administrative acIvities and limited
assurances that children are receiving appropriate services.

Without Additional Dieton From HCEA. Alternatives
to Bundled Rate Methods Have Not Been Deeloced

In its May21, 199, letter, HCFA instructed states witA bundled rates to develop and
implement an alternative reimbursement methodology but did not provide a time
frame in which to do so." To assist states in this effort, the agency also announced
that it would create a work group of officials from Uates using bundled approaches,
the Department of Education, and other federal agencies to discuss alternative
azrangements.

However, since HCFA issued this letter, the seven states that were using a bundled
approach continue to do so. In fact, officials in some of these states told us that they
intend to continue to use their bundled approaches until HCFA clarifies Its position
or issues additional guidance- Furthermore, the work group that was established as a
result of the HCFA letter is currently inactive While the group initially met weekly

"SeV I for te ftu tex of the HCFA ieterissued on May 21,10IM The ir addressed three
e Fbst, HCFA directed that bundled rates for arlool-bsed heMlth svices that won prwviouly

evhue md approved by HCFA would no ong be ccpmlef pupose of submitting
Mebdd cal Second, HC7A stated tht it was coactig a review o practice to develop
sdmsiha e co claim md that it expected to &mblbh a iulde in 0h summer 1W0 to claift the
Pe, ae for sumtin dAns for Medicaid aidostrstlM activates In schools Fiba, HCFA

hifomd s teiden with specialedct'ron mees who ride the regular school bus to school
with ddltbm without disabliee shid not hae Uportion W pt of tlr individuslzed
p d si thot he cost of thaibus dde should no &be billed to Moelcsl

"OMA raked concerns tdt bmnded raw cod not be connected to a qiec te of procedure mad
wme not vial to other community povi s Aho, the apne amid dug schools did notm altahn

eai dou toesbish the reamonable es of the buried rats, wd thus, Meiald
could be oVePa" for attai MVIOm&
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via telephone, its members neither made any formal decisions about the future of
bundling nor developed alternative payment approaches In October 1999, HCFA
officials announced that the group would not reconvene until sometime in 2000,
because It needed time to discuss issues concerning bundling. As of March 1, 2000,
the work group had not yet reconvened.

Inconsistencies in HCEA Oversight
of AdminitzAteCm s mContiue

HCFA has made some efforts to improve oversight of school-based administrative
claim It has conducted individual reviews of practices identified in this report in a
few states and is working with a few states to revise their activity codes to more
accurately capture the costs associated with Medicaid-related activities in schools.
Finally, the additional guidance that HCFA testified in June 1999 would be
forthcoming was released for public comment in February 2000.

Dei'ite these efforts, the lack of clear guidance oi, how to develop methods for
submitting administrative claims continues to result in significant inconsistencies
among region& For example, while some HCFA retlonal offices have scrutinized the
details of states' methodologies for developing admhnstrative claims, other regional
offices have had little or no Involvement in the development of their states'
methodologies. The area of enhanced rates for skilled providers is a specfic example
of the contradictory policies of regional office& The Cicago regional office allows
Illinois and Michigan school districts to claim admlnistative activities provided by
SPMPs at a 76-percent match rate as opposed to the general adminibstatv match
rate of 50 percent. In contrast, the school districts in Mtmaschusetts are not allowed
to claim this enhanced rate because HCFA's Boston regional office does not allow the
higher rate. According to officials in the Boston office, 'there was no way in the
world" to document that certain activities required a skilled level of performance.
Still other HCFA regional offices, such as San Francisco, ltave adopted a different
approach, allowing the use of the enhanced rate under certain circumstances.

HCFAs AtnttoClay ItsS ian
policy RJtsas More Quetons Than It An

HCFA's attempt to clari its policy on school districts' praci ics in claiming Medicaid
reimbursement for special transportation related to school-based services has added
to the uncertainty sunowiding this issue rather than clarifylg the matter. The HCFA
letter indicated that school districts should not bill to Medicaid the transportation
costa of a child who qualifies for special education under IDEA and who rides the
regular school bus with children without disabilities. According to HCFA central
office officials, the general intention was to discontinue the practice of allowing
Medicaid reimbursement for children who needed no additional assistance and could
ride the regular school bus by themselves without any special equipment or the
assistance of an aide.

GA04HEHS/OSI-0049 Mediaid In Schools
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However, regional offices and states have conflicting interpretations of what an
appropriate special transportation claim is, with the likely result that Medicaid
reimbursement will continue to be inconsistent across states.

Officials in one of the seven regional offices that we spoke with correctly believed
that Medicaid would cover transportation costs If a child was able to ride on a
regular school bus but required the assistance of an aide, two other regional
offices incorrectly asserted that trasportation costs could not be reimbursed
because the child would not be riding a specially adapted vehicle, and officials in
the remaining four regional offices did not know whether reimbursement would
be allowed.

" Officials In two of the states we visited told us they will now allow school districts
to claim Medicaid reimbursement only for the use of vehicles that have a
wheelchair lift or some adaptation that would meet the needs of children with
physical disabillt--a policy that Is inconsistent with the intent that HCFA
officials described to us.

" At least two states are awaiting further clarification from HCFA and continue to
have school districts that claim transportation costs for children with special
education needs who receive a Medicaid service at school-4ncluding costs for
those riding regular school buses with an aide.

The inconsistent interpretations cited above raise concerns of unequal consideration
of children with different types of disabilities. In particular, state and school districts
are unclear regarding HCFA's policy for submitting claims for children who have
behavioral needs or developmental disabilities, but no physical disability. In many
cases, these children have the physical capability to ride the regular school bus but
may need the assistance of an aide to ride the bus because of cognitive impairments
or behavioral concerns. Further, some contend that requiring a physically adapted
bus in order to receive reimburseent-as is currently interpreted by some states
and HCFA regional office&-ay conflict with the concept of'least restrictive
environment'; thus, children may be unnecessarily segregated Into specialized
transportation."

Almost onethird of Medicaid-eligible Individuals are school-aged children, which
makes schools an important service delivery and outreach point for Medicaid Even
when schools do not directly provide Medicaid-covered health services, schools can

IDEA eq ka dth, to the mazawm exte pwrle, chidrenwd dista debe e&ctd with
ulkksi wkhot dMobditm *at qp ec cbme. appa mtea choorh.¢ st r houl d

wkh duabfltde f the regul educadtma envormuem occiw osl whe the w or sevmi ot
dw dkiabt of a childbs thai such Om regular n daie with tM u of supplwm awy aid
A umeacwuuobe w addedsctw*. Se 20 U.C. 1412(aXUXA).
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undertake administrative activities that help identify, refer, screen, and assist in the
enrollment of Medicad-eligible children. Outreach and identification activities help
ensure that the most venerable children receive routine preventive health care and
ongoing primary care and treatmenL Most states are seeking Medicaid funds to assist
them In providing medically related services to children with disabilities and to link
children to appropriate health services.

Given the broad range of school and state practices, to date there have been poor
control s on the varied approaches to submitting claims for Medicaid reimbursement
for school-based headth services and administrative activities. Such controls must
achieve an appropriate balance between the states' needs for flexible,
admlniatratively simple systems and the assurance that federal funds are being used
for their intended purposes. HCFA's current oversight practices have failed to
provide that assurance, resulting in confusing and inconsistent guidance across tha
regions and failure to prevent improper practices and claims In some states. Without
adequate controls and consistent oversight, Medicaid is vulnerable to paying for
unneeded activities and services or for activities and services that have not been
provided. Examples of such concerns follow.

Bundled payment systems have the potential to reduce adverse incentives that are
created by other payment systems, such as fee-for-eervice and cost-based
rembusement Although additional safeguards can strengthen the benefits
associated with bundled rates, we believe that prohibiting the use of bundled rates
altogether, as HCFA recently did, is not warranted. Bundling rates can be an
acceptable payment mechanism, provided that (1) rates account for children's
differeAt levels of need and (2) rates are developed in such a way as to provide
assurances that they are not vulnerable to manipulation or resulting in inadequate
services.

" With regard to administrative cost claims, poor contros have resulted in improper
payments for Metticad reimbursement in several states. As a result, Medicaid has
r imbursed either for activities that were not covered or for children who were
not eligible for Medicaid. Furthermore, claims submitted for administrative
activities performed by skilled professionals have been reimbursed at a higher
matching rate than available documentation could support

" Specialzed transportation, for which HCFA provided policy clarification in May
1990, continues to be overseen and approved haphazardly, resulting In potentially
inequitable practices for children with different types of disabilities across
different regions

FUlly, inadequate HCFA oversight has created an environment ripe for opportunism
and vulnerable to fraud.

SContingency fees paid to private firms by school districts have created the
incentive to bnappropriately maximize claims for Medicaid reimbursement
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Improprieties in claims identified by our investigations and those of HCFA
demonstrate - h-w weaknesses in federal and state efforts to curtail this Incentive
can result in improper costs.

When states stand to benefit financially by retaining a substantial share of
schools' federal Medicaid reimbursements, the potential exists for a conflict of
interest In ensuring that adequate oversight and controls are in place to assure the
appropriate use of Medicaid funds.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
ADMINISTRATOR OF HCFA

In order to improve the development and application of policies for Medicaid
reimbursement of claim for allowable school-based health services and
adminsuafive activities, we recommend that the Administrator of HCFA

" allow the use of bundled rates as one of several alternative payment approaches,
provided that HCFA establishes consistent principles for bundling that effectively
address (1) provisions for rates that reflect or recognize varying levels of services
to accommodate children and (2) assurances that children receive appropriate
and needed services;

" develop a methodology to approve and monitor state practices regarding
allowable costs f,)r administrative activities in schools that establishes consistent
federal requirements for methods of allocating costs to Medicaid and accounting
for professional time; and

Sclarifty the agency's policy on specialized transportation, with the goal of
establishing policies that offer equitable treatment for children with different
types of disabilities.

'GNYAND 3TAT COMMENTS

We provided HCFA and the state Medicaid agencies we visited an opportunity to
comment on a draft of tifs report With respect to bundled rates for health services,
HCFA commented that its May 1999 position enmnated from its concern that the
existing methodologies did not meet statutory requirements for payments consistent
with efficiency, economy, and quality care. In considering future requests for
bundled rate payments, HCFA Indicated it would address such issues as reasonable
paymt levels, adequate documentation that covered services are provided only to
Medicald-eligIble children, and sampling methodologies to verify the accuracy of
docwuentatio This approach should provide better assurances that payment rates
reflect children's varying needs and that services paid for were provided, but we
would cautim that new requirements not create a de facto fee-for-ervice
environment and thus undermine the intended benefits associated with a bundled
paymnm appoadL
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HCFA concurred with our recommendsons on administrative cost claims and
specialized transportation. With respect to administrative claiming, HCFA listed a
number of steps it said it would take to address our recommendation& Among other
things, this list included revising and finalizing a Medicaid school-based
administrative claiming guide that it released for public comment in February 2000,
providing training and technical msstance to states and school districts to facilitate
their efforts; and developing processes for monitoring existing school-based claiming
activities and approving states' changes in this activity. HCFA expressed Its
commitment to working with its various partners-ncluding the Department of
Education, states, and schools-to better ensure the proper and efficient operation of
Medicaid school-based programs. (See app. B for HCFA's comments.)

Most of the states that responded conumented that our analysis of Medicaid
reimbursement received by schools, as shown In table 7, did not reflect the portion of
local school funding provided by the states. In addition, some states continue to
assert that their retention of a share of federal Medicaid reimbursement Is Justified as
reimbursement for their own level of funding support to schools. We continue to
believe tha it Is not clear that state, rather than local, funds support the Medicaid-
reimbursable services as opposed to other educational activities for which states
provide ftuns Moreover, we believe that such practices sever the direct link
between Medicaid payment and services delivered, Increase the potential for federal
funds to be diverted to purposes other than those intended, and are inconsistent with
the program's fundamental tenet that federal dollars are provided to match state or
local dollars for Medicaid services delivered to eligible Individuals. Finally, a few of
the states sald that additional guidance is needed for how states should claim federal
reimbursement for administrative costs and specialized transportation.

HCFA and the state Medicaid agencies also provided technical comments, which we
Incorporated as appropriate.

We are providing copies of this report to the Honorable Donna . Shalala, Secretary
of Health and Human Services; the Honorable Nancy-Ann Min DeParle, Administrator
of HCFA, appropriate congressional committees; and other interested parties.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please call Kathryn G. Allen
at (202) 512-711& For questions regarding our investigation, contact Robert IL Hast
at (202) 512-7456. Other staff who made mejor contributions to this report are listed
In appendix 13L

Kahryn G. Allen Robert H. Hadt
Associate Director, Health Financing Acting Assistant Comptroller General
and Public Health Issues Office of Special Investigations
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ISW . rathe Om for each idividual an rvovided to echochild. A bundled psysmet meo
odds ewba aStm pays anae& rae hr one or m m of apoop of dffuvenw sevce tmdaied to
a eliowaulI 11,1- drawin a andpeiod ofthos Thepayume wlaoeremafleeeof do
.mberoervce hried or the qeclt costs, or otharwise available nowee of di am Aroee
T1he baed my hIn is two or mome ompoma umnrly provided by diffinm provides, eecb
wit dmkba oww prvviderw g0fcatois~m f tbe ocoosmi 611 whin hrse
1905a) sorv c oopty. Formnmple, bundllngadeta whebw v movae Component series
m prove under whr ilketve warvce benefit eve If all of the school-baed aevice we

38 GAO4>HEH&VSI)09 Miedicaid In School.
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PaSe 2 - State Medicaid Director

Our concerna ar relied to the (act " bundled mtes for schoolbsed pmvider menot relatsd to
a specific type ofprocedure and am generally not available to all qualified providers in thw
community who m404 wish to be unmlaly reimbursed. FhrO re, schools do not maintain the
types of edicel domattion ta establish th reasonableness or accuacyofarawe. Because
of dwe factor, HCFA has oncludd ta tme bundled rate amtdi loges do not produce
stuffciemt doctunetattion of acc-ste and reasonable payments, and may resut in higher pay
than would be reasonable on a -for-savice basis for each individual service and thus do not
mu the statutory nt oftdw law. Section 1902(aX30XA) of dth Social Secuilty Act requires
dt States be methods and procedures to assure payments am consistet with efiency,
economy. aud quaity ofcam. We believe th a bundled rae for schookbed services is
inonsistart with economy. since the rne isn designed to accmudy reflect true costa or
reasonable fee-hr-service rates, and with efficiency, since it requires substantially mrs Federl
oversight resources to establish the accuracy and reasonableness of State apendiures Tban is
trfore no reliable bais for determining d the rate is rated to th aul coat to d Stale a
other public entities abs en documentaon of the individual services provide

Effacd immediately. HCFA will so longer recolize bundled school-baed health services
as acceptable for purposes of claiming Fedeal financial participation (FF Slates that a
cum ay paying bon" ra for Khool-based hea services pursue to en approved Stats plan
anendmneel wm develop and peibqtectively implaenr an ahersative reimbtwsnai
methoology. We will be corteing a meeting with a poop rom d States d t D
of Eduation to discuss options thda t avalable. Also, States will be givm e to work wid
th KCFA regional offices which will assist in th devslopamnt and irplementoct ofa non-
bune rd wOmbmM Mi lo .

HCFA would liMe to work with ate to implemnt a strat o tho Stas can come do
coinpliance propectively. At this time. no retroactive disslowances of FP ane please nor an
peosptivdeerals. However. we expect sam to woek to come into compliance with this
policy eqdi.ously We recopie a some my require adbhrze a or action by th State
Legislature so iuzpbsnat a snw reirnbuiuuuu medodolo. Iath event dat Stes do n
come io compliame withn a ressonable time, HCFA wl consider tadn compliance action
lnclding deforals and retrospective disaowwmceso th datde of this letter

HCVA will not spov my additional anendment to State plans that seek to reinbure for
scoolAud beslt services ad" abuded ra Saes wi* pu i" bundling plan
mdies a a by widsmw hom mandments or evia thm to onofoix Io d
equim e '1as -hisltter. if d Stse wide to retain th eective dae of d

manm en, HCFA will misa th State to develop an approvable semnet An approvable
msm ud m Mnclde requirements he Maitining docuian ion ofrthe individufl sWyk*
provide to mpport claims (w FFP. It shmd be noted that th e Ito not sufficient fo purposes
of docanumag stvioeprovlded since it identifies only those services tha aduld should
reciv, and no those wvoi.46 tha bs chil actually receives.

OAO(HEHSOS-O-O Medicadd in Schools
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Pae 3 - State Medicaid Director

Traempertaft

HCFA's policy coecenuni Medcaid pa eme for transposing Medicaid-elipble IDEAchildrn
to mad fom sdool is described in the Medicaid and School Halth Tededeal Assistmance Ou
The Guide indicates thd utaportation to ard f m school may be cihewed se & Medicaid ce
when the child reeves a medical service in school o a paribial day mad when transporto s
specifically fised in the W eas a required s vice.

It is ouru atanding that a I? shoul inchade only specialized services tha achild woud o
otewin receive in the coue of attending school. Therefore HCFA would like to claify th a
child wih special don needs under MIEA who rides the rapulw school boo to school wihh
the other non-disabled, children in bisibe neighborhood should not have trasportation lsd Ia
bit IEP sad the coat of that bus ride should not be billed to Medicaid.

Ifs child requiem t nsportation in a vdhicl adapted to sv the needs of the disabled, including
a specialy adapted sool bus, that transportation may be bill lo Medicaid if the need fort ha
specialized tsrmportation is identified in the 1EP. In addition, if a child resides in an ea that
does not hae school but transportation (sch as those sas in close poziiuty to a school) but
has a medical need for trasportation tha is noted in the 111, tha transortaion may also be
billed to Meica. As always, irmspation fom the chool to a provider in th community also
my be billed to Medicaid. These policies apply whether the Sut is claiming FFP fr

mposation under Mead as medical assistance or advimmusro.

When aSwae class 71? wnder the Medicaid poprm for transportation sevices a media
assistence tnder m ppove reimbambent erequimmiafor dcuation ofseac
service must be maataned for Purposes of mn audit tmL This ustuallytas the form ofa trip log
.maaimmd by the powder of the specialized tramsportation suvce. The metodolog use go
establish the tm As n nte should also be described in the State pla*.

When FFP for the c s oftransptation services is claimed as administatin the requlrseis
of he Office of Mmuaema and Budget Cirular A47 for detamning allowable costs, u well
a may othe applicable requirements for claiming admidsoaion uder Medcai madbe Wt.
This includes the dvlopmat of a cost allocation methodolog to emure that Medicaid only pays
for dt portion of the specialized mode of asrm stion allocable to Medicald bawmhciss.

EffectiveJy 1. 1999. FFP will only be avaitable for Medicaid achoot-beised utmqa tstioneet
s. s&Wniwtraive aceivites in accordance with the policies described above. Similarly, FFP for
O1P re ed trespmation devices will only be "tailble for services pov on or after Juy 1,
1999 as specified in te eam. HCFA's regional ofces will pwde techical assstmace to
Seaes to masisthsi in pr ply claiming FFP for cbool-related transportation.

GOAOHEHSOSI-04O Medicaid In Schools
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Page 4 - State Medicaid Director

AdmiearStive Clalmiag for Scbhol-Based services

HCFA is currenly mviewin practices related to State claiming or chool-bsed adminismve
activitiem. A guide is expected to be published dds Summer which clarifies ft retnaea for
class for Medicaid expenditure for adminisative ivities performed in school.

HCFA reionl and central office ataf will provide every assistance So States in their eon to
cotorm to ese policies.

Sincerely.

Is'

Sally K. Richardson
Directo

cc:

All KCFA Regional Mmlnistrsr
All IIC7A Asaccas Regional AMmintstimors

fmr Medicaid mid State Operations
Lee Pwtiid - Amearican Pulic Hummi Services Association
Joy Wilso -National Cotaicil ofState Legislature
Maut Sato -National Govermora' Association

GAOfiIEHSII00-0 Medicaid In Schools
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COMMENTS FROM THE HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTATON

( DRARTMEM, OF HEALTH & HUMA1 S M " c

DATIE: MAR 2 9 mW"x)

TO: Kathy G. Afe, Associate Director
Health Financing and Publc Health Issues

FROM: Michael M. Hubh ;94D 0 4kQg ~
Dpt A:26
Health Car Famcing Administioa

SUBJECT: Dmf Repor: "Mdi;ad is School: Inproper Paymnts Demad
Impovcmcm is HCFA Oveagt 0AO1HEHS.S0-69

We appciate the Genersl Accounting Offies (GAO) review of state practices
regrdin Medicaid cimnement of school-based adminisutive activities and
the ue of 1bxdler raw for achoot-bed services.

The Heath Cue Financin Adminisios (HCFA) is coumnited to eoswir4 dth
Medicaid-eligible child we enrolled im Medicaid and recave the services they
seed Schools offer unique advarages and opportunim to eAh uldrenm and
encm ge their families to oml in the Medicaid program, as well a to Provide
aistne to students in accssn Media services.

At the same time, however. we sham your concan about -and m tkig action
to pr vent- inyropr claims for fedwal Medicaid find for the cos of such
swvie Clearly, thus are challeap dat must be overcome. We cn commitad
t woddag with ste and school districts so amm that Medicaid dollars only
ued on behalf of Medicaid eligible children tor Medicaid covered saic To
help achieve thisgoaL we have deveklp a new and coapebenlve guide for
*m lo mamn p oWe tificatis ad allocation of administav co
asociated with the povisic of Medicaid services.

Ovcra we share with the GAO's coaches ad beliv active effort that we have
underway wil help ensu that chikkm covered by Medicaid recewe the
acmmy services they wed to row-up na y and that funds we mpent correctly
mdw the law. -

Amached me ow cornets on the spcific rmunem e ia the report. We
iAk you and your saff for yaw wark an di report md for the opportunity to

review the draft We look forward to workig closely with GAO n these and
edr hmum in the (saw

GAME OM-O0-6O Medicaid In Schools
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ComMets of the HSlth Cart Finandn Adminlrstion
on the Gneral Accounting Office (GAO)Drft Reinor

"Ihdlkald In Schools: Imnrong Pammnts Demand
muiroveents In HCFA ovga3

School-ba d health programs provide a broad range of services dmtam covered by
Medicaid, affording access to care for children who otherwise might go without needed
services. School-bsed programs can be effective and efficient providers of cae aad can
play a powerful role in identifying and enrolling children who are eligible for Medicaid.
The health Cae Financing Adminstrion (HCFA) is co itmed to ensuring that
Medicaid-elisible children are enoled in Medicaid and reeive the services they need.
We strongly support the provision of Medicaid covered services by schools.

We agree with the GAO thai states have faced challenges in making proper claims for
administrative costs related to providing school-based Medicaid services, using bandied
rate methodolies, and billing for school-related transportation We have acknowledged
that confusion about the requirements for cllmirn Federal funds may have resulted in
inappropriate claims. And, In the case where one state clearly h claid imwopery,
we have taken action to defer claims.

We appreciate the GAO's acknowledgement o(our efforts to improve the oversight of
administrative claiming. snd we age that more needs to be done. We am co united to
ensmin that sta(t understand thei opportunities and obligations regarding the us of
Medicaid in schools.

To that end we have ben working with Congress, the Office of Management n Budget
(OMB), and others to dev-lop the M edicad ScholdBaudn ti.wvitv Ciambtg Gal*
(the Guide). A draft of tsguide Is now being circulated to State Medicaid Agencies
schools and other imrested parties for feedbadk It is inended to help schools provide
Medical services by conmndatinj existing requirements for clalin related
admiistrative costs, and to provide. consistent national statement of then requremmu.
It does no establish new policies. Owce we have reviewed public comment and Isiud a

final gW, we will work aggressively to help all relevant parties undasad bow to ue
iL

The Guide and the training effort will only be part of ow' approach to resolvng thes
issues. As discussed in deal below, we also m working to improve the collecti and
analysis of data on state Medicaid! school-Ased program expenditws anW reviewingll ot

GAO/HEHSS(O6-O Medlesid in Schools
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oversight and monitoring in this Ate ovemll. And, we will provide addition guidance
and technical assistance on both the school-based transportation and bundling issues.

GAO Recommendadex I -

Allow the use of bundled ras a one of svera alen vm:at
goymded thai H.CA eablih cgMisent goi g for bNum~ that effewbnl
address: (i) orovisiom for ns thai refl or recne vAvin levels of service 2
accommodate children and (21 assurances th children receive moro rte an d needed

HCFA shares the OAO's concern that payment methodologies should appropiately
balance the need to ensure the propa expenditure of Medicaid funds and the flexibility of
states to expend funds without facing undue administrative burdens. ThM is why, in our
May 1999 lener oa this issue, we said that HCFA would not approve any more bundng
methodologies. This suspension was to allow time for HCFA to review our policies so
ta improved methods of reimbunsig for school-based services d meet the
requirements of the law and our conmimreAnt to progrm integrity could be considered.
We agree with the GAO report that bundling methodologies can place Medicaid at risk
for impropm claims.

Under a bundling system, states make weekly or monthly payments to schools based on a
package of services tha are needed by children within various categories of disabilities,
rathe than paying sepaately for individual services. Many different services may be
included in the bundled rate, such as physical therapy and speech therapy. The payment
is the same regarelmes of the number of services actually provided or the specific cos of
the services involved.

As noted by the GAO repot, there is concern that school-based providers may not
maintain adequate or readily available documentation for bundled payments, may not
have the administmtive infrastcur needed to do so, or may not have used such
documentation in de oping banded payment methodologies. Wiout proper
documentation, there is no reliable basis for determining whether the needed service was
delivered at a reasonable rate. This creates the opportunity for states to obtain Federal
matching funds for services that have not been provided. It also allows for the possibUity
that states could claim funds for services that are not covered by Medicaid.

2
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Therefore, we have determined tha existing bundled rate methodologies do not meet the
statutory intent of the law. Section l902(aX30XA) of the Social Security Act requires
that states have methods and procedures to assure that payments are consistent with
efficiency, economy, and quality of care. The process used for bundling was inconsistent
with economy, since the rates were not designed to accurately reflect true costs or
reasonable fee-for-service rates. The process was not consistent with the efficiency
requirement. since it required substantial Federal oversight to establish the accuracy ad
reasonableness of state expeaditres. As a result. there was no reliable basis for
determining that the rate was related to the actual coasL

Underlying the May 1999 letter is a simple, but critical, principle for bundled payment
methodologies - Medicaid funds must only be used to provide Medicaid covered
services to Medicaid-eligible children. The law is clear on this. Thee are a few
additions to this principle (such as outreach and enrollment assistance, but they are the
exceptions that prove the rule.) However, identifying a mea of implementing this
principle while balancing the need for appropriate program integrity measures without
udue administrative burden has been difficult

Tha is why, since our May 1999 letter, we have worked contimously to identify
alternative approaches that will rulfil the law's requirements. We crested a workgroup
with rePeatives of State Medicaid Agencies,. the Department of Education. local
education agencies and OMB. The workgroup was designed to make sure that HCFA
staff could hear a variety of perspectives on this topic, but it was not intended to be a
decision making body, as implied by the GAO report. Through this activity, we Identified
several issues that should be considered in bundled payment metodologes for scool
based services. These issues - in some ways implcit in the ones identified by the GAO -
-me:

* Provision of dmle do-M"tstien that goes beyond requiring smple
'asurances." States need to provide detailed information at the provider or school
level to esabish an audt rail and develop methods for the maintenance of
documentation" Utlude of rehrmeedve mond il d ot-,es OW camor w .

fegur. Them must be safeguards to assurethat the burned payment
methodology continues to reflect the serves that deliver to Mdkald-emnlled

• Creation, of lsmeeks. States need to entifthe spefic services
And ther reasonable r co1 for Inclusion in bundled payment The ratn must recognize
Vying levels of services needed by ciden with different health care needs.

3
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Development ofsmilne methodoloeies to accurately identify services provided to
Medicaid-eligible children with disabilities who have an Individualized Education
Plan (IEP). The sampling methodology should take into account the medical needs of
children with varying disabilities and geographic distribution of children with
disabwties.

Any methodology that does not address these issues could place the Federl government
at ik for expenditures not permitted by law.

GAO Recommendadon 2

Deveigg a methodgI ol,. ammmove and monitor state oRmctk' regsdeallw abl '1&M t
for administrative activities in schools that establish consistent Federal reguirzyenta for
meds of allocatine costs to Medicaid and accounting for professional' time

HCA concurs. As stated earlier. HCFA is committed to supporting the use of schools a
cemes for providing Medicaid outreach, assistance in the eUlgibility process and services
as allowed by law and as necessary to fit each State's particular needs. While state
flexibility is important. states also have the obligaion to exercise their flexibility in the
constraints of the law. HICFA encourages state flexibility but is required to ensure the
integrity of the Medicaid program and to ensure that prope financial controls we
consistently applied. Therefore, we are already taking a number of steps that respond to
the above recommendation, including:
* Dieveloping the Medicald School-Based Admnlstradve Claiming Guide. We

agree tha there must be a uniform national statement of requirements for claiming
the costs of school-based administrative activities. The Guide should address
many of the concerns raised by the GAO. It is intended to summarize and clarify
all existing Federal laws, regulations and policies. It will serve as a reference an
all aspects of school-based administrative claiming. For example. it Includes a
thorough discussion of claiming for administrative activities performed by skilld
professional medical personnel, one of the areas highlighted in the GAO report.
We released a draft of the guide in February 2000 and extended the deadline for
public comments until April Y'. And we ae committed to working with the states
schools, and the Fedeal Department of Education to aprprately revise and
clarify it before issuing In final. The Guide is currently available on the HCFA
web site ast VMkfagU.

GAO/HEHS/O-O0-W Medicaid in Schools
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" Providing Training and Technkal Assistance to States. Once the guide is
released, we will follow an agressive schedule of staining for interested parties.
This will include regional conference calls as well as a national raining session in
Baltimore within 60 days of the Guide's final release.

* Providing Training and Technkal Assistance to School Districts. School
districts will be a critical pt o ou training effort. In fact, we have already
begun working with school districts to foster an understanding of related policy.
We will take steps to ensure that materials and technical assistance ae pat of our
training effort.

* Developing a Process for Monitoring Existing Claiming Activities. We will
review existing Medicaid expenditure reporting and work with states to identify
additional data that should be gathered. This effort will also include gathaing
Infor tion regarding specific State activities on school-based claimhn both frm
the States and from documents within the Department of Health and Human
Secea (HHS).

" Developbn a Procem for Approving Changes In School-Based Adminlstrathve
Claiming Actvldtes. States we already required to submit public assistance cost
allocation plans so the Division of Cost Allocation (DCA) at H1. These p-m
must reference the Medicaid school-based administrative claiming programs which
must be reviewed prior to any final approval prior of the cost allocation plan. We
are taking concrete steps to strengthen this process so that any future changes in
claiming procedures by stains will be parl of the formal review and approval
process.

* Providing Clear Feedback to States to Ensure Complisnce. We will work with
stus as peruers to ensure that, prospectively, prora claiming methodologies ae
used. When required by law, HCFA will recoup inappropriately claimed funds.

• DevelopWg Financal langsement Strategy/RevIew Guide. We will review
existing procedures, review guides. and manuals on the oversight of school-based
services and administrative activities and Incorporate the Medicaid School-Based
Administrative Claiming Guide into formal financial management toob.

* Increased Oversight of Conliet of Interst. We will strengthen or review of
sme claims to ensure dt contingemcy fees ae not claimed. We shne the
coaches expressed by the OAO that private frns who receive a percentage of
reimursement as payment for consulting and billing services. rather than a fned
fae. have an incentive to nmiize th amount of reimbursemnt claimed. to
addition, while we also share GAO's concerns about states retinig a share of
Federal funds relsted to schools' claims, this practice is allowable.under cute
law.

GAMEHSI-00-0 Medicaid in Schoos
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These activities will help to address concerns raised by the GAO. including dine study
samplnS methodologies and the use of activity codes. Te time study is the primary
mechanism for identifying and categorizing activities performed by school or school
district employees, and for developing claims for the cogs of these administrative
activities that may be properly reimbursed under Medicaid. The draft Guide provides
standard activity codes that may be further tailore to reflect local differences. Such an
approach addresses the GAO's concern for r balance between state/iloc flexibility sad
consistency within and acrs staes.

We recognize that many difficult isues ad challenges remain toenaswe state compliance
with the law. We we committed to taking all necessary suep to enre the propo and
efficient operation of Medicaid school-based programs, and will be working with cr
Federal. state, and local partners to continue to ideify and address these issues.

GAO Recomeudedass 3

Clrify the uencv's policy on socialized U ttion with the o of establishini
policies that offer equitable treatment for children with different ty of disabditlies.

We cooc=. The May 1999 letter did provide useful guidance states on several Ismest
* Tiansportstio to and from school masy be claimed as Medicald service when d

child receives a medical e-ve in school on a pa sicular day and when transportaion
is specifically liste insa student's Individoa tducatio Plan assa required service.

" Ifs child requires transportation in a specially adapted vehkle. Incldin a specHly
adopted school bus, that transportation may be bled to Medicsid.

" Transportation from school to a provider in the commmity may be billed to Medicaid.
" Stes must provide documeatim o transportation service, usually in the f(om ata

tip log maiaidned by the provider of th specilzed transporation service.
" States mus desc'be the methodology used to establish the transportation ra in the

Stam Medicaid plan.
a States mut develop acost location methodology to e dwe tt Medaid only pys

for that portion ofltie speciazed transportation attibutable to Medicaid beneflcluls.

We agree with the GAO to the policy described In die May 1999 lee ruled in sm
confusion on the pert of HCFA reionl offles and stae. We will Ume additional
guidance, especially as it relates to transportation issues. We plan to father claify the
specific types of specialized tremporn n that may be claimed for dAldm with a EP.
We will werk to asr that there is a uaiform application of this policy.

6
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL COVERDELL

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your willingness to hold this hearing to discuss the
issue of Medicaid payments to schools and the problems associated with HCFA over-
sight and management of this service.

Medicaid is the largest program providing medical and health-related services to
America's poorest people. With annual health care costs in the U.S. now exceeding
$1 trillion, fraud and abuse in the Medicaid program is costing tax payers billions
of dollars each year.-The Medicaid program's price tag has risen from, $3.9 billion
in 1968 to more than $130 billion in 1993.

A recent GAO investigation revealed that millions of dollars meant for services
for poor and disabled children have been mismanaged by HCFA. Me. Allen and Mr.
Hast of GAO are here this morning, and I hope that they will lend us their insight
as to what exactly went wrong and how we can ensure that, in the future, these
funds get to needy children.

It is my understanding that HCFA has prepared a guide to ensure that schools
meet the existing requirements for claiming Federal funds under the Medicaid proz
gram for the costs of administrative activities, such as Medicaid outreach, that are
performed in the school setting. While I hope that by issuing this guidance nation-
ally, HCFA will be more able to promote consistency in administrative claiming
practices and the fiscal integrity of the program, I believe that we should not aso-
sume this guide is a panacea to the problem of Medicaid expenditures. HCFA over-
sight is, and must continue to be, of utmost concern. Mismanagement of these funds
is unacceptable as is the misuse of taxpayer dollars.

Again, I thank you, Mr. Chairman for holding this hearing, and I look forward
to working with my colleagues on the committee on this important issue.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LYNN DAVENPORT

Chairman Roth, Senator Moynihan, and Members of the Finance Committee:
Thank you for inviting our company, MAXIMUS, to testify this morning. We have

been asked to comment on how you might ensure appropriate use of the Medicaid
program as a source of funding for school health services. MAXIMUS has assisted
over 25 states with the claiming of federal revenue. Our work for a number of
states, including Maine, Kansas, Arkansas, and others has included implementing
or expanding Medicaid billing by school districts and education agencies. So, we
bring this experience to the discussion.

MAXIMUS is aware of the concerns raised about the way Medicaid funding is
being drawn down by schools and about the participation of private vendors in the
process. My comments today will focus on: 1) the most critical issues in determining
-appropriate federal action in this area; and 2) the most important measures for en-
suring that Medicaid is used properly and that vendors participate properly in Med-
icaid school billing initiatives. Before I begin my discussion of key issues and pos-
sible solutions, though, I would like to spend just a moment summarizing the basis
for Medicaid billing of school services and what we believe should be the objectives
of any Medicaid billing approach developed for schools.

MEDICAID IS AN APPROPRIATE SOURCE OF FUNDING FOR SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH
SERVICES

As I am sure many members of the Committee are aware, schools provide a broad
range of medical and health-related services that are covered by the Medicaid pro-
gram, and schools also are important providers of Medicaid outreach and enrollment
support services in many states. Although historically Medicaid funding of school
health-related costs was fairly limited, the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of
1988 established the obligation of Medicaid-rather than education agencies--to pay
for medical services needed as part of an individualized education plan for Medicai-
enrolled children in special education.

This expansion in the role of Medicaid led to a surge of interest among states and
school districts in developing and implementing Medicaid billing programs. As we
have heard from the GAO and others, virtually all states are involved to some de-
gre in recovering Medicaid funding for health-related school expenditures and this
funding has allowed many school districts to expand the services they provide to
students.
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TWO OVERALL OBJECTIVES SHOULD SHAPE ANY MEDICAID BILLING APPROACH SET
FORTH FOR SCHOOLS

Given the clear propriety of schools drawing on Medicaid funding and the clear
interest of school districts in supporting the delivery of health and health-related
services with federal Medicaid funds, the question becomes not whether school Med-
icaid billing is allowable and desirable, but how that billing is to be carried out. In
our school billing work for states, we have kept two overall objectives in mind.

1. One is that only reasonable costs fairly attributed to the Medicaid program
should be included in Medicaid reimbursement rates or administrative pay-
ments, and no costs should be counted twice.

2. The other is that Medicaid direct billing and administrative claiming re-
quirements for schools should be reasonable and workable for school districts
of all sizes and levels of relative affluence.

These goals reflect the tension that exists between safeguarding the use of Med-
icaid funds through stringent rules and oversight activities, and keeping Medicaid
participation feasible for most school districts. In our experience, it is possible to
structure and operate programs that reflect these goals and support the recovery
of appropriate costs from the Medicaid program.

FOUR MAJOR CONCERNS REGARDING THE USE OF MEDICAID BY SCHOOLS

Our involvement in Medicaid school billing has made us aware of four major con-
cerns that have been raised by the GAO or others regarding the use of Medicaid
to fund school health costs:

1. the use of bundled rates for direct service billing, which may result in pay-
ment for services never delivered;

2. Medicaid administrative claims that have been inflated with inappropriate
costs by school districts;

3. contingency fee arrangements with private vendors, which may create an
incentive to improperly increase billing or claim levels; and

4. shortcomings in HCFA guidance in the area of Medicaid school billing and
claiming.

I have comments to offer regarding each of these concerns.

CONCERN THAT BUNDLED RATES RESULT IN PAYMENT FOR SERVICES NOT DELIVERED

As you know, a "bundled rate" is a single payment rate that reflects the average
cost of a group of services. The bundled rate might, for example, cover the cost of
the physical therapy, nursing services, and rehabilitative aide services typically pro-
vided to a child with a certain type of disability. The average annual cost of the
bundled services for such a child would be translated into a cost per contact or a
cost per day. Concern has been expressed that bundled rates may result in payment
being made for services that are not necessarily provided. We believe there is noth-
ing inherently wrong with bundled rates, but that rate bundling approaches should
have certain characteristics in order to ensure that the payment reflects the cost
of services actually delivered.
Medicaid Programs Average Costs In Setting Rates for Many Typesof Services

State Medicaid agencies currently pay providers for services through a variety of
methodologies. These range from prepaid, capitated payments for HMOs, to per
diem payments for hospital care; to per month payments for case management; to
per visit payments for clinic services; and to per unit payments for therapy services.
All of these forms of payment reflect an averaging of costs to one degree or another
in determining what the payment amount should be. This averaging of costs has
developed because of the virtual impossibility of identifying and tracking the actual
cost of each minute of service provided to a given patient by a given provider on
an ongoing basis. The per contact bundled rate that New Jersey and several other
states use in billing school services is similar to the per visit or per encounter rates
widely used by Medicaid to reimburse health clinics.
Real Issue is the Need for Rigorous Rate Development and Reconciliation Methodolo-

We agree that there may be some basis for concern about bundled Medicaid pay-
ments for schools as they have been structured in some states, but believe that the
problems can be addressed and states still be allowed to use bundled rate meth-
odologies. We have developed four requirements that can be applied to bundled rate

- to ensure that payments made reflect proper costs for services actu-
ally delivered.
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1. The costs included in the service rates and any statistical sampling or
other methodology used to establish rates must have been rigorously reviewed
and validated.

2. The method for identifying Medicaid-enrolled service recipients must have
been reviewed and determined to yield accurate results.

3. Steps must have been taken to ensure that schools maintain adequate doc-
umentation regarding the coaL of services and the delivery of services over time.

4. The methodology must provide for some type of cost reconciliation to be
carried out in order to validate the projections that were made about service
cost and service delivery at the time rates were set, and for any appropriate
adjustments to payments that may be indicated as a result.

With respect to the fourth criteria, the periodic reconciliation of projected costs
and utilization to actual costs and utilization, I would urge that the reconciliation
be allowed to be carried out at the school district level, as opposed to the individual
child level. If you require reconciliation at the level of the individual student you
will impose a significant administrative burden on each school and the staff of that
school. Moreover, there is no precedent of which I am aware for Medicaid to require
any other health provider to document the precise, actual cost of delivering each in-
dividual service to each individual patient.

CONCERN THAT MEDICAID ADMINISTRATIVE CLAIMS BY SCHOOLS HAVE BEEN INFLATED
WITH INAPPROPRIATE COSTS

We understand that the GAO and others have found instances of school districts
submitting administrative claims with inappropriate costs. The types of problems
identified include:

1. the same staff being counted twice-once in setting direct service reim-
bursement rates and again in calculating administrative service claims;

2. including the costs of staff for whom Medicaid reimbursability is question-
able;

3. including costs already covered by other types of federal funding, and
4. using time sampling methods that may not be generating fair results as

to the proportion of staff time being spent on Medicaid administrative activities.
We would add to this list our suspicion that the training of school staff members

who provide the information used to develop the administrative claim is inadequate
in many instances and not well-maintained over time. Nevertheless, we believe each
of these problems can be addressed with reasonable measures.
Best Federal Response is to Address the Individual Problems Rather Than End Ad.

ministrative Claiming by Schools
There are four specific actions that can be taken to remedy the various short-

comings that have been found in school administrative claiming programs and to
ensure that only appropriate claims are paid by Medicaid.

1. First, develop and mandate the use of a rigorous review protocol by state
and federal Medicaid staff who evaluate the design and structure of school ad-
ministrative claiming programs. It should be quite possible to provide for care-
ful assessment of the areas most likely to be structured incorrectly, without dic-
tating the use of one particular program design that may not work well for
many states or school districts.

2. Second, enforce federal Office of Management and Budget Circular A-87
standards for time sampling of staff. as a way to ensure fair and accurate re-
sults as to the amount of time school staff spend on Medicaid reimbursable ac-
tivities. HCFA already has proposed that this be done in the draft manual it
prepared on school administrative claiming.

3. Third, state Medicaid agencies should require comprehensive and ongoing
training for school district personnel who must provide information that drives
the amount of the administrative claim. These would include not only school fi-
nancial officers but all staff who participate in time sampling activities.

4. Fourth, encourage ongoing monitoring by state Medicaid agencies of school
administrative claiming programs-incudRng reviews of related training activi-
ties and reviews of any c s in staffing levels, accounting structures, or
other areas that would affect the amount of an administrative claim.

Manadatory Audits Could Also Be Considered
One other way to ensure that administrative claiming programs operate properly

over time would be to require that state Medicaid agencies conduct a detailed audt
of any program in which the claim amount grows by more than a specified percent-
age. An exception could be made for a program in which the growth in the claim
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amount can be clearly accounted for by an increase in the number of participating
school districts.

We believe that the combined effects of these actions will restore confidence in
school administrative claiming and allow schools to continue to devote resources to
helping children access needed health services.

CONCERN THAT CONTINGENCY FEES FOR PRIVATE VENDOR CREATES AN UNDESIRABLE
INCENTIVE

Many states or school districts have contracted with private firms to help them
develop their Medicaid claims system or to assist them in increasing the amount
of their claims. A number of the contracts have been done on a contingency fee
basis meaning that the payment to the contractor is a percent of the total addi-
tional Medicaid dollars received. There is concern that contingency fees may create
an undesirable incentive to improperly increase Medicaid bllnp or claims either
by false billings or other fraudulent behavior. There are also ,encerns that tie con-
tUngency fee rates charged by some firms generate huge 'windfall profits."
We understand the concern about excessive rates, but do not believe the solution

Is to ban contingency feee. It is important to understand that many local school dis-
tricts do not have the knowledge and other resources necessary to develop a Med-
icaid claiming system. Contingency fee contracts have been the only way that many
school systems can afford to obtain the assistance they need to claim for services
that they are mandated to provide. We believe it is possible to safeguard against
vendor abuses and allow the continued use of contingency fee contracts to help such
school districts.
Banning Contin~_y Fee Contracts Will Not Prevent Firms From Obtaining.High

Profits and ill Harm Smaller or Poorer School District
We believe that baring contingency fee contracts will not eliminate the potential

for vendors to profit from Medicaid billing work Fixed fee contracts can be set at
inappropriate amounts relative to the vendor's cost of doing the work, Just as contin-
gency fee contracts can be set at inappropriate rates relative to a vendor's cost and
risks.

Banning contingency fee arrangements, though, will unquestionably harm smaller
or poorer school districts that do not have the up-front resources to devote to fixed
fee contracts. By eliminating the need for such school districts to invest their limited
funds in efforts to establish Medicaid billing-which may or may not ultimately be
successful--contingency fee contracts provide a way for the schools that most need
the additional revenue to participate in the Medicaid program.
Safeguards Can Be Put Into Place to Protect School Districts and Taxpayers from

Unscrupulous Vendors
Several steps can be taken to achieve the goal of fair and appropriate vendor pay-

mcnt without banning contingency fee contracting and creating a further disadvan-
tage for small or poor school districts.

1. Require that any contingency fee contract for Medicaid recovery assistance
be competitively procured.

2. Require that bidding firms disclose the contingency fees they have charged
other school clients for comparable work.

3. Limit the duration of contingency fee contracts to two years, plus a single
option year at the same terms and conditions as the original contract.

4. Require that contingency fee vendors commit to providing the necessary
software and training to school districts that want to assume responsibility for
billing activities at the end of the vendor's contract.

5. Require that all vendors-whether paid by a cnigcyfee or a fixedf provide their school bi ents with fufl entation fte b gs
or claims submitted forMeiadpy nt

6. Require that all vendors--wetr paid by a contingency fee or fixed fee-
commit to supporting the school billng client in any audit or disallowance ac-
tion by state or federal Medicaid o related to the work they performed.

An additional measure to consider would be establishing an upper limit on contin-
gency fee rates. This could harm smaller school districts though and should not

e necessary if competitive bidding and disclosure of contngency ee rat" charged
elsewhere are required in procuring school Medicaid billing services.

CONR THAT HCFA HAS NOT NEr IT OBLIOATIONS IN THU AREA OF SCHOOL
M ICADM BIWmNO WELL

There has been some criticism by GAO and others of how HCFA has responded
to state and school district interest in Medicaid billing of school health costs. We
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have a few observations to offer on this issue based on our efforts over the last sev-
eral years to help states establish Medicaid billing for school services.
HCFA's Responses in the Area of School Billing Suggest a Lack of Internal Con-

sensus and Have Resulted in Inequitable Treatment of States
We have experienced two types of problems dealing with HCFA in our efforts to

help states establish or revise their school billing programs, both of which suggest
that HCFA has not developed an internal consensus on appropriate policies and re-
quirements for school programs.

1. The first problem is where one HCFA regional office has applied Medicaid
polcies related to service coverage ratesetting, or other parts of the program
differently than those policies have been applied by other HCFA regional offices.

2. The second problem, which has been even more frustrating, is where a
HCFA regional office has effectively refused to make a decision at all regarding
the acceptability of proposed state practices. Moreover these regional offices
generallU have not been able to tel our state clients the steps that could be
taken to obtain approval. Our impression is that some regional office staff have
not felt empowered to have an opinion, and so have elected to do nothing and
leave the states in limbo.

The net effect of these problems is that some states have been able to put L' m-
prehensive Medicaid billing programs into place and obtain substantial amounts of
federal fnding, while others have been stymied in their efforts by an either the in-
ability or unwillingness of a HCFA regional office to respond. This inequitable treat-
ment of states should not be allowed to continue.
There Are Reasonable Ways to Improve Both HCFA's Treatment of States and Its

Oversight of Federal Medicaid Funds
We have several suggestions regarding how HCFA can better meet its obligations

to states--and strengthen its oversight role, if that is determined to be necessary.
1. HCFA coud renew and revamp its efforts to provide comprehensive, work-

able guidelines for developing ind operating Medicaid service billing and ad-
ministrative claiming programs for schools. To ensure that the resulting guide-
lines are both fair and reasonable for school districts to live by, it seems critical
that HCFA involve school financial officers; consultants who have worked at the
detailed level to develop such programs for states; and others with an in-depth
understanding of the various ways in which school administration, financing,
and service delivery is structured across the country.

2. HCFA should be consistent in its interpretation and application of Med-
icaid policy across the country. Perhaps requiring that regional offices consult
witHCFA Central Office on certain topics for which policy is still evolving
would help ensure more consistency from region to region.

3. All HCFA regional offices coud be required to grant state requests for in-
formal, 'working feedback" as they develop new or expanded school billing pro-
grams rather than declining to comment prior to forma submission of a Med-
icaid state plan amendment. This would save both state and federal time and
also help identify areas in which federal policy development may be needed
early in the process.

4. HCFA could be required to make decisions on proposed state Medicaid plan
amendments in a timely manner, without resorting to denials of amendments
simply because it is not sure what the pcy in a particular area should be.

5.HCFA could develop specialized audit protocols or state and federal Med-
icaid staff to use in reviewing service billing and administrative claims for
school services.

6. HCFA could conduct a study of school services costs an4 reimbursement
rates across the country with the goal of identifying appropriate upper limits
for various types of rates.

SUMMARY REMARK
In closing Mr. Chairman, I encourage the Committee to carefully consider the ef-

fectof an ed action in this area on school districts' ability to draw down much-
neededMdicaid funding. Reasonable measures can be taken to address the various
concerns that have been raised about school Medicaid billing and claiming. But it
will be important not to impose more restrictions or requirements than are actually
necessary, because those requirements could make it impossible for many school dis-
tricts to participate in Mediud school billing.

Thank you for your time today. I am happy to respond to any questions that Com-
mittee members may have at this time.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JACQUELINE L. GOLDEN

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Finance Committee, my name
is Jackie Golden and it is a pleasure being here today. I wish to share with you
my first hand experience, on how important it is to receive the related, school-baWse
services, paid for by Medicaid, for children with disabilities but first I must share
information about my children and myself.

I am a Marylander, and a parent of two children. Both of my children have need-
ed special education. My daughter, Jessica has attention deficit disorder, and my
son Joshua, has Angelman Syndrome. Children with Angleman Syndrome have sig-
nificant disabilities. Although I do not like to place labels on children I will do so
today to help you get a better picture of Joshua. I would say the following labels
would best describe my son: significant physical disabilities that include an ataxic
gait, profound mental retardation, a complex seizure disorder non-verbal, and a sig-
nificant sleep disorder as well as many other labels that would fit. Additional labels
I would place on my son are Joshua loves life, he is extremely friendly, and likes
nothing better than a good laugh. Joshua is a young man determined to be the most
he can be.

Joshua enoys watching a NASCAR races on TV, enjoys baseball, movies, friends,
and school. Our vision for Joshua is to complete his education and assist him in be-
coming a productive individual in our society, even with his significant disabilities.
However, in order for our vision to become a reality the educational system must
include related services provided to Joshua in his home school among his peers.

Joshua receives, delivered in his home school, speech pathology services, physical
therapy, occupational therapy, assistive technology services, and behavior manage-
ment services (although I sometimes wonder whose behavior we are managing). The
related services needed have been a team decision. What has truly made these re-
lated services successful is the delivery of these services among his peers, and in-
cluding his peers.

Joshua learned to walk at age 14. Some well-educated physicians told us early
on that Joshua, my son, would never Walk, never sit, talk, or care for himself. Basi-
cally, these physicians didn't ive us much hope. Yet Joshua had enough sense not
listen to these predictions, asI have said many times, Joshua didn't read the med-
ical books. Included in his middle school years, Joshua saw the other children walk-
ing, and soon was doing his best to keep us with them. However, he needed the
trained eye of a physical therapist to filled with things such a curbs, and small step
for your and I, but for Joshua, a mountain.

Yet Joshua did not get discouraged, he kept on trying to be part of those friends
that he longed to run with. He achieved his goals with related services such as
physical therapy, and an aid to assist him in getting the practice he needed to suc-
cessful complete his first, independent steps I ask you Mr. Chairman and other
members of the Finance Committee; do you remember watching your child's first
steps? I waited 14 years to see my child's first steps. It is wonderful to see any child
take those first few steps, but seeing my son doing this, well it was nothing short
of witnessing a miracle. This came about by not only my son's determination, but
by related services, delivered in his school.

As I indicated Joshua is non-verbal, however this does not mean he doesn't have
anything to say. We just meant that we needed to find a way for Joshua to be able
to communicate his words in a different manner. Through the use of assistive tech-
nology make selections and choices. The picture exchange system is not a complex
computer, but simply a set of simple pictures that he can exchange for what he
wants. A picture of a banana gets Joshua the snack he desires. This came about
through Asistive Technology specialist, and speech pathologist working to include
Joshua in places like the school lunch line, and classes that Joshua attends. Joshua,
probably at this very minute, is in his home school, learning how to use his Big Mac
as a job-trang tool. A Big Mac is a device, in which you can record a simple
phrase and Joshua can press the button and the phrase will be repeated. Joshua's
Big Mac today, says may I have your movie ticket and thank you. Joshua is learn-
ing a job skil within his own high school. You see I do have a vision for my son,
and it doesn't include being dependent on a system to totally care for him the rest
of his life. I see that with the related services he receives within the school system
that he will become independent of the social security system someday. That be will
have a job, a life, and contribute to his community. Yes, my son will always need
supports but he does have skills that he can learn. He will learn these skills only
if the related Medicaid provides wvices through related services in the school sys-
tem.

We must assure that the related services paid by Medicaid, through our school
systems, are maintained. Schools must assure that the services, in ac6o with
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the child's individual education plan (IEP), are delivered. Without related services,
we are taking away the opportunity for children with disabilities to become produc-
tive, and successful adults. I believe this to be true for every child with disabilities,
even with the most significant disabilities such as one Joshua Golden. Thank you.
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PREPARD STATEMENT OF SUSAN SCLAFANI

Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, and members of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee:

I am here today to speak with you on behalf of Larry Marshall, President of the
Board of Trustees and Dr. Rod Paige, Superntendent of Schools of the Houston
Independent School District (HISD), and the Council of Great City Schools, a coali-
tion of the 57 largest city and urban school systems in the nation. We appreciate
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the opportunity to come before you today to provide testimony about a subject that
we have very strong convictions about, the delivery of health and medical services
to our children.

The Houston Indepndent School District is the largest district in Texas and the
seventh largest in the United States. It serves 2110O0 students who are predomi-
nantly minority-53% Hispanic, 35% African American and 12% White and Asian.
Seventy-one percent qualify for the Free and Reduced Price Meal Program, and 11%
are served in special education programs. The district has participated in the school
Health and Related Services (SHARS) Medicaid program since 1992, and the Med.
icaid Administrative Case Management (MACM) Medicaid program since 1994.
These two Medicaid programs have contributed significantly to the delivery of
health and related services to our students and particularly to our students with
special needs. With the additional Medicaid reimbursement funding, the HISD has
been able to enhance, improve, and expand the level and quality of health and re-
lated services being delivered to-our students.

Our school district serves a vital role in providing outreach services, coordination,
medical referral services, and the actual delivery of basic health and medical serv-
ices to students in general, and more specifically to our students with difabilities
and special needs. Our federally mandated and non-mandated school-based health
services costs annually exceed $38 million. Our annual expnditures for services to
disabled students are approximately' $100 million annual or $4545 per disabled
student, while our federal IDEA allocation is only $8 mi1lon or 1363 per disabled
student.

On a daily basis, our school district encounters a significant number of at-risk
children in need of health, medical and mental care. The district provides outreach
and case-finding services that subsequently initiate the coordination and referral
process toward the delivery of clinical or medical intervention. The district under-
stands the Medicaid System's objective of making the Medicaid System more effec-
tive and efficient by ensuring Medicaid patients receive covered medical, mental and
health care service at the appropriate level of intervention with early illness detec-
tion, primary care or wellness care. HISD shares in this vision by providing out-
rea'h services and direct Medicaid-covered services. Healthier children are able to
achieve greater academic success, because their basic and most fundamental health
care needs are met while concurrently receiving a free and unencumbered edu-
cation.

HISD ESTABLISHES THE MEDICAID FINANCE DEPARTMENT

In October 1992, the Houston Independent School District established the Med-
icaid Finance Department (MFD) to plan implement, and manage the districts
Medicaid programs and initiatives. The MMD's mission is to pursue, implement and
manage the district's Medicaid Programs to enhance, improve and expand the level
and quality of health-related services being delivered to our students. The MED-
ICAID program has reimbursed HISD for approximately 240 health and related cU-
nicians that directly serve students district wide. The HISD has generated approxi-
mately $47,982,585 in Medicaid reimbursement revenue between January 1993 and
Feb. 2000.

MACM Rw nue .......................................................... .25.M 4 O y-1994 to feb. 200)
SfARS Rm nue- ........................................................... $22,111,241 Uan.-1993 to Feb. 2000)

Total Medic&id Re ,,ue . ................................... $47982. 6

Medicaid reimbursement funds generated from the SHARS and MACM programs
have been designated to help enhance health-related services for all students with
disabilities by providing the ISD funds for additional staff and services. The HISD
has been able to fund the following types of positions and services with SHARS and
MACM reimbursement revenue:

School Nurses
Educational Diagnostician
Audiologist
Life Skills Coordinators
Nurse Consultanhraits

Contracted Physician Services
Computers for Child Study Dept. Adaptive Equipment/Technology
Assocte School riateok1 ists
School-Based etClinics
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In-home Clinical Training
Speech Therapist (Patho ogist)
Behavior Pogram Teacher
Contracted Physical Therapy Services
Special Transportation Support Staff

As of August, 1996, the district has opened Crossroads, a drug counseling pro-
gram that is licensed by the Texas Commission for Alcohol and Drug Abuse
(TCADA), as a level three outpatient drug counseling provider to serve students
with chemical and drug dependency. The HISD currently has approximately 18
school-based or school-linke health clinics within its schools and has partnered
with the City of Hovzton, Texas Department of Health, Baylor College of Medicine,
the Harris Coun Hcepital District and other non-profit hospital systems to provide
direct care to students. The HISD is also assisting the State with Medicaid managed
care by providing direct outreach enrollment services to HISD students and their
families who must now select their managed care provider.

SCHOOL HEALTH AND RELATED SERVICES (SHAM)

The Houston Independent School District (HISD) became a SHARS Medicaid pro-
vider in November 1992. The SHARS program enables school districts to be reim-
bursed for certain health related services rendered to students with disabilities who
are Medicaid eligible. HISD's participation in the SHARS program does not preclude
a child from receiving additional services by parent choice under another Medicaid
program or provider in the private sector.

As a SHARS provider, the HISD has been approved to seek reimbursement for
the following School Health and Related Services that are delivered to students as
spe fed and required within their Individual Education Plan (IEP).

Comprehensive Assessments
School Health
Counseling Services
Medical (Physician) Services
Social Services (Social Workers)
School health Services (Nurses)
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Psychological Services
Special Transportation Services

The HISD has billed and received the following Medicaid reimbursement revenues
for direct SHARS delivered to Medicaid eligible students.

SHARS Rev je . .......................................................... $22,717.241 (Jn.-1993 to Feb. 2000)

It is important to note that the district has worked with the state Medicaid Office
in establishing our program, and we have cooperated with that office in designing
our program to meet all of the Medicaid requirements. The HISD has also assisted
the state and federal Medicaid agencies with developing SHARS rate studies and
clinical cost analyses to establish reimbursement rates that eventually affect all
Texas school districts.

HISD is currently petition the Texas Department of Human Service (TDHS)
for adaptive equipment and addidonal health or medical services to be covered with
Medicaid reimbursement. Currently, students who qualify for adaptive devices must
bring those devices with them each day on the school bus and return home with
them each evening. Having the devices at home and school would make it far easier
for their families and their teachers.

MEDICAID ADMINISTRATIVE CASE MANAGEMENT (MACM)

The HISD has participated in the MACM program since May 1994. Under this
program, the district can be reimbursed for administrative case management activi-
ties that are rendered to all students within the district. MACM differs from the
SHARS program because SHARS will reimburse school districts for direct services
delivered to students with IEP's, and MACM only reimburses districts for medical
case management and Medicaid covered outreach activities. On a quartery basis for
a period of three days, over 300 clnicians who provide services p cpate in a com-prhensive time study which includes notations of activities for every 15 minutes
of their daily work schedule. These clinicians have been trained to complete these
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tasks, and they understand their value in providing the necessary resources to serve
their students.

The MACM program has been designed to comply with the state Medicaid plan
with established regulations and guidelines. In annual state Medicaid audits and in
the two Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) audits, the district was
found to be in full compliance. The HISD generates between $4.5 to $5.5 million in
MACM reimbursement annually. Between May 1994 and Feb. 2000, HISD gen-
erated approximately $25,265,345 in MACM Medicaid reimbursement revenue for
allowable MACM activities.

M Rswnu& ....................................................... $25,265,345 (MAy-1994 to Feb. 2000)

The MACM program is currently being implemented by the Texas Department of
Human Services. In August, 1995 the Health Care Finance Administration (HCFA),
approved the MACM program for Texas.

HISD shares in the Health Care Finance Administration's (HCFA) programmatic
objective that these Medicaid programs will eventually reduce the cost of delivering
Medicaid-covered health care, if children receive care at the appropriate level of
intervention with primary health care or wellness care through outreach and im-
proved interagency coordination of delivered services.

The HISD has been through annual Medicaid audits by both state and federal
Medicaid agencies, and it has successfully met compliance with all regulatory and
audit standards required by Medicaid and HCFA.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS

In 1975, the United States Congress passed the Individuals with Disabilities Edu-
cation Act (IDEA) that requires school districts to provide education related health
and medical services to students with disabilities and to develop individual edu-
cation plans (IEP) for service delivery. Congress pw.ed IDEA without providing
adequate special education funding, this consequently left school districts ill-
equipped to meet the clinical demands of IDEA requirements. Even the major ex-
pansions of IDEA funding in the 105th and 106th Congress have yet to reach 20%
of the original congressional funding promise for this special group of schoolchildren.
To meet the regulatory requirements of IDEA, school districts find that they have
to employ or contract for speech therapists, speech pathologists, nurses, audiologists,
diagnosticians, psychologists, physical therapists, occupational therapists, and other
clinicians as required for students enrolled with special needs. In many cases, par-
ents have taken school districts to court and sued under the provisions of IDEA and
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) to provide additional or more comprehen-
sive clinical services to their disabled children.

Medicaid reimbursement funding is increasingly becoming a significant funding
source for the costs of providing health and medical services to students. Once re-
ceived, these funds have been utilized to improve and expand the level and quality
of health and medical services being delivered to students. With increased enforce-
ment of court decrees to comply with IDEA criteria via the recent Supreme Court
decision of Garret F. vs. Cedar Rapids School District, school districts are required
to accommodate the extensive and costly health and medical services needed by pro-
foundly disabled students. The fiscal impact of providing such services places school
districts on a critical funding path. Districts have great difficulty in abrb the
extra costs of providing mandated IDEA health and medical services to disabled stu-
dents without assistance from the federal government. Unfortunately, the existing
public health system has been unable to provide adequate health services to Hous-
ton's at-risk populations particularly our low-income and disabled children.

In view of IDEA regufatons, it is HISD's recommendation that federal guidelines
-and requirements for state Medicaid programs be revised to include specific man1-
dates that include school districts in state Medicaid programs for reimbursement of
health and Medicaid services delivered. This would guarantee that sufficient levels
of funding would be available to address the direct needs of students with disabil-
ities per IDEA compliance. Without this alternative funding mechanism, school dis-
tricts may not be in a position to maintain high levels of quality health and medical
care for their students. The main reason for this quality assurance concern is that
health care professionals who must be clinically competent to provide health and
medical services are very costly to recruit and employ within a school district.

69-836 2001 - 5
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IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

School districts serve a vital role in providing outreach, coordinating, referral
services, and, in. some cases, the delivery of basic health and medical services to stu-
dents with disabilities and other special needs. On a daily basis, school districts, es-
pecially large urban districts, encounter large numbers of at-risk children in need
of health medical and mental care. For many of our students, the school nurse is
the only health professional the child sees. School districts can be utilized as an out-
reach and case finding agent to initiate the referral process toward medical inter-
vention. State and federal health and human services agencies shouldpartner with
school districts to provide early illness detection, preventative and wellness care to
at-risk children. With sufficient funding, school districts could enhance their efforts
to establish either school-based or school-linked clinics available at the campus to
provide basic medical screenings and care. HCFA has always taken the position of
trying to contain rising costs of health care by engaging in dialogue with the health
care sector; it would be advantageous for more efforts to be taken to incorporate
school districts in acculturating children and families as to the importance of becom-
ing their own health care advocates and wiser health care consumers. These grass-
roots efforts will equate to reducing the fundamental cost of delivering health care
to not only Medicaid recipients, but for "insured" recipients as well.

School districts can make a significant difference in the delivery of health, medical
and mental care, and they should be given the opportunity to be a part of the Med-
icaid system to acculturate children and families in being better health care con-
sumers. School districts currently participate in the health care advocacy of chil-
dren. Such efforts will lead to the effective and efficient utilization of our Medicaid
system with the appropriate level of medical intervention, which leads to healthier
cl n with our society.

PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS TO STABILIZE SCHOOL-BASED MEDICAID PROGRAMS AND
INIATIVE

While states and school districts implement school-based MEDICAID services in
a variety of different approaches, HISD suggests that the SHARS AND MACM ro-
grams may serve as a useful example for other states and school districts. M
Texas implementation of SHARS and MACM has been audited by the HCFA and
meets the regulatory requirements of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).

As it is designed in Texas the SHARS program is a traditional fee-for-service
Medicaid program that is self-adjusting based from a reimbursement perspective
that is tied into direct utilization of services delivered to students. School districts
will only be reimbursed for the SHARS services that they deliver based on the
health and medical needs of IDEA students. This means that Medicaid reimburse-
ment to school districts will automatically increase or decrease based on SHARS
services delivered. It is this fee-for-service model with its self-adjusting utilization
component that will meet the regulatory and fiscal requirements of HCFA and the
program expectations of the U.S. Congress.

The Texas version of the MACM program has been reviewed, audited and ap-
proved by the HCFA Dallas (Region VI) office with coordinated approval of HCFA

= ore, the headquarters for HCFisCM program = also self-adjusting
from a Medicaid reimbursement perspective that is tied into direct utilization of
services delivered to the Medicaid population for Medicaid covered administrative
case management services.

CONCLUSION

Participation in the school-based Medicaid program is a complex undertaking for
a school district. The Houston program has evolved from eight years of intense effort
and attention, and the resources to match. Other school districts have not had the
expertise or the opportunity to develop their school-based Medicaid programs in an
analogous manner. Federal technical assistance to school districts to implement
Medicaid has generally not been available, forcing many schools to rely on expensive
external contractors to meet the complex requirements of the Medicaid program.
HISD recommends that the comments of the Council Of The Great City Schools re-
gardig improvements in school-based Medicaid services be seriously reviewed by
The Department Of Health And Human Services. HISD further suggests that the
dialogue and press begun at the March 21 ST meeting between the national edu-
cation groups, and the Departments Of Health And Human Services and Education
serve as the collaborative basis for correcting any improper school-basd claiming
practices and for Improving Medicaid services to el4ible children through the very
realistic opportunities presented in school settings.
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We must put children first, and we must collectively participate in their health
care advocacy with more outreach, which will lead to the effective and efficient utili-
zation of our Medicaid System with the appropriate level of inedical intervention
which leads to healthier educated children within our society.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIM WLSTMORELAND

Chairman Roth, Senator Moynihan distinguished Committee members, thank you
for inviting me to discuss Medicaid endingg for school-based services. I would also
like to thank the General Accounting Office for helping us to ensure that these pay-
ments are appropriate.

School-based health services play an important role in making access to certain-
health care services available to children who otherwise might go without needed
services. We believe that these services play an important role in supporting and
enhancin children's progress in schools. Schools also offer unique advantages and
opportunities to reach children and encourage their families to enroll in the Med-
icaid and State Children's Health Insurance Programs. We strongly encourage
schools to provide services and conduct outreach, and we are committed to ensuring
that all eligible children are enrolled in these programs and receive the services
th ttesedhave been leading the way in developing and implementing programs that

effectively utilize schools to increase access to services for children. However, in
some instances, there has been confusion and possible disregard of the restrictions
on claiming federal funds for school-based services. Problems identified include:

9 Abundled payment for groups of services to children with disabilities without
documentation of the actual delivery of services or their costs;

* payment for services to children who are not eligible for Medicaid;
* billing for transportation costs that Medicaid does not cover;, and
* billing for administrative activities that Medicaid does not cover.
We are taking action to address these concerns and prevent improper claims for

federal Medicaid funds.
" We are no longer approving proposals to use bundling methodologies and identi-

fied key issues that need to be addressed.
" We have clarified transportation issues and will provide further clarification

where needed.
" We are circulating a draftT3Medicaid School-Based Administrative Claiming

Guide intended to help schools correctly bill for the Medicaid services they pro-
vide by consolidating and providing a consistent national statement of existing
requirements.

" We will provide training and technical assistance to schools and school districts
on how to use existing guidance to claim for administrative services and how
to use the guide -once it is final.

" We also have taken action to defer inappropriate claims.
We agree with the GAO that payment methodologies should balance the need to

ensure the proper expenditure of Federal Medicaid funds and the flexibility of
States to expend such funds without being unduly burdened. This, however, has not

proven to be easy. As the GAO observed in their testimony last year, AStriking a
balance between the stewardship of Medicaid funds and the need for flexible ap-
proaches to ensure the coverage and treatment of eligible children is difficult.

We are working to improve the collection and analysis of data on State Medicaid
school-based program expenditures so we will have a clearer picture of the needs
and challenges before us. We are also reviewing our oversight and monitoring in
this area. We are committed to working with States and school districts to overcome
remaining challenges and ensure that all parties understand their opportunities and
obligations with regard to the provision of school-based Medicaid services.

BACKGROUND

Medicaid covers school-based services when they are primarily medical and not
educational in nature. They must be provided by a qualified Medicaid provider to
Medicaid-eligible children, and cannot be provided free to all students. For services
included under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act they must be consid-
ered medically necessary for the Medicaid-eligible child and ie must be listed in
the child's Individualized Education Program. The services provided in schools can
include:-

* routine and preventive screening and examinations;
• diagnosis and treatment of prlems found;
* monitoring and treatment o( chronic medical conditions; and

• I * 4t •
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* speech, occupational, or physical therapy, or other services provided to children
under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.

Medicaid funding for school-based services was limited to coverage for routine
screenings and treatment of acute, uncomplicated problems until 1988. Then, Medic-
aid's role in supporting school-based health care was expanded under the Medicare
Catastrophic Coverage Act. That law stipulates that Medicaid-not the Department
of Education or local school districts--pays for services provided to Medicaid-eligible
children with disabilities. In order for Medicaid to pay for their school-based care,
such children must have an Individualized Education Program, in accordance with
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.

There has been a surge of State interest in Medicaid reimbursement for school-
based health services, mostly for Medicaid-eligible children with special needs under
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. We have encouraged this because
of the potential for school-based services to contribute to the growth and develop-
ment of school age children allowing them to progress better in school and partici-
pate with their non-disable peers.

Because of concerns about potential improper claiming, we issued a letter to State
Medicaid Directors last May clarifying existing policy and halting certain practices.
Underlying the May 1999 letter is a very simple, but critical, principle--Medicaid
funds must only be used to provide Medicaid covered services to Medicaid-eligible
children at a reasonable cost. There are key additional activities of Medicaid, such
as outreach and enrollment assistance, but the general rule for services is clear.

However, it has not been easy to balance our program integrity goals with the
need to ensure that children receive necessary services. While we have taken sev-
eral important steps toward clarifying our polic and implementing additional moni-
toring efforts, we also recognize that additional measures are needed. We are com-
mitted to working with States, schools, the Department of Education, the IG, GAO
and Congress to determine and achieve the right balance so children receive the
care they need and Medicaid funds are spent appropriately in accordance with the
law.

BUNDLING

Under a bundling system, States make weekly or monthly payments to schools
based on a package of services that are needed by children within various categories
of disabilities, rather than paying separately for individual services. Rates for these
payments are usually based on a survey of the service needs of children in various
disability categories. Many services may be included in the bundled rate, such as
physical therapy and speech therapy. Often, the payment is the same regardless of
the number of services actually provided or the specific costs of the services in-
volved.

HCFA initially approved some bundling methodologies because they seemed an ef-
ficient way to give States and schools both the funding and the flexibility they need.
However, schools have not had the types of data readily available that are necessary
to support bundling. We agree with GAO that existing bundling methodologies may
have placed Medicaid at risk for improper claims because they do not ensure that
services have been provided or are eligible for coverage. That is why, in our May
1999 letter, we informed States we would no longer approve bundling methodolo-
gies. This suspension has allowed time to explore ways to balance the need for flexi-
bility with our obligation to protect Medicaid program integrity.

With our partners, we have identified several outstanding challenges. Key among
these is fin the appropriate balance between the need for, and the burden of,
using and maintaining appropriate documentation. As noted by the GAO report,
school-based providers usually do not use such documentation of the services actu-
ally provided in developing bundled billiN, methodologies. They may not maintain
adeuate or readily available documentation of the services actually provided for
bunted payments. They may not have the administrative infrastructure needed to
do so. Also, all States do not conduct periodic reviews to reconcile claims for services
delivered and costs for those services.

Without proper documentation there is no reliable basis for determining whether
the needed service was delivered at a reasonable rate. States could obtain Federal
matching funds for services that have not been provided. And it is possible that
States could claim funds for services that are not covered by Medicaid. This could
violate the Social Security Act, which requires that States have methods and proce-
dures to assure that Medicaid payments are consistent with efficiency, economy, and
quality of care.

We believe the processes that have been used for developing bundled rates have
been inconsistent with economy, since the rates were not designed to accurately re-
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flect true costs or reasonable fee-for-service rates. The processes were not consistent
with the efficiency requirement, since they would require substantial Federal over-
sight to establish the accuracy and reasonableness of State expenditures. As a re-
sult, there is no reliable basis for determining that the bundled payment rate is re-
lated to the actual cost.

To help us address these issues, we created a workgroup in July 1999 with rep-
resentatives of State Medicaid Agencies, the Department of Education, local edu-
cation agencies and the Office of Management and Budget. The workgroup heard
a variety of perspectives, and played a key role in helping us to define several issues
that should be considered in bundled payment methodologies for school based serv-
ices. These issues include:

" Documentation that goes beyond requiring simple Assurances. States need to
provide detailed information at the provider or school level to establish auditible
records and develop methods for the maintenance of documentation.

" Retrospective reconciliation or other safeguards to assure that the bundled
payment methodology continues to reflect the services that are delivered.

" Reasonable payment rntes derived from identification of reasonable costs for
specific services included in bundled payments, and recognizing varying levels
of services needed by children with different needs.

" Statistically valid sampling methodologies to accurately identify services
provided to Medicaid-eligible children with disabilities who have an Individual-
ized Education Program. The sampling methodology should take into account
the medical needs of children with varying disabilities and geographic distribu.
tion of children with disabilities.

Any methodology that does not address these issues could place the Federal gov-
ernment at risk for expenditures not permitted by law. We are now testing statis-
tical sampling methodologies and working with Department of Education colleagues
and others to better identify what documentation schools have or could reasonably
maintain. We also are considering use of outside expert contractors to help us de-
velop appropriate reimbursement methodologies and requirements, as we have done
for other prospective payment systems.

TRANSPORTATION

Schools can be reimbursed for a variety of transportation costs that are related
to provision of Medicaid services. We agree with the GAO that policies for reim-
bursement of transportation costs should offer equitable treatment for children with
different types of disabilities.

We issued a letter to State Medicaid Directors in May 1999 to clarify several
issues:
" Transportation to and from school may be claimed when the child receives a

medical service in school on a particular day and when the need for medically
necessary specialized transportation is specifically listed in a student's Indi-
vidual Education Plan.

" If a child requires transportation in a specially adapted vehicle, including a spe-
cially adapted school bus, that transportation may be billed to Medicaid only
on days when the child receives a Medicaid-covered service.

• Transportation from school to a provider in the community may be billed to
Medicaid.

" States must provide documentation of transportation service, usually in the
form of a trip log maintained by the provider of the specialized transportation
service.

" States must describe the methodology used to establish the transportation rate
in the State Medicaid plan.

" States must develop a cost allocation methodology to ensure that Medicaid only
pays for that portion of the specialized transportation (and regular bus trans-
portation with an aide) attributable to Medicaid beneficiaries.

We agree with the GAO that the May 19.09 letter has not eliminated all confusion
on transportation matters. We will issue additional guidance on coverage of trans-
portation when an aide or other medical professional accompanies a child. We also
plan to further clarify transportation services, including the specific types of vehi-
cles, staff, characteristics, and purposes of service that may be claimed for children
with Individualized Education Programs. And we will work with our regional offices
to assure that there is a uniform understanding and application of these policies.

ADMINISTRATIVE CLAIMING

Schools are allowed to bill Medicaid for administrative costs related to outreach,
enrollment, and provision of Medicaid services. However, there has been confusion
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regarding precisely which administrative services qualify for reimbursement and
how to calculate such things as the share and value of professional staff time. We
agree that there must be a uniform national statement of requirements for claiming
the costs of school-based administrative activities. That is why we developed the
draft Medicaid School-Based Administrative Claiming Guide.

The Guide is intended to help schools provide Medicaid services by consolidating
and clarifying existing requirements for claiming related administrative costs. When
final, it will provide a consistent national statement of these requirements. It will
not establish new policies. It will serve as a reference on all aspects of school-based
administrative claiming, and allow States to feel comfortable that they are submit-
ting claims in compliance with the law.

For example, it includes a thorough discussion of claiming for administrative ac-
tivities performed by skilled professional medical personnel. It addresses time study
sampling methodologies, which are the primary mechanism for identifying and cat-
egorizing administrative activities performed by school employees that may be prop-
erly reimbursed under Medicaid. And it provides standard activity codes that may
be further tailored to reflect local differences and other appropriate accounting
methods allowed. Such an approach addresses the need for a balance between State/
local flexibility and consistency within and across States.

We released a draft of the Guide in February to solicit comments from States,
schools, and other interested parties. We have asked interested parties to give us
feedback by April 3. The draft is available on the HCFA web site at www.hcfa.gov.
Once we have reviewed the feedback we expect to make changes before issuing a
final Guide. At that time, we will work-to help all relevant parties understand how
to use it, particularly small school districts that would otherwise have difficulty
claiming. This will include technical assistance, regional conference calls, and a na-
tional training session in Baltimore. Schools and school districts will be a critical
part of our training effort. We have already begun working with school districts to
foster an understanding of related policy.

We also will incorporate the Guide into formal financial management tools, proce.
dures, review guides, and manuals on the oversight of school-based services and ad-
ministrative activities. We will review existing Medicaid expenditure reporting and
work with States to identify additional data that should be gathered. We will work
prospectively as partners with States to ensure that proper claiming methodologies
are used and to ensure that any future changes in claiming procedures by States
will be part of a formal review and approval process. And, consistent with our legal
authority and responsibility, we will recoup funds inappropriately claimed by States.

We share the concerns expressed by the GAO and several members of Congress
that private firms who receive a percentage of reimbursement as payment for con-
suiting and billing services, rather than a fixed fee, have an incentive to maximize
the amount of reimbursement claimed, and we will further review claims to ensure
that no consultant's contingency fees are included. We also share GAO concerns
about States retaining a share of Federal funds related to schools' claims. However,
this practice is allowable under current law and can only be changed by the Con-
gress.

CONCLUSION

We recognize that many challenges remain in striking the balance between ensur-
ing fiscal integrity and providing appropriate school-based Medicaid services. We are
committed to taking all necessary steps to ensure proper and efficient operation of
school-based programs. We will work with our Federal, state, and local partners to
continue to address these issues. I thank you again for holding this hearing, and
I am happy to answer your questions.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Ilcalth Care Financing Administration

Center for Mdicaid aid State Operations

7100 Security Boulevard
Baltimore. M D 21244-11.0

April 7. 2000

Dear Stale Medicaid Director.

Over the past few years. States have made enormous progress incrcaing acces to health cac
coverage for low-income. working favhes As a result o(eligibitily expansions, amphir.d
enrollment procedures, and creative outreach campaigns. millions more tow-income children and
parents are eligible for health care coverage through Medicaid or through separate State
Children's Health Insurance Pro5rams (SCRIP). And yet, at the same time that Slates have made
expansions ofcoverage a priority, instances in which eligible children and parents have lost out on
coverage have come to light

The 4dmenkage of Medicaid from cash assistance has made it possible for States to offer low-
tncome families health care coverage readleu of whether the family is receiving welfare, but it
has created changes as well as opportunities rot Stases Lam August. Present Clinton spoke
to the National Governors' Associaion (NGA) aboui the knporance of ensuring that everyone
who is ligibk for Medicaid is enolled. and directed the Department of Heahh and Human
Series (IS) to take scveral actions to improve the health care available to low-income
fiuniies,

Today. I am wriing to provide guidance and informaion that wW build on our joint effors to
improve eIgl low-income fami'es ability to eroll nd a ta en ed in Medicaid. We are
concerned that some mTin s who Iet the Temporary Assistance fie Needy Famles (TANF)
progrm and who remain eligble ror Mccai or Tranionsoml Medical Assistance (TMA) bwnets
may have los coverage. In addition, it appears that some children who became iklgbl for
Suppenertal Security income (SSI) benefit due to a cheap in the SSI disabit rules romy nor
have been coneimed on Medicaid despite Congressionally mandakt requirements.

This letter covers three related topics. FIrst h oudnes a sies oactions that all States must take
to ideaiI individh and families who have been terminted impropety mid to reinstate them to
Medicaid. Second. it clifes gtuidimc on Fedea muireents relatil; to the pnce.s foe

d eAuing Medicd eliW lty. Tbird. it renews the obli nations imposed by Federal lkw with
reprd ltotd operation ofcomputariud eligbility "em We hve also enclosed a se of
queatioawm answers to help States implement the guiderc We w"l contine to its written
mwers to questions that arise and make tho sqestion and answers available to States on an
oeoigsis.W
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Reinstatement for improper Medicaid TerMinnlions

Over the past several years. cash assistance rules have changed at both the Federal and State
levels As a result of these changes to promote work and responsibility, and a strengthened
economy, many fewer families are receiving cash assistance. Wheteligibily for cash assistance
and Mcdicaid were delinked. Congress and the Administration took specific actions to assure that
Federal law continued to guarantee Medicaid eligibility for children and families who formerly
qualified for Medicaid through their receipt of cash assistance.

These changes required a significant retooling of Medicaid eligibility rules and procedures at the
State and local level. In some cases, it appears that necessary adjustments to State and/or local
policies, systems and procedures have not been made.

Several States have taken action to reinstate coverage for families and children who have been
terminated improperly from Medicaid. Reinstatement is compelled by Federal regulations and
prior court decisions. Under Federal regulation 42 CFR 435.930, States have a continuing
obligation to provide Medicaid to all persons who have not been properly determined ineligible
for Medicaid. ThTeftudes individuals whose Medicaid has been terminated through computer
error or without a proper redetermination of eligibility. Therefore, all States must take-steps to
identify individuals who have been terminated improperly from Medicaid and reinstate them, as
described below.

ldentifvinog inMroE' Actior

A. Requirements for TANF-related terminations

States must determine whether individuals and families lost Medicaid coverage when their
TANF case was closed, or when their TMA coverage period ended without a proper notice or
without a prop Medicaid redetermination, including an ex part review congstent with
previous guidance. For example States should review whether their computer system
improperly terminaed Medicad coverage when TANF benefits were terminated, and they
should consider whether fiulies whose TANF termination was due to eaumpin were
evaluated with respect to ongoing Medicaid eligibity, including TMA. In addition, if a State
did not implement its Section 1931 category until some time af"er its TANF program went
into effect, the State must review MedicadTANF terminions that occurred befre the State
had an operative Section 1931 category.

B. Requirements for terminations of disabled children eligible for Medicaid under Section 4913
of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997

Children Who became ineligible for SSi due to the 1996 change in the SSI disability rules and
then were terminated from Medicaid either without adequate consideration of their eligibility
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under Section 4913 of'the BBA. or without a proper redctermination. including an cx pare
review consistent with previous guidance, must be identified and reinstated States must
compare the Social Security Administration (SSA) list of children whose Medicaid eligibility
was protected by Section 4913 and determine which. if any. of those children are not currently
receiving Medicaid or are receiving Medicaid but are not identified as a Section 4913 child.
The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) and SSA will work with States to ensure
that States have the information that they need to identify Section 4913 children. The results
of these cross-matches should be promptly reported to the HCFA Regiona Office.

C. Improper Denials of Eligibility

In some States. eligible individuals applying for both Medicaid and TANF may have been denied
Medicaid improperly because eligibility determinations continued to be linked. While HCFA is not
requiring States to identify and enroll these applicants, we encourage you to do so

adagoammal

If. after a Stale-wide examination of enrollment policies and practices. it appears that there have
been improper terminations since their TANF plan went into effect. States must develop a
timetable for reinstating coverage and conducting follow-up eligibility reviews as appropriate
Action to reinstate coverage should be taken as quickly as possible, and States should keep their
HCFA regional office informed as they review their policies and practices and develop their plans
This guidance should not delay State actions to reinstate individuals that are already under way.

Because it may not always be clear or easy for the State to determine whether a particular
individual was terminated properly, States that determine that problems in po!*-v or practice did
cause individuals to lose Medicaid imps perly may reinstate coverage withoL . akin$ a specific
finding that an individual termination was in fact improper. Such action is consent with Federal
regulations that require that eligibility be detenined in a manner consistent with simpWty of
administration and the best interests of the applicant or recipient (42 CFR 435.902).

Federal Financial Participation (FFP) wil be available for up to 120 days of coverage after
reintatemnt, pending a redetermiation of ongoing eliibiity reardles of the outcome of the
redetermination process. States that have devloped reinstatement procedures have typically
reinstated individuals and families for a period of 60 or 90 days. Coverage provided during this
time period will not be considered for any Medicaid Eligibility Quality Control (MEQC) purpose.

if a State determines that there have been no instances ofimproper terminations, it sould inform
the Regionl Office of the review undertaken and the basis for its conclusions. HCFA will
provide assitamce to States throughout this process
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Contacting Individuals and Families

States may have to reinstate individuals and families who have not been in contact with the
Medicaid agency for some time, and should take all reasonable steps to identify' the individual or
family's current address. For example. States could check Food Stamp program records for a
more up-to-date address and alert caseworkers to the list of affected individuals so that thesc
individuals are identified if they contact the agency for other reasons. Other outreach efTorts
might include notices to families receiving child care services and television and radio spots

Redetermining Eiibility Once RinstatemeCt is Accomplished

In most situations, States will need to redetermine eligibility after reinstatement to assess whether
the family or individual is currently eligible for Medicaid. To ensure that families understand the
process and have adequate time to respond to requests for further information. States should
allow a reasonable time for the review process. As noted above, FFP will be available for up to
120 days after reinstatement to flow States adequate time to review ongoing eligibility.

Individuals and families whose most recent Medicaid eligibility determination or redetermination
occurred less than 12 months before reinstatement may be continued on Medicaid until 12 months
from the date of that last eElgibility review, without any new redetermination of eligibility. In
these situations FFP will not be limited to 120 days. I )dividuals and families who have earnings
may be covered under TMA and therefore would be subject to the State's TMA reporting and
review procedures

When States redetermine the eligibility of children identified by SSA as a Section 4913 child, the
child does not lose protection under Section 4913 because of a prior break in eligibility.
Continuous eligibility is not a requirement of Section 4913.

Coverng_ Sexvd= Provided Prior to JW InLUUerM

Many of the individuals and tVhmilies who were terminated improperly will have incurred medical
expenses that would have been covered under Medicaid. States have the option to provide
payment to providers a individuals for the cost of services covered under the State's Medcaid
pla provided between the time the individual was terminated from Med cad an reinstatement.
FFP will be available to States that provide such retroactive payments. including direct payments
by the Sitte to individuals who had out-of-pocket costs for service that would have been covered
by Medicaid had the individual not been terminated from the program. FFP in direct payments
will be based on the full payment amount. FFP in payments to pantipating Medicaid providers
will be at the Medicad rate.
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Review of Federal Requirements for Eligibility Redeterninations

Over the past few years. HCFA has issued guidance on the redetermination process (see letters
issued February 6. 1997. April 22. 1997, November 13, 1997. June 5. 1998 and March 22.
1999). This guidance instructs States that individuals must not be terminated from Medicaid

unless the State has affirratively explored and exhausted all possible avenues to eligibility. It also
outlines requirements for ex pante reviews However, recent reports indicate that inadequate
redetermination procedures have caused some eligible individuals and families to lose coverage,
and some States have asked for more guidance in this area As such, this letter restates and
darifies the previous guidance on (1) information that can be required at redeterminations. (2) cc
parte reviews; a (3) exhausting all possible avenues of eligibility.

Information Required at Redeterminations

Pursuant to Federal regulations (42 CFR 435.902 and 435.916), States must limit the scope of
redeterminations to information that is necessary to determine ongoing eligibility and that relates
to circumstances that are subject to change, such as income and residency. States cannot require
individuals to provide information that is not relevant to their ongoing eligibility, or that has
already been provided with respect to an eligibility factor that is not subject to change, such as
date of birth or United States citizenship

Questions about the proper scope of a redetermination also arise when an individual reports a
change in circumstances before the next regularly scheduled redetermination Federal regulations
require a prompt redetermination in such cases, but States may Ernit their review to eligibility
factors affected by the changed circumstances and wait until the next redetermination to consider
other factors For example. if a State generally conducts a redetermination every 12 months and a
parenm rqoru new earnings three months after the family's most recent redetermination, the State
mst asss whether the individuals in the famnly continue to be eligible for Medicaid in light of
the new earnings. However, it may wait until the next tegulady scheduled redetermination to
consider other eligibility factors.

States are required to conduct ex pate reviews of ongoing eligibility to the extent possible, as
sted in HCFA's previous guidance. By relying on information available to the State Medicaid
agency, States can avoid unnecessary and reptitive requests for information from families that
can add to administrative burdens, make it difficult for individuals and families to retain coverage,
and cause eligible individuals and families to lose coverage. States should use the following
guidines and enclosed questions and answers in conducting redeterninations.

Program records. States must make all reasonable efforts to obtain relevant information from
Medicaid files and other sources (subject to confidentWity requirements) in order to conduct ex
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pane reviews States generally have ready access to Food Stamp and TANF records. 'vasc and
payment information. information from SSA through the SDX or BENDEX systems. or State
child care or child support iles

I/"milyrecfrdv. States must consider records in the individual's name as well as records of
immediate family members who live with that individual if their names are known to the State
Again. this should be done in compliance with privacy laws and regulations.

Accuracy ofinforn iumi. States must rely on information that is available and that the State
considers to be accurate Information that the State or Federal government currently relies on to
provide benefits under other programs, such as TANF. Food Stamps or SSI. should be considered
accurate to the extent that those programs require regular redeterminations of eligibility and
prompt reporting of changes in circumstances Even if benefits are no longer being provided
under another program, information from that program should be relied on for purposes of
Medicaid cx parte reviews as long as the information wis obtained within the State's time period
for conducting Medicaid redeterminations unless the State has reason to believe the information is
no longer accurate

Timnirg ofredelernmij7iir States have the option to schedule the next Medicaid redetermination
based on either the date of the ex pane review or the date of the last eligibility review by the
program whose information the State relied on for the ex pane review Since the date of the ex
pane review will be the later of the two dates. States could reduce their administrative burden by-
scheduling the next redetermination based on the ex pane review date

(l/e of elig nhily detrnixrmnm¢.% in i(her progrants. The responsibility for making Medicaid
eligibility determinations is generally limited to the State Medicaid agency of the State agency
administering the TANF program However, the State may accept the determination of other
programs about particular eligibility requirements and decide eligibility in light of all relevant
eligibility requirements.

ObtainiW Informatioinfr mi Pdividnals. If ongoing eligibility cannot be established through ex
pane review, or the ex pane review suggests that the individual may no longer be eligible for
Medicaid, the State must provide the individual a reasonable opportunity to present additional or
new information before issuing a notice of termination.

Fxhausting All Possible Avenues of Eligibility

Thc Medicaid program his numerous and sometimes overlapping eligibility categories. For
eligibility redeterminations. States must have systems and processes in place that explore and
exhaust all possible avenues of eligibility. These systems and processes must first consider
whether the individual continues to be eligible under the current category of eligibility and, in the
case of a negative finding, explore eligibility under other possible eligibility categories
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The extent to which and the manner in ,hich other possible categories must be explored %ilI
depend on the circumstances of the case and the information available to ihe State Irthe ex parte
review does not suggest eligibility under another category, the State must provide the individual a
reasonable opportunity to provide information to establish continued eligibility. As pan of this
process, the State will need to explain the potential bases for Medicaid eligibility (such as
disability or pregnancy)

In addition, in States with separate SCHIP programs, children who become ineligible for
Medicaid are likely to be eligible for coverage in SCUP States should develop systems for
ensuring that these children are evaluated and enrolled in SCHIP, as appropriate. As is consistent
with the statutory requirements. States must coordinate Medicaid and SCHIP coverage

Computerized Eligibility Svslems

Changes in eligibility rules affecting cash assistance and Medicaid have required States with
computerized eligibility systems to modify their computer-based systems If a State has not
modified its system properly, some applicants may be erroneously denied enrollment in Medicaid
In addition, some beneficiaries may lose coverage even though they still may be eligible

States have an obligation under Federal law to ensure that their computer systems are not
improperly denying enrollment in, or terminating persons from. Medicaid The attached questions
and answers explain this obligation and present some practice suggestions on how States might
meet their responsibilities under the law

Most States are addressing the challenges associated with changing eligibility rules and systems.
and many have developed promising new strategies for ensuring that children and families who are
not receiving cash assistance are properly evaluated for Medicaid. HCFA will work with States
as they assess the need for reinslatemem, provide technical assistance to States implementing
renstatements, and facilitate exchanges among Slates to promote best practices to improve and
streamline redetermination procedures. We anticipate that there will be many questions about the
reinstement process and the redetenination guidelines. We will make every effort to address
your questions promptly, and to post and maintain a set of questions and aswers on HCFAs
webuie so that all States wil be aware of how particular swiations should be handled.
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As important as it is to correct problems that have led eligible children and families to lose
coverage, it is erually important that we improve eligibility redetermination processes and
computer systems to prevent problems in the future. We are committed to working with you to
implement this guidance to help achieve our mutual gcal of an efficient, effective Medicaid
program thai helps all eligible families. if you have any questions concerning this letter. please
contact your regional office.

Sincerly.

Director

Attachment

cc:
All HCFA Regional Administrators

AJl HCFA Associate Regional Administrators
For Medicaid and State Operations

Lee Partridge
Director. Health Policy Unit
American Public Human Services Association

Joy Wilson
Director, Health Committee
National Conference of State Legislatures

Man Salo
Director of Health Legiation
National Governos' Association Director
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Redeterminations

Q. When should a State rely on information available through other program records?

A. Slates must rely on all information that is reasonably available and that the State considers
to be accurate Information that the State or Federal government is relying on to provide
benefits under other programs, such as TAF, Food Stamps or SSI. should be considered
accurate to the extent that those programs require regular redeterminations of eligibility
and prompt reporting of changes in circumstances. For example, in the Food Stamp
program. Federal law requires States to recertify eligibility on a regular basis, and
individuals receiving food stamps are required to report promptly any change in their
circumstances that would affect eligibility. Thus, information in Food Stamp files of
individuals currently receiving food stamp benefits should be considered accurate for
purposes of Medicaid ex parte reviews

Q. If benefits are no longer being paid under another program, can Information from
that program be relied on for purposes of Medicaid ex parle reviews?

A It can be relied on if the information was obtained within the time period established by the
State for conducting Medicaid redeterminations unless the State has reason to believe the
information is no longer accurate. For example, take the case of a State that normally
schedules Medicaid redeterminations every 12 months. If a child was determined
financially eligible for SSI in Jmuary, 2000 and then loses SSI on disability-related
grounds in March, 2000, the SSA financial information should still be consked accurate
when the State redetermines Medicaid eligibility in March. 2000.

Q. Whe can the State scbeduk the meat Medicaid redetermluation If If refies on
Information from another program for i iex parte review?

A. The State may schedulk the next Medicaid redetermination based on the date of the ex
pare review or the date when the last review of eligibility was conducted in the other
program. For example, consider a State that normally schedules Medicaid
redeternunmuons every six months and that determines, based on a Medici ex pane
review in March. that the family continues to be eiible for Medicaid. If the ex pasrte
review relies on Food Stump program indormation mnd the lat Food Stamp review took
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place in January. the State may wait until September (six months from March) to schedule
its next Medicaid redetermination review, of it may schedule the next redetermination in
June (six months after the last Food Stamp recrtification)

Q. When can Medicaid accept another program's eligibility requirement
determination?

A When an eligibility requirement under another program applies equally to the Medicaid
program, the State may accept the other program's determination with respect to this
particular eligibility requirement For example, if the resource standard and method for
determining countable assets under the State's TANF program were the same or more
restrictive than the asset rules in the Medicaid program, the Medicaid agency may accept
TANF agency's determination that a family's assets fall below the Medicaid asset standard
without any further assessment on it own part regarding this requirement. The Medicaid
agency would then proceed to make a final determination of eligibility in light of all
relevant eligibility requirements.

Q. When an individual reports a change in circumstances before the neat regularly
scheduled redetermination, must the State conduct a full redetermlatine at that
time?

A. No. The State may limit this redetermination to those eligibility factors that are affected
by the changed circumstances and wait until the next regularly scheduled redetermination
to consider other eligibility factors For example, ira State generally conducts a
redetermination every 12 months and a parent reports new earnings three months after the
family 's mos recent redetermination, the State must assess whether the individuals in the
family continue to be eligible for Medicaid in light of the new earnings. However, it may
wait uniti the next regularly scheduled redeterminatlon to consider other eliiblity factors.

Whether the State conducts a ful or limited redeternination when an individual reports a
change in circumstance. Federal regulations require that the redetermination must be done
promptly.

Q. How mast the State proceed to consider aU possible avenues of eligibility before
termiating (or denying) eligibility?

A The systems and processes used by the State must first consider whether the individual
continues to be eligible under the current categmy of eligibility and, if not, explore
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eligibility under other possible categories The extent to which and manner in which other
possible categories must be explored will depend on the circumstances orthe case and the
information available to the State.

For example, if the State has information in its Medicaid files (or other available program
files) suggesting an individual is no longer eligible under the poverly-level category but
potentially may be eligible on some other basis (e S, under the disability or pregnancy
category), the State should consider eligibility under that category on an ex parte basis. If
the ex pane review does not suggest eligibility under another category, the State must
provide the individual a reasonable opportunity to provide information to establish
continued eligibility. As part of this process, the State will need to explain the potential
bases for Medicaid eligibility (such as disability or pregnancy).

Q. If a State has determined that an individual is no longer eligible under the original
category of coverage, does the State have the option to terminate coverage and
advise Ike individual that he or she may be eigible under other categories and could
reapply (or Medicaid?

A. No. States must affirmatively explore all categories of eligibility before it acts to terminate
Medikaid coverage

Q. Does this requirement to explore all categories of coverage apply to Transitional
Medical Assistance? When the TMA period is over, can the State terminate
coverage and advise the ramUy to reapply for Medicaid?

A. No. TMA is like any other Medicaid eligibiity category. Eligibilty under other
categories ofcoverage must be explored before coverage is terminated. In light of
expamionts in coverae. particulairy for childras, many children in failics receiving TA
will continue to be eligible under other eligibilty categories.

Q, My State's computer system may be errousasy lerminstil Medicaid coverage
whm families leave cash asslstaae. Became of Vk programming an a number of
priorkkls hos bee backed up. The delinkina repregemmiag is scheduled to take
plIace this faL Is this an acceptable cereclive actle? -
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A No HCFA recognizes that Y2K delayed other priorities, and we know that it takes time
to make computer changes However, Slates have an obligation to move expeditiously to
correct computer programming problems that are leading to erroneous Medicaid denials
and terminations HCFA will be working %ith States to correct computer problems and
will provide whatever assistance we can to help resolve the problem

In the meantime, no person should be denied Medicaid inappropriately due to computer
error, and no person should have his&lUr Medicaid coverage terminated erroneously due to
computer error. Once a problem with a State's computerized eligbility system has been
identified, the State must take immediate action to correct the problem I programming
changes cannot be made immediately, an interim system to override computer errors must
be put in place to ensure that eligible individuals are not denied or losing Medicaid
HCFA will review State procedures and State plans to adopt new procedures as follow-up
to the Medicaid/TANF State reviews.

Q. Have other States experienced these problems? How have they corrected the
problems?

A. Each State's issues and process are unique The measures that will be effective to
remedy compuler-bascd problems will vary from State to State There are a number of
ways States can address these issues-

Correct the ('onputer Error - The most direct way to remedy the problem is by
making the necessary changes to the computer system. This should occur
expeditiously.

Implement wa Fffrctirs Back-Up Sysiem o Prewtot Erroncoms Acitions- While
corrections to the computer system are being made, States must ensue that
erroneous actions do not occur. States that have identified compuzr-based
problems in their systems have adopted different approaches; four different
approaches are described betow. In each cae the Stae adopted a formal and
systematic approach to correcting computer-based errors. A simple instruction to
workers to override or work around computer errors is insufficieo to ensure that
erroneous denials and terminations will not occur.

SnperWxsortim. To stop erroneous terminations from occurring due to
MedicaidfTANF deinking, problems. Pennsylvaria required supervisors to review
all TANF cas cosure before any Medaid terinitation could proceed. Having
trained supervisors review terminations (and denials) can prevent wrongful
terminations ("d denials) from occurring
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(I'rnlah:edreeir. Maryland instituted a system in which local supervisors and a
State-level task force review all Medicaid denials and terminations that coincide
with a TANF denial or termination This system has been instrumental in ensuring
that thousands of eligible fanlies were not denied or terminated from Medicaid
while computer tices were finalized.

"/'crempfoty"rdefrtamemnt. The State of Washington devised a system in which
cases to be terminated were given a next-day audit by caseworkers and managers
Cases that continue to be eligible for Mediraid are 'reinstated' before the case is
scheduled to be closed

lh,~atrirn Ihld rk'i cviz aIr n o A short-term moratorium on Medicaid case closings
based on certain computer codes pending implementation of other solutions might
be an option for some States. Medicaid case closings could be held as long as
Federal requirements on the frequency of redeterminations are met.

Q. Are there any actions that States must take before they alter their computer
systems?

A. Yes. In general, prior authorization from HCFA must be obtained in order for a State to
receive federal matching funds for changes it nakes to its computer systems. HCFA will
work with States and provide technical assistance as early in the planning process as
possible in an effort to help States accomplish their objective

Q. Is there additional funding available to help with the changes in the computer
system?

A. Yes. Per our letter of January 6, 2000 concerning the $500 million federal fund
established in 1996. there is federal funding available for computer modifications related to
delinking. We encourage you to review that letter and the amount your State has avaiable
from the enhanced ntcdig funds to make changes needed as a result of the enactment of
Section 1931 (the delinking provision). MMIS enhanced funding may also be available for
some MMIS changes. please consult with your regional office.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MOYNIHAN DURING HEARING

Question: I wonder if Mr. Westmoreland could not look into that for us [why
states like Minnesota are not spending Medicaid dollars on school-based health serv-
ices]. Minnesota is not in the habit of de driving people of education or health care.
You could always call them up and ask [the reasons].

Answer: The lack of Medicaid school-based billing reported to GAO by the State
of Minnesota does not necessarily mean that the State is not providing school-based
health services to their children only that they are not billing Medicaid. Under the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), all disabled children must be
provided with the services they need to access a free and appropriate public edu-
cation. This is true regardless of whether or not schools choose to bill Medicaid for
covered services provided to eligible children at school.

There are a number of reasons for State variation in Medicaid claiming for school-
based health services. State Medicaid claiming for school services normally begins
with participation from only a few school districts. The experience gained by those
schools in submitting correct, approvable Medicaid claims is then used to expand
to more and more school districts. Also, school-based aiming begins with a few dif-
ferent school-based providers submitting claims (e.g., speech therapists, occupational
therapists). As the program matures, more and different types of providers begin
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billing Medicaid. The variation in claiming depends largely on how prepared school
districts and providers are to develop systems or methods for billing Medicaid and
on how prepared the State Medicaid agency is to accept, process and approve claims.

In Minnesota, where the school-based claims are relatively low, around $2 per
Medicaid-eligible child, the State Medicaid agency just received our approval to
begin, in July 2000 paying school-based claims for all schools in the State for the
services of seven different provider types. The provider types are: 1) physical thera-
pist, 2) occupational therapist, 3) speech language pathologist or audiologist, 4) psy-
chologist, clinical psychologist and social worker, 5) paraprofessional, such as man-
agement aid, 6) nur e, and 7) assistive technology specialist. For each encounter
with a Medicaid-eligible child by these school-based providers, Medicaid will pay a
rate based on the actual costs of providing the service rather than the lower commu-
nity provider rate that was being paid by Medicaid. Since Medicaid claiming for
school-based services is being expanded to more schools and payment rates for the
services provided are being increased, we expect Minnesota's school-based service
claims to Medicaid to rise dramatically.

Question: [Speaking of children losing Medicaid due to Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families (TANF) legislation) Please keep the Committee in touch with what
happens.

Answer: Within the next few days, we will send a letter to all State Medicaid Di-
rectors which wil address the issue of reinstatement of people improperly termi-
nated from Medicaid as a result of TANF. This letter will outline a series of actions
that all States must take to identify individuals and families who have been termi-
nated improperly and to reinstate them to Medicaid; clarify guidance on Federal re-
quirements relating to the process for redetermining Medicaid eligibility; and review
the obligations imposed by Federal law with regard to the operation of computerized
eligibility systems.

We will brief your staff on this letter when we send it and will keep you and your
staff informed on the efforts made by States to address these requirements. We also
will provide a copy of this letter to the Committee.

Question: Do you have a variation in the number of disabled children eligible from
State-to-State? And within the variation are there specific physical disabilities?

Answer: There are a number of different ways to count disabled children eligible
for public services. Children with disabilities are served in schools under the guide-
lines of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act or IDEA. The Health Care
Financinp Administration does not keep track of the number of children served
under this program, but the Department of Education does. A copy of Department
of Education's 21st Annual Report to Congress is posted on their web site at
www.ed.gov. Table AA2 of the appendix to that report provides a State-by-State
breakdown of the number of school-aged disabled children with Individual Edu-
cation Plans or IEPs by disability (Attachment A). It is important to note that al-
though all of these children are served under IDEA, have IEP's and are receiving
services in school, most of the services provided to the children are educational rath-
er than medical services. Not all of these children are eligible for Medicaid.

Medicaid data on disabled children comes from the "HCFA-2082" statistical re-
ports that States must submit annually. From those reports, we can compile data
on the total number of individuals enrolled in Medicaid in the "blind or disabled"
category and the total number and percentage of children aged 0 to 20 enrolled in
that category at any point during fiscal year 1998 (Attachment B). The usefulness
of this data is limited in that many States only place beneficiaries that do not fall
into any other eligibility category in the "blind or disabled" category. This is espe-
cially true in States that do not rely on Supplemental Security Income (SSI) to
make Medicaid eligibility determinations, the so-called 209(b) States. Therefore, the
counts may be low because many blind or disabled children were placed in other
eligibility categories and so do not appear as blind or disabled. It is also important
to note that the 2082 data contains no information on how many of these dab ed
children attend school.

Another set of data that provides some information on the number of disabled
children belongs to the Social Security Administration (SSA. Social Security data
comes from the 10-percent sample file of the Supplemental Security Record (SSR)
(Attachment C). We can compile data to show the total number of children age 0-
18 who received SSI payments in December 1999. All children who receive these
payments are eligible for Medicaid.

In comparing the Department of Education, HCFA and SSA data, it is important
to note that the Department of Education data counts the number o? children served
under Part B of IDEA during the 1997-98 school year, the SSA data counts the
number of individuals who received benefits in a single month, and the HCFA data
counts all individuals enrolled in Medicaid at any time during the year. In addition,
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since the SSA data is based on a sample of the total population, it is subject to sam-
pling error.

Question: [Speaking of legislation that involved a cube root] Would you let us
know about that? Send a letter.

Answer: The citation that I was referring to was the Ryan White Comprehensive
AIDS Resources Emergency Act of 1990, P.L. 101-381.

ATTACHMENT A

Venty-first Annual Report to Coan ss
oil the

Implementation of the
Individuals %% ith Disabilil ips Education Act

U.S. Department of Education

1')99

TO ASSURE THE FREE
APPROPRIATE PUBLIC EDUCATION OF

AL. CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES

1' 1% kk t % I " ' r It n',x lop %fr. ' '
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Table AA2

Number oflChildren Ages "I2 Served Under IDEA, Part B by Disability

During the 1997-98 School Year
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Table A.A2
Number of Children Ages 6-21 Sereed Under IDEA, Part B by D~ibility

During the 1997-98 School Year
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Stu3 35281 14o493 1I'm 597 727 304
few M:R1 :00 40 42 476 0,151. 179
742w YORK 16.43740 5.502 2.631 14.304 1.61 S
3MOM7 CAROLINA 1,547 2.034 954 9.440 416
NOR8TH VAKOTA 0 93 1319 349 91
OHIO0 12.602 2.715 2.13 7.461 1.004
O21AP10NA 1.533 767 429 0.555 3171
04.1003 0 1,009 766 3,939 374
PtONNSIIVAN1A 1.444 3.742 1.170 W1 1.249
3IK=TO RIOm 1.375 879 492 1.056 504
330008 191)310 239 304 1i9 1.430 6
SkJT34 CAAOL1NA 361 909 753 3.021 i54
SOU7TH DAZOIAM 542 110 91 274 44
TV34wRSax 1.740 1.344 1.1431 6.951 644
TERAS 4.369 5,790 4,71) 25,350 23114
7)063 1.372 s60 137 401 367
VIIJRO is 152 75 l1t is
VIOINI11A 9.464 1.121 793 7.711 455S

US VIP411UA, 0 392 204 0.351 093$
WIS003SIN 0 1.315 1,494 3,914 log
9310133 0, 176 117 475 51
A3W..ZAXSAMO0A Is 1 0 2 S

4UM 1 32 9 4S to
PNSM3 NARIARAS %a 12 11 3 4
F6) I I 1 0 1
V1300N r61)330 21 30a4t 34 2
xa. or IMDIAJI AFFAIRS 125 40 21 029 9

U.S. AND OUTLYV AMIA 107,214 49.673 67.502 191.053 34.070

90 31)199. D.C. 4 P.P. 1,04,7116 49.93? 47.422 19093) 36.005

31ie.. See data notes for aft OVIpnat ion of individual State dittecoe.

Develop" ftal Delay Ls Applioeble oaly to Children I through 9.

D.te based 0an the Decmbr 1. 1")7 C0110. Wfted as of Septemer 1. 1994.

U.S. Parpaetimt of liucettoo. Offlice at spcial RI'detion Programs, Data ArAIIyaI toot (DA381.
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Table AA2

Number of Children Ages 6o-21 Seived Under IDEA, Part B by Disability

During the 1997-98 School Year

DwA- BRAIN DCVLON0PK1rAL
STATE AUTISM BLINOIISS INJURY DELAY

ALAAM4A
AIASKA
ARE ZOHA
ARAASAS
CALIFrORNIA
COL40AZE3

DC LA WAR
DISTRICT 0F COLUMBIA
FLORIDA
QS0501K

IDAHO

I LLI16OI S
INDIANA
IOWA

LOUTS lANA
MATX
M~RrLAXI)
MMRSAC3RJSEIT$

MICNIOM
II0ESOTA
MlIaiSIPPI
pit 880UR I
PM I ANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA

New JERSEY
N4EW MEXICO

NORTH CAXOLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO

PENNSYLVANIA
PUETO RI1Co
RNOD4S BLAD
SOUTlH CAROLIKA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TEZWESSEE
TVW

VIRGOINIA
"ASHNGTOSI
NEUT VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING
AHSEICAN SAMOA

NORTHERN MAR NANAS
PALAU
VIRGIN ISLANDS
BUR. of INDIAN AITAIRS

U.S. AND OU~TLYING AREAX

50 ST1TE. D.C. 4 P.R.

44 I 194

1,44

424

7

21

:17

1.112

4 52

6

1
t94

51
2.36)
1.112

2

101

134
43

146

170
92

344

361I

34
2

10

42.11,

43,54

105
17

142

41

1

1 3

1

41

1 2
1 4

23
4.6

0
23
13

S ,24

21

23a
22

44
27
2

26

27
2

1

.46

1.46 3

914
25

270

3
144

54
343

146

143

26

27

40

693

26

14
7,

44

240
it)

121
26

266

11.54

31st

Please a"e data n~otes for ans explanation of todividual State differences.

Developmental Day Is applicable only to children J through P.

Data based on the December 1. 1557 count, upsdated as of September 1. 1999.

U.S. Department of 9ducatioc. Office of Special Education Progrsee. Data Aaaelyeis Syetem 4DANS3.

A-4

0

C

0
a

0

10

0

0
0
0o

0
0
0

0

303
0
0

0

0
0
0

.0
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ATTACHMENT B
TOM I
tma Cam FIancInq Adf~rnAsdon

Mocald UogMb wth dd~bod be of ong"bIty by O poupkg "d by @tat. PY I19

ALABAMA

ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALFORNA
COLORAOo
CONMECTI&JT
OELAWARE
DISTRICT OF COLU(MIA
FLORDA
GEORGLA
HAWAS
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KNSAS
KENTUVCKY
LOUISIANA
MAMN

MAYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
kMssmsf"
MUISSURI

MONTANA

NEVAA
NEW HAMSHRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXIO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLNA

°

NORTH DAKOTA
OH1O
OKLAH OMA
ORGON 3j
PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLND

SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
VJMONT

WASH1INTOI4
WEST Vt ;ow
WCONSIN

D~saIe allow"s 2-1 GIO&MEU m a%
ToW ft" 0 to I ofwdsabled
6,941.04 1.261,06 18%

105.972 36.322 22%
9.586 1.493 16%

69.642 19.626 22%
102.277 23.799 23%

02,.277 109.974 12%
64.153 12616 20%
54.W02 64 1%
14.956 4.740 32%
20.6M0 4.543 16%

412175 66.106 21%
226,90 39.223 17%

NA NA
1,468 s.290 29%

269.616 41.137 14%
93,679 11.136 12%
526e61 9,642 18%
48.314 8.099 11%

167,148 31.905 17%
164,758 51.063 31%

40.114 5.066 13%
113,8W 18.260 16%
190,747 38.264 19%
273,214 2.1 10 19%

?6.909 14,0,4 19%
142.423 31.152 22%
119.232 6,784 7%

16.262 2.664 10%
27.463 4.801 17%
21.799 4.078 19%
1.960 30 3%

166.497 29.421 18%
46=.02 8.267 18%

6n.643 115.180 18%
210.064 40.52 19%

9.219 1.156 13%
231.324 41.518 16%

NA NA
112.407 53,644 48%
29,436 58.042 19%
30.002 4.930 16%

110.639 24,001 22%
14.899 3.419 23%

306344 43712 14%
32,852 70.631 22%
21,507 2,794 13%
16.360 2,036 12%

127.S24 25.91 20%
120.040 15.926 13%
81.661 11.06 14%

12,16 29.699 23%
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WYOM04G 7.660 V.07 22

11EztAn Hawal Wn Oklahma, who id no repof debWd data on bwl of elgbt
291 UM" abled elgibin we ctogonzed an ha"g cow beenW fo lgiity.
epeciaty in 206(b) Staln Oat do not mse S~ra ellgbt ydeteWibin (w q. . . In.. Mo.. W.t and ULt)
3D m oreonca of dealed ctvkan eppe b be lfl. and may roecto mlcaurtt of chlfwi n wovwr progrwna
Souroe: HCFA. 0.050. Daa mw4 Sycean Group
Daa kom ODalo of ktmaon Aneyl and Tecwwocd AesAtarc

14-Apr-0
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ATTACHMENT C

Table 2
Socil Securlty Admilsetition
Number ofelildren rceivi fedeally adminsed 81M payments, fry region and state, December IM

ALABAMA 23.630
ALASKA 860
ARIZONA 11.90
ARKANSAS 14.950
CALIFORNIA 79.50
COLORADO 7.010
CONNECTICUT 5,560
DC. 3,130
DELAWARE 2,850
FLORIDA 60.580
GEORGIA 26.090
HAWAII 1.370
IDAHO 3.000
ILLINOIS 39.920
INDIANA 16,690
IOWA 5.550
KANSAS 6,030
KENTUCKY 22.220
LOUISIANA 27.570
MAINE 2.890
MARYLAND 13.130
MASSACHUSETTS 15.410
MICHIGAN 34.250
MINNESOTA 7.,0
MISSISSIPPI 18,590
MISSOURI 16,280
MONTANA 1.930
NEBRASKA 3.370
NEVADA 3.400
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1.630
NEW JERSEY 19.530
NEW MEXICO 5.610
NEW YORK 65.960
NORTH CAROLINA 30.190
NORTH DAKOTA 1.060
NORTHERN MARL'tNAS 200
OHIO 40,280
OKLAHOMA 10,300
OREGON 5.630
PENNSYLVANIA 39,030
RHODE ISLAND 3,0O
SOUTH CAROLINA 16,800
SOUTH DAKOTA 2,010
TENNESSEE 20.800
TEXAS 47.30
UTAH 3,360
VERIONT 1.00.
VIRGINIA 20.140
WEST VIRGINIA 7,220
WASHINGTON 10.500
WISCONSIN 15,060
WYOMING 1.010

Soume SSA Offte of PIcy
hg vwanw=uatica/ctd'en recvlMj/121 999





COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION

On behalf of the 70,000 member physical therapists, physical therapist assistants,
and students of physical therapy, the American Physical Therapy Association
(APTA) is pleased to submit this statement for your consideration as you examine
Medicaid payments to schools. APTA appreciates having the opportunity to com-
ment.

The Individuals with Disabilities Edacation Act (IDEA) requires that all children
with disabilities receive a free and appropriate public education, and "related serv-
ices" necessary to benefit from their educational program. As a designated "related
service," physical therapy must be provided at no cost to the child or family. The
cost of providing special education and related services has given rise to financial
concerns for school districts. To finance and deliver services, IDEA's authorizing leg-
islation and regulations require that it coordinate with other federal programs, such
as Medicaid. However, the interaction between the financial responsibilities of these
two entities has not been well defined, and efforts to coordinate Medicaid and IDEA
have been affected by the lack of clear and consistent federal guidelines. There is
confusion over proper billing procedures which is coupled with the lack of clear and
consistent federal guidance about services appropriately provided under Medicaid.

A further challenge involves third-party liability (TPL) under the Medicaid stat-
ute. Third-party liability refers to the legal obligation df certain health care payors
(including private health insurance) to pay the medical claims of Medicaid bene-
ficiaries before Medicaid pays these claims. Medicaid rules require that Medicaid
pay only after TPL sources have met their legal obligation to pay, whereas IDEA
requires that parents not be charged for services provided through an IEP. Of con-
siderable concern is the possibility of limitation, or loss, of lifetime insurability and
benefits for these children. In addition, the increasing number of states choosing to
utilize a managed care plan for Medicaid services creates a life-time cap where none
had previously existed.

Physical therapists are integrally involved in the provision of services for children
with disabilities in educational environments. Physical therapists trained in pediat-
rics provide essential early intervention and school-based services for children with
disabilities. Physical therapy helps children overcome the mobility and other func-
tional obstacles to learning and daily living that most of us take for granted.

Access to physical therapy in their own schools and communities gives children
with disabilities the educational opportunities we all need in order to enhance our
lives, to live independently, to become gainfully employed, and to be positive contrib-
utors to society. These are just some of the important achievements that the IDEA
program has made possible.

PTA strongly supports IDEA and its goals of providing a free appropriate public
education to all children. Unfortunately, the challenges faced by providers and
schools who are charged with carrying out IDEA are further exacerbated by the lim-
ited funding that is provided to the schools under IDEA. Although Congress has
taken steps to increase funding for IDEA in the past few yearm, much work remains.
Full funding of the Federal share of IDEA is crucial to the program's success. APTA
urges Congress to address the critical need for fulfilling the Federal government's
promise under IDEA.

Fully funding the Federal share of IDEA is the best way Congress can assure that
children with disabilities will receive the necessary services and to prevent the inap-
propriate use of Medicaid funds. We urge you to continue your work toward pro-
viding full Federal funding of IDEA.

We also would ask you urge HCFA to establish a panel of expert stakeholders,
including related service providers, to assist them in their development of guidelines
and clarification regarding the use of Medicaid dollars to serve children in the
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schools. This expert panel could provide invaluable information to HCFA in their
efforts to address the issues that families, providers, and schools face each day in
their efforts to properly implement 'IDEA.

Thank you again for allowing us to provide this statement for the record. We look
forward to working with you on this very important issue.

0


